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The job ol putting new insulators on the power
line from Cooper's Mills to Rockland, which was
started last fall will be completed-Sunday, June 3.
Power will be turned off at 4 A. M., standard time,
and will be put back on again about 5 P. M.

1846. In 1874 -the Courier was established,
and consolidated with the Gazette in 1882
The Free Press was established in 1855, and
In 1891 changed its name to the Tribune.
These papers consolidated March 17, 1897.

The Company asks the indulgence of its cus
tomers for this interruption in service, which inter
ruption is necessary to do this piece of work which
will mean so much in improving the service in the
Rockland District.
The Company will gather 200 men for this job
and will rush it through with all possible dispatch.
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63-66
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••• Horace Greely.
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MEN FOR THE ARMY

Wanted By Uncle Sam In
Every Department Garrissoned By His Troops.
For the first time in months enlist
ments are open in the Army for nearly
every department garrisoned by Unit
ed States troops and there is an ex
ceptional opportunity for young men
to get some fine experience in travel
by enlisting for the several continental
and foreign stations in which there are
openings.
In the Ninth Corps Area, comprising
the States of Washington Oregon, Cal
ifornia, Idaho, Montana, Wyoming, Ne
vada and Utah, 50 men are needed for
Infantry, 10 for cavalry, 40 for field
artillery and 30 for engineers. In the
Philippine Depantment the following
enlistments are open: 40 Infantry, 40
Coast Artillery Corps.
Panama Department requires men
for Infantry, Field Artillery. Coast Ar
tillery Corps, Engineers, Medical De
partment, Signal Corps, Ordnance De
pantment and Air Service. Down in
the District of Washington men are
wanted for Field Artillery at Ft. My
er, Va., Infantry Jit. Washington, Md.,
and Medical Department. Walter Reed
General Hospital, Wash., D. C.
Additional enlisted men are needed
ir. the following service schools: In
fantry, Ft. Henning, Ga., Infantry
(Tanks) Camp Mead, Md., Signal
Corps, Camp Vail, N. J., Engineers,
Camp Humphreys, Va., and Medical
Department, Carlisle, Penna., while for
General Assignment men are needed
for Infantry, Field Antlllery and En
gineers. In, the Special Detachments
at the Military Academy, West Point,
N. Y., enlisted men are required for
service in Field, Artillery and En
gineers.
In the Firat Corps Area there are va
cancies in the following units: 5th In
fantry and the 13th Infantry regiments.
7th Field Artillery and 3d Cavalry and
Quartermaster Corps and the Coast
Artillery Corps at Fort Wright, Banks,
Constitution, and Preble.
In this
Corps Area men are needed in the
Medical Corps at Ft. Ethan Allen, War
ten, Wright and Williams, Quartermas
ter clerks are wanted at Fort Wright,
and musicians are lieeded in the 7th,
10th and 51st Bands, C. A. C., and the
5th Infantry Band.
Further information in regard to en
llstments can be obtained at the local
U. S. Army Recruiting Station in this
city

RAYCHEL EMERSON

3rd Year

These figures show
only the actual amount
saved, and do not in
clude the interest ac
cumulated if money is
deposited in an account
with this bank.

Announces the opening of her Warren
Studio, where she will accept a limited
number of pupils until September 1st.

WARREN, ME.
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MR. S. T. KIMBALL

has actively resumed the
1st Year

$156.
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at 4I4 Main Street
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Rockland, Main©
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"WORK FOR PEACE”
This Harding’s Plea In Me
morial Day Speech — Let
America "Do Full Part."
Standing in Arlington Memorial
Amphitheatre and facing the wooded
slopes where rest thousands of the war
dead of the Nation, President Harding
on Memorial Day uttered a prayer that
the United States “do its full part to
ward making war unlikely if not im
possible.”
“We have already proven that we
can have less of armament,” the
President declared. “Let us strive for
the assurance that we shall have none
of war.”
Scarcely had the applause from those
assembled in the great National ceme
tery for the annual Memorial Day ex
ercises died away when the Chlvf Ex
ecutive coupled with his prayer the
hope that war will not come again to
America. “But if it does," he said, ‘‘it
shall be without profit to the noncom
batant participants except as they
share in the triumphs of the Nation.
“We will not alone call to service the
youth of the land .... but we will
draft every resource, every activity, all
of wealth, and make common cause of
the Nation’s preservation.”
Several minutes passed before the
applause which greeted this announce
ment allowed Mr. Harding to continue,
and then he asserted:
“It will be a more grateful Nation
which consecrates all to a common
cause, and there will be more to share
the gratitude bestowed. More, there
will be a finer conscience in our war
commitments and that sublimity of
spirit which makes a people invinci
ble.”
The President was accompanied tc
Arlington by Mrs. Harding, who sat in
a box during the exercises. Gathered
in the marble amphitheatre were a
scattering of survivors of the Civil
War, hundreds of veterans of the War
with Spain, and many more of those
who participate^in the World War. in
cluding the commander-in-chief, Gen
Pershing.
The setting was as impressive as the
exercises. Just outside the amphi
theatre the tomb i f the Unknown
Soldier was 'buried beneath a mound
of (lowers, and the President, before re
turning to the White House, placed a
wreath upon it and stood for a minute
at salute.
Mrs. Harding visited the cemetery
before the exercises and at services
held under the auspices of tfie disabled
American veterans, assisted in tht
planting of an American elm, turning
over the earth around the tree with a
trench shovel which had been used in
France. At the request of Mrs. Hard
ing, no advance notice had been giver
of this ceremony and only a few were
present.
The President in voicing the prayer
that the United States do its part to
make war impossible recalled how twe
years ago he had stood “at lloboker
Pier amc-.,g 5000 dead in their flagdraped coffins.” There "was death in
war’s unheeding allotment, corridors of
sorrow and sacrifices so far as the eye
could see, and grief that no human soul
could appraise.” he said, and added:
“Under the spell of the great sorrow
which gripped my heart, I said then
and repeat now, ‘It must not be again;
it must not fie again.’ ”
The President declared there was s
world relationship which the United
States could not and would not choose
to avoid, if it followed in the spirit of
its founders. “While I would abhor a
pacifist America," he added, “I would
rejoice to have the United States
proven to be unafraid and yet the ipost
peace-loving and the foremost peacepromoting Nation in all the world."
Amplifying the prayer with a dec
laration which many interpreted as
referring to the proposal for American
membership In the World Court, he
said:
“I believe it to be a God-given duty
to give of our influence to establish the
ways of peace throughout the world.
We cannot guarantee, but we can pro
mote the peaceful adjustment of dis
putes, we can aid in the establishment
of the agencies of peace, we can be in
fluential in committing the world to the
triumphs of iteuce. and make hateful to
human kind the spoils of war.”

l.

w. McCartney

SANITARY ENGINEER

in association with

Plumbing and Heating

Judge A. L. Miles

Telephone 664-W
ROCKLAND, ME.

TO INCREASE RANGE

TWILIGHT LEAGUE SCHEDULE

The Twilight League schedule fcr the balance of the season
has been arranged and is published herewith. Each team plays
four games with each of the other five. The regular playing nights
are Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday, but later in the
season, when postponed games have accumulated there will be
playing on Friday nights. All of the games, except in case of double
headers, will begin as near 6.15 p. m. as possible. The schedule fol
lows, and by cutting it out and preserving it the fans will not have
to ask so many questions.

4
5
6
7
11
12
13
14
18
19
20
21
25
26
27
28

June |
Texacos vs Electrics.
Snow vs Elks.
Rockport vs Lame.
Electrics vs Snow.
Rockport vs Elks.
Lime vs Electrics.
Texacos vs Snow.
Miks vs Lime.
Eke tries vs Rockport.
Miks vs Texacos.
Snow vs Lime.
Texacos vs Rockport.
Elks vs Electrics.
Snow vs Rockport.
Lim. vs Elks.
Texacos vs Snow.

2
3
4
5
9
10
11
12
16
17
18
19
23

July
Electrics vs Lime.
Texacos vs Rockport.
Snow vs Electrics.
Lime va Elks.
Texacts v« Rockport.
Elks vs Snow.
Rockport vs Lime.
E ectrics vs Texacos.
Elks vs Snow.
Electrics vs Rockport
Texacos vs Elks.
Snow vs Lime.
Eleebricg vs Elks.

June is a month of brides
and blossoms—and birthdays.

—Says the Sunflower.
^END

flowers—there’s

no

happier way of expressing

your friendship or your love.
They carry a message that’s
bright and fair. Whose birth

day comes this month?
BEDDING PLANTS

“SAY IT WITH FLOWERS"
Strand Theatre, Main Street

GLAENTZEL
PHONE-120
GREENHOUSES-CAMDEN
PHONE? 135-2

To have your films promptly

developed and printed
send or bring them to

CARVER’S
BOOK STORE

Among the questions which the next
session of Congress will have before
it will be that of determining whether
•tlie United States shall expend 66,606,000 in alterations on 13 battleships for
the purpose of increasing the range of
the guns on those battleships by about
3,000 yards. Congress at its last ses
24 Lime vs Texacos.
sion made such an appropriation but 'it
25 Snow vs Electrics.
having been claimed that this appro
26 Hockport vs Lime.
priation was made under a misappre
30 Texacos vs Snow.
hension as to certain tacts, the Navy
31 Elks vs Rockport.
Department lias not expended the mon
ey. It is the present understanding
August
that the money will not be expended
1 Lime vs Texacos.
for that purpose until Congress has an
2 Rockport vs Electrics.
opportunity once more to review the
6 Snow vs Elks.
facts.
7 Effectives vs Lime.
It appears that in the British Navy
8 Elks vs Rockport.
tihere is one ship whose guns 'have a
9 Texacos vs Snow.
range of 30,000 yards and 21 aliips with
13 Electrics vs Texacos.
a range of 24,000 yards. The American
14 Rockport vs <Snow.
Navy lias five vessels with a 30,00015 Texacos vs Lime.
yard range and 13 with a 21.000-yard
16 H.ks vs Electrics.
range. It is reported that French and
20 Lime vs Rocki»ort.
Japanes ships are to undergo eluinges
21 Miks vs Texacos.
which will give the naval guns of those
22 Snow vs Lime.
nations a range of 3.000 yards greater
23 Rockport vs Electrics.
than our own.
27 Snow vs Electrics.
’When an official of the Navy Depart
28 Elks vs Lime.
ment explained to a Congressional
29 Electrics vs Texacos.
t oinmillee the disadvantage under
30 Snow vs Rockport.
which the American Navy rests as
compared’ with that of Great Britain,
September
lie made the erroneous statement that
3 Elks vs Texacos.
the range of the Uritfcli gums had been
4 Electrics vs Lime.
increased to tlie present standard
5 Texacos vs Rockport.
since the signing of die Limitation of
6 Lime vs Texaco®.
Armaments Treaty.
Whether the
10 Miks vs Rockport.
change- was made before or after the
sign ig of tile Treaty is wholly ’im
material, for tile Treaty does not make
ROCKLAND NEXT YEAR any stipulations as to the range of
guns. The Treaty fixed the tonnage of
the capitat ships of the t\vo powers,
Letter Carriers of Maine Vote and
made other restrictions, all for the
To Hold 1 heir Annual Con single purpose of equalizing their battlesb ip fleets.
vention In This City.
It is apparent, however, that the two
capital Heels are not now equal be
Resolutions favoring the use of cause of the greater range of the guns
“■every legitimate means” to impress of the British fleet. Neither will the
stipulated ratio of capital
naval
upon the Maine Congressional dele
strength as between the Unit'd States
gation the advisability of a six hour and Japan be maintained if Japap In
shift for night workers instead of eight creases the range of her guns and the
hours, a weekly instead of a bi-weekly United States does not.
Because there was a misstatement to
payday, 30 days sick leave and 30 days
vacation each year were adopted at the Congressional committee regarding
the annual convention of the Maine the time when Great Britain increased
branch of the United National Associa the range of her guns, and -beoause of
the desire of the Administration to
tion of Postoffice Clerks here May 30.
J. W. Leighton of Gardiner was avoid even the appearance of a restora
elected president for the enmiing year. tion of dreadnought competition, it was
The other officers are: First vice presi decided not to expend the money ap
propriated for alterations In capital
dent, Milton H. Douglas of Bath; sec
ships The question will be once more
ond vice president, Elwood L. Stover of
placed la-fore Congress, probably with
Freeport; secretary and treasurer, E.
L. Fowler of Waterville. Harry Hig the recommendation that the appro
gins of Waterville was elected t he State priation be again authorized, with a
view to estaldishing and maintaining
delegate to .the National Convention to
the big ships of the Am-f rican, British,
be held*in Washington in September.
and Japanese Navies on not only a
The Maine branch of the United Na
tional Association of Litter Carriers theoretical but a practical 5-5-3 basis
in -annual convention, passed reso as comtemplated by tlx- treaties ne
gotiated at the Washington Conference.
lutions favoring a. Saturday half holi
liven if Congress shall approve the
day, a Congressional appropriation ad
elevation of the gun ranges, tire United
equate to the needs of the postal serv
States cannot be accused of compe
ice, full compensation for incapacity
tition in general naval strength with
sustained while on duty Instead of the
any oilier country. Great Britain has
present 60 per cent. The meeting also
a vast superiority to us in the matter
endorsed the Lehlback bill regarding
of light cruisers, while the French navy
retirement.
is rapidly developing her submarines.
John E. Rfidy of Portland was
Ja|ian, too, has more sea-going sub
elected president, other officers being:
marines than this country.
Both
Vice president Timothy F. Donovan of
France and Great Britain are possessed
Lewiston; secretary, William A. Pow
of air Heels t-lieit exceed our own in
ers, Portland; treasurer, Charles G.
number of planes and personnel.
Crowell, Augusta; delegate to the Na
tional Convention, Harry C. Sullivan,
HAD EXIDE BATTERY
Bath. The next convention will lie
held in Rockland.
Army Monoplane Which Made Trans
continental Trip Was Thus Equipped.

SLEEVE PROTECTORS

The Army monoplane, T-2 which was
recently used by Lieutenants Oakley
O. Kelley and John A. Macready in
“KEEP KLEEN KUFFS”and
their sensational transcontinental flight
“SLIP-ON SLEEVELETS” was equipped with an ICxide Battery.
Made to order for Men and Women
“Incidentally,” Austin Sherman of
Write for free booklet to
the local Kxide Battery Service Station
THE UTILITY SLEEVE CO.. Manufacturers explained, “the plane is of the famous
ROCKLAND
MAINE
Fokker type used during the war, and
was made by the Fokker Co. of Ams
For Sale by J. F. GREGORY SONS CO
terdam, Holland.
“This particular Fokker, which is of
cabin design, has a wing spread of 76
feel and is propelled by a 400 H. P.
The Little Flower Shop
Liberty motor. The gross weight of
the plane is 10,830 pounds. A supply of
SILSBY’S
735 gallons of gas, 35 gallons of oil and
25 gallons of water is carried in the
399 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND
T-2."
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AMERICAN HOUSE

Flowers for All Occasions
House Plants and

The Nova Scotia lobster season
closed Thursday, but the smacks which
bring the shellfish to Maine waters will
continue their trips for some days yet.

Bedding Plants

YOUR FAVORITE POEM

Hanover Street
Boston
The House of Good Cheer
Room Kates $2.00 per day and up
Two new fireproof Garages one
Block in the rear of the House

in season

Rathskeller

4 OAKLAND PARK 4
SEASON 1923

DANCING

SATURDAY EVENING, JUNE 2
MONAGHAN’S

ORCHESTRA

Direct from Pinehurst, N. C.

DINING ROOM OPEN JUNE 17
CENTRAL

MAINE

POWER COMPANY

z

Business
Men’s
Lunch
from
Noon to 2 30 p M.
Dinner from 6 1*. M to 8 P M.
Supper from 8 I* M to 1 A. M
A la carte all day
Music from 6 P. M. to 1 A M
by Scotty Holmes Orchestra and
The Imperial Marimba Band
Banquet Rooms from 4 to 500
people
Telephone Haymarket 47''
S-Nov-25-23

American Navy Otherwise
Not On a Par With Our
British Cousins' Fleet.

WE EXCEL IN FLORAL DESIGN
GO-tf

We know
BRAND

Here with low voice It comes and calls
For tribute from some hermit la'e.
And here It wildly foams and falls.
Bidding the forest echoes wake;
Now sweeping on. it runs its race
By mound and mill in playful glee
Now welcomes, with Its pure embrace—
The vestal waves of Ossipee.

from the time they are
picked to the time they
are packed in our own
factories

At last, with loud and solemn roar.
Spurning each rocky ledge and bar.
It sinks where, on the sounding shore.
The broad Atlantic heaves afar;
There, on old ocean's faithful breast.
Its wealth of waves It proudly flings.
And there Its wear) waters rest.
Clear as they left their crystal springs.

You can always be sure of
their quality

The Twtc/ie/l-Ckamplin Co.
—

BOSTON

THE RIVER SACO

From Ajiochook’s granite steeps,
Fair Saco rolls In chainless pride.
Rejoicing as It laughs and leap^
Down the gray mountain’s rugged side: —
The stern rent crags and tall dark pines
Watch that young pilgrim Hashing by.
While close above them frowns or shines
The black torn cloud, or deep blue sky.
Soon gathering strength, it swiftly takes
Through Bartlett’s vales Its tuneful way.
Or hides in Conway’s fragrant brakes,
Retreating from the glare of lay;—
Now, full of vigorous life, It springs
Prom the strong mountain’s circling arms.
And roams, in wide and lucid rings.
Among green Fryeburg’s woods and farms.

■Hatchet
Foods

PORTLAND

Whatever your occupation may be and how
ever crowded your hours with affairs, do not
fall to secure at least a few minutes every day
for refreshment of your Inner life with a bit
of poetry.
—Charles Eliot Norton.

M523

Sweet stream! It were a fate divine,
’Till this world’s tolls and tasks were done,
To go. like those bright floods of thine,
Refreshing all, enslaved by none.
To pass through scenes of calm and strife,
Singing, like thee, with holy mirth,
And close in peace a varied life.
Unsullied by one stain of earth
—James Gil borne Lyons.

The Gourier-Gazette

BASEBALL

IN

FULL

SWING

THREETIME8-A-WEEK
CIRCULATION AFFIDAVIT

Rockland, June 2, 1923.
Personally appeared Frank rf. Lyariie, who on
oath declares that he Is pressman in the office
of the Rockland Publishing Co., and that of
the issue of The Courier Gazette of May 31,
1923, there was printed a total of 5.970 copies.

Every-OtEer-Daf

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, June 2, 1923.
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All of the Twilight League Teams Have Now Been Seen In
Action—Today’s Thomaston Game May Settle School
Championship In Knox and Lincoln League.

C0.M “VVA'LAtMIM

FURNITURE

AN OLD VOTING LIST

JOIN

Names of Men In Wards 3 and
5 Who Went To the Polls
Haif a Century Ago.

NOTE—Irx our
winnow
we
havo a great
display of
beautiful cedar
chests and ce
dar wardrobes.
It Is a hand
some display.

City Marshal George E. Gilchrest
hands The Courier-Gazette remnants of
Notary Public.
....................
Stockwell.
Umpires,. Kennedy and
■STS" — ——- ■
'■ .7.—— ■
■■
. —»
ild voting list, which were found a
Gleason. i coier, Sturtevant.
few days ago by Jerry Sullivan while
I SAW ADRIEL BIRD
doing some spring house-cleaning at
Rockland 5, Lincoln 1
BIBLE THOUGHT
at the Rockland-Lincoln Acade
Rockland High School gave a very the City Building. The lists must lie
my game Thursday. Being a
classy exhibition of ball playing on this at least 5ft years old The names will
—FOR TODAY—
Bird it naturally follows that he
Broadway ground Thursday and put a interest many older readers, as well as
Bible Thooghts mer-orized, will prove
is a lover of all athletic sports,
priceless heritage in after years.
hopeless /.rimp in Lincoln Academy's
and as often as possible is on
chances of tying Thomaston in the the descendants of those who exer
the side lines when the game
pennant race. Equally goad work in cised the right of suffrage when Rock
begins. Adriel made some fist
SAFETY OF THE PERFECT:—Be
the other games would have made land was comparatively a new city.
of being a pitcher in the pioneer
hold, God will not east away a perfect
Rockland the team Io lie feared.
Here is Ward 3, in pari:
days of the Twilight League,
man. neither will he help the evil doers.
The game went along scoreless until
• • • •
and was not without success
—Job 8:20.
the 5th inning when Stevens found
Isaac ,Abbott, Samuel Albee, Na
when on the mound for the
This genuine Cedar Chest
Rising for Lincoln’s first hit. He was thaniel Albee, Ehen Alden, James AidThree Crow team. He had a
very roomy and is only—
sc tickled with his achievement that rich, Ezekiel Alexander, Samuel H Al
A master’s report to the effect that
batting style all of his own, and
he
pilfered
second
and
then
cavorted
ien,
Cyrus
Agilla,
Jesse
Ames,
John
the directors of the First Church of
the perplexed pitcher some
$?4.00
io third. It that tantalizing position Ames, Isaac Ames, Jackson Ames, John
times wondered whether Adriel
Christ Scientist, did not have legal
he was forced to camp while Rising Anderson, John Anderson, 2d, Robert
was facing the box or turning
fanned Genthner and Macurda. Ers Anderson, Miles C. Andrews, John Ar
right to remove John V. Dittemore as a
his back to it. AcfMel is a better
kine was passed. The next batter was nold, Joseph Arnold. Ambrose Arnold
member of the hoard has been tiled in
prophet
than
the
average
Gay, in whom Lincoln county fans re
Ephraim Barrell, Robert Benner.
the Massachusetts Supreme Court by
Weather Bureau artist. I have
pose a great deal of confidence. He John H. Bennett, Win. G. Berry, Aimer
often found that it doesn’t pay
Frederic Dodge, a former federal judge.
made good in this emergency with a rills,
Hiram
G.
lterry,
Nor
to differ with his opinion. He is
clean single which s ored Stevens and man Bishop. Wm. Blodgett. Robert
The master, found that Dittemore's co
obsessed with Bowdoinism.—
landed Erskine on third. The rally Irann, J. M. C. Burbank, Hildreth
members had failed to subm,t to him
The Sporting Editor,
stopped there, for Cowan couid not hit Burns, Heman Burpee, N. A. Burpee,
charges upon which they based his re
Rising then, or in any other inning.
John R. Burpee, Mathew Burton, Riley
moval. He adhered to t.he opinion
In the last Half of the 5th the visit Bowler.
Here is a genuine Cedar Chest,
ors made a whole flock of errors and
which he had previously expressed in
Leonard Campbell. Michael Candage,
Lime Co. 6, Texacos 5
brass bound and very good size,
these—plus singles by Massalin. Mont Ambrose Case, John S. Case, Charles
hla report as master in the prolonged
In spite of the frigid temperature gomery and Flanagan netted Rockland
only—
arguments be ween the church and which was more suggestive of a belat four very substantial runs. The only Clark, Charles W. Clark, Francis Cobh,
Edward Cobh, Charles CofTran.Ibrook
$28.00
trustees that the First Church of ed football season than summer base other scoring in the game was in the A. Collins, John Collins, David F. Co
Christ, Scientist, was not incori»orated ball there was a goodly contingent on 8th when three singles in a row', by nant, Oliver J. Conant, Robert It.
hand Thursday night to see the Lime Flanagan. O. Record and Knight sent
Coombs, Joseph A. Condon, Hiram II.
within the meaning of the Massachu Company and Texacos make their 1923
WE ARE STARTING ANOTHER OF OUR FAMOUS CEDAR CHEST CLUBS.
the genial Bill across the pan.
Condon, Robert H. Corey, Elisha C
setts statutes. “An element of per baw in the Twilight League.
Rising not only pitched classy hull, Corey, Henry Corson. Elisha Corson
THE VERY EASY TERMS ENABLE YOU TO PURCHASE ONE OF THESE
The Texacos had a lead of one run l-.ut proved that pitchers can sometimes
sonal hostility and dislike,” the report
C. C. Crook, Benjamin Curbing, John S.
said, "entertained toward the plaintiff when the Lime Company went to bat in hit, for he made a double and a single Coburn.
the 5th. With the bases full and two it. three times up. The Lincoln Acad
BEAUTIFUL AND USEFUL CHESTS ON PAYMENTS WEEKLY THAT ARE
Thomas Day, Luellen Densmore, Ku
by other members of the board, must men down, Tripp knocked a grounder emy team di 1 some very creditable work
fus Derby, Asa Dill, Wm. M. Dow.
be regarded as having entered into straight to pitcher McLoud. The latter in the infield, except for the inning
SO SMALL YOU WILL NEVER MISS THE MONEY.
Daniel Elliot, John G. Edwards.
their action, in preparing and debating fumbled it slightly, hut with an abun- specified, while Clyde and Otho hurled
N. A. Farwell, Joseph Farwell, C. P.
lance of time in which to get the base- the sphere across the diamond in a
the resolution for ids dismissal.” And
Fessenden, S'. C. Fessenden, John
A large roomy Cedar
unner out he slammed the hall to manner that was good to behold.
See the handsome
Fletcher, Wm. Flint, John E. Flint, Jo
now that the matter has been so ex Skinner, with all the force in his pitch
The score:
Chest, brass bound,
seph H. Flint, Wm. O. Fuller, Joseph
Genuine
Cedar
Chest
tensive aired in the courts and the ing arm. In the gathering darkness
Rockland High
Frohawk.
only .................. $24.00
ROCKLAND, MAINE
ab r bh tb po
we offer for..... $18.00
press, and the official finding lias been Skinner did not get a clear view of the
Samuel Gamage, David Gay, William
rapidly moving sphere and the ball Stewart lb ............ 2 0 0 o 9
Gay, Fisher Gay, Ephraim Gay, Wm.
announced, all friends of the church went through his hands. On this play,
C. Record 2b........ 4 0 0 0 2
W. Gordon. John At. Gould. Benjamin
will unite in .the hope that the future of which should have been an easy third Flanagan rf .......... 4 1 2 2 0
Gould, J. B. Greenhalgh.
out,
the
Lime
Company
won
the
game.
the institution may be marked by less
O. Record ss ........ 4 0 1 1 1
Jeremiah Hall, James Handley. Chas.
The Texacos went utterly to pieces Knight c ................. 4 1 1 1 14 0 ft
friction, and that all its difficulties may
in the 6th, but as that inning was not Massalin cf .......... 4 1 1 1 1 O' 0 A. Harrington, John W. Hackett, Hi
meetings echeduled for June 5 and 7.
LINCOLN CAR AS PILOT
ram Hatch, Wm. H. Havener, John Letts, Francis Tighe, George Tighe,
be speedily ironed out.
finished the score reverts to the last Thornton 3b ........... 4 1 1 1 0 3 0
Following tile Washington meeting,
Hicky, Wm. H. Hills. Jesse L. Hodg Wm. H. Tit ■ unb. Samuel Totman, Win.
even inning, the 5th.
Rising p ................. 3 ft 2 3 0 1 0
With a record of having twice cross Captain McMahan will pilot the auHave the people of Bangor taken
The Lime Company has practically Montgomery if ... 3 1 1 1 0 0 0 kins. Charles Holmes, Charles S. A. Tripp, Lewis M. True,’John Trundy,
ed the continent and covering more toists over a northern route on their
Holmes, Ichabod Howard, B M. Hem- John Tuttle, Thomas Thurston.
leave of their senses? Here comes the the same team as last season, or will
than 60.00ft miles, the Lincoln car of return trip, the big white Lincoln blaz
enway.
Henry
11.
Ulmer,
Simon
R.
Ulmer.
have when "Soap” Rogers gets back
32 5 9 10 27 11 1
Bangor Daily News, ordinarily level
Capt. Bernard S. McMahan, secre ing tlie way as pathfinder. Selection
Rufus
C
Ingraham,
John
S.
Ingra

Joseph
S.
Wall,
Richard
Walker.
into the game. The Texacos have two
Lincoln Academy
ham.
James Walsh, 2d. George Walsh, Enos tary-treasurer and manager of the Ra of the Lincoln as the official pilot car
headed, to say nothing of being one of new men—Fitzgerald, an out-fielder;
Macurda cf .......... 3
0 0 0
Robert
L.
Jackson,
James
Jameson,
Walsh, David Warren, Otis Webber, tional Shrine Touring Club, is now is a notable tribute to the sturdy and
the best newspapers in the State and MePhee, a backstop. Both look Erskine p .............. 3
ft 0 0
Oliver
Jameson,
Wm.
Jaquith,
Alvah
Leander Weeks. Erastus Welt, Robert piloting the caravan which left Oak enduring character of this car and its
0 1 1
solemnly assuring the citizens of the like good finds, MePhee being partic Gay ss ..................... 4
Jellison,
Ixeonard
Johnson,
Crowell
C.
West.
Wm. A. West, John West, John I*. land. Calif., May I. for Washington, masterly performance under ail kinds
ularly efficient behind the bat. With
ft 0 0
Queen City that if daylight saving Is the Cunninghams back in the game Cowan c ................. 4
Jones.
West,Emerson Wi si, Wm. O. West Chas D. C„ to attend the national- Shrine of road conditions.
Francis rf ............ 3
0 0 0
Isaac Kallock, Comfort C. Keene, A.Wheeler.Charles Whitney.Thoma M.
adopted at the special election next MeLoon will Lave an outfit fully capa Marston 3b ........ 4
ft 0 ft
Chas. A. Keene. Jr., George W. Kim Wiggin, Wm. H. William. E. A. Withweek it would close the theatres and ble of holding its own.
Dodge lb ............... 3 0 0 0
ball, Geo. W. Kimball, Jr... John M. ington.
The score:
Stevens if.............. 4
1 1 1
throw many out of employment, as "it
Kinsel.
Guilford Young
Waterproof
Lime
Company
Genthner
2b
..........
3
0
ft
ft
The
would be impossible to coax people in
Joseph C. Libby. Benamin Lamb, L.
ab r bh tb po a e
Leavitt,
George
Lindsey,
Geo.
Ohio
Varnish
MEMORIAL DAY ADDRESS
doors as early as 7 or 7.15." It Is not McDonald 2b........ 2 1111
Heelproof
31 1 2 2 24 14 4 N. Lindsey, Mark Lindsey, Daniel
surprising to see the News opposing Daunais c.............. 3 1
Company
Rockland High .. 00004001 x—5 Littlefield,
Andrew
Lord,
Lo
Hammerproof)
Lincoln Academy 0 0 9 0 10 9 0 0—1 renzo Ixithrop, A W. Lovejoy, Ar Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
daylight saving, because its policy has Harding ss............ 1
Cleveland. Ohio
In the issue of May 29 it was stated I
Two-base hit Rising. Bases on balls, thur Lovejoy, Edward L. Lovejoy,
Oney
3b
..................
2
always been dictated by somebody with
in the Union news that Rev. Bessie F. |
off Rising 2, off Erskine 1. Struck out, Francis P. Lovejoy.
W. Thornton rt ... 2
opposing interests, but if the advocates Wotton p .............. 3
Crowell was the first woman in Maine
by Rising 13, by Erskine 4. Stolen
John L. Mallet, Wm. M cLoon, Wm.
bases, Stevens 2. Hit by pitcher, Stew IH. Merchant, C. W. Millikin, Nathan to deliver a Memorial Day address.
of standard time are dependent upon Tripp cf.......... 3
That honor should fall to Mrs. Addie
art, Francis. Dodge, Genthner. Um Murphy.
such senseless arguments as above Flint if..................... 1
L. Howes, a Maine woman who deliv
pires, Boman and Kenney.
Scorer.
Kalloeh lb
.. 3
A.
1).
Nichols.
they are indeed hard put.
No
ered ihe Menu rial address to the bat
Winslow.
« • » •
Rockland theatre has ever been forced
tle’ scarred veterans of the Civil War
20 6 6 C 15 4 1
The Ward 5 list complete, follows:
in Lompoc, Calif., in 1902. They did
Today’s games in the Knox and Lin
to close on account of daylight saving,
Texacos
George Abbott,. Parker B. Aibee. not hesitate to tell her that it was the
coln League are: Rockland vs. Camden,
1
1
and the attendance iias never suffered Kenney ss ........ !. 2
Broadway ground at 3 p. m.; and Vi Samuel Albee. Jr , Luke Andrews, Eli best Memori.il address they bail ever
0
beyond the measure which might be Fitzgerald if ........ 2 1
nalhaven vs. Thomaston in Thomaston. jah M. Averill, Joseph Arey, Jesse Ar listened to. Her husband is pas; o' of
2
McPhae cf, c ........ 2 l
expected when there is such a strong Cottrell 3b ............ 3 0
the church at Mountaiiivilie and Port
Probably you can guess the winners, nold.
0
George Barter, P. Barter, William Clyde and she has given’numerous ser
bu-t it doesn’t pay to take too much for
appeal tostay outdoors for a few weeks. MeLoon rf ............ 3 1
0
Battie,
Lucius
Battie,
David
Beals,
Al

mons and addresses, both before and
granted in school baseball. Incidental
0
We have no quarrel with Bangor os to Skinner lb .......... 3 0
ly the fans should patronize all of the exander Bennett, Alexander Bennett, since that time, supplying one church
Don’t Fail to Attend Our Chi-Namel Demonstration
Record 2b........ 3 ft
1
Jr.,
Seth
E.
Benson,
Jeremiah
Benny,
what kind of time it should use, but
whi-h could not get a pastor for a long
games.
C. Thornton cf .... 3 0 2 2 2 0
Benjamin
Berry.
George
W.
Berry,
John
MON., TUES., WED., JUNE 4, 5, 6
time until her husband was called to
decry such absurd arguments. Cur ?JcLoud p .............. 2 1 1 2 ft 2
• • , •
T. Berry, 2d, Richard Blasdell. Andrew a more distant pastorate.
cows are giving just as much milk as.
Bristod 12, Rockport 11
A
Chi-Name!
Demonstrator will be present to give lessons and ex
Blasdell, Jacob Black, Wm. J. Bond,
Mrs. M. S. Howes.
In the Secondary League, Rockport \\ m. Branton, Samuel Bradshaw, Sam
23 5 6 8 15 6 4
plain the art of ie-flnishlng old furniture and other articles that will
they did prior to May 12.
Tenant
’
s
Harbor,
June
1.
lest
to
Bristol,
at
Bristol,
yesterday.
Lime Co................................... 4 0 0 0 2—6
make your home even more attractive.
uel Bryant. Charles Bunker, — Bunker,
Texacos ............................... 1 1 3 0 0—5 Scoring was done by both teams in Jona. Burnham. Joseph Burns, Wm. A.
\Yc will be glad to present you with a 35c can of Chi-Namel FREE.
The Jaixmese Ambassador says that
REUBEN
E.
HOWARD
nearly
every
inning.
Cushings
"round

Two-base hits, Kenney, McLoud.
See coupon offer below.
pleaSan relations between his coun Bases on balls, off Wotton 3, off Mc house" out curve was the cause of Banks, Asa Black, Wm. A. Banks, Jr.
Ambrose Cates, Francis Call, Loren
It will ixiy you to c one and learn the many economical methods of
Reuben E. Howard, a well known
try and the United States may be dis Loud 2. Struck out, by Wotton 8, by Rockport's poo% stick work. In the re zo D. Carver. Alien P. Cole, Harvey
beautifying every thing itx the home, and see how easy it is to use
resident of South Hope, was found
turbed over the immigration question. McLoud 4. Hit by pitcher, Flint. Stol maining games a Rockport umpire will Conery, Samuel Cony, John H. Cook, dead in bed at his home last Tuesday.
the Chl-Namel PATENTED GRA1NER which enables one to con
en bases, McDonald 2, W'otton, Kenney be on deck—absolutely! The batteries Humphrey Cornish, Enos Crockett, Da
That would be unfortunate, of course,
vert old dingy floors and woodwork into the exact appearance of
Fitzgerald, MePhee 2, McLoud. were: Poole anil- Cushing; McKinney, vid Crouch, George Cunningham, Mad His health had been failing the past
expensive hard wind with Chi-Namol.
three years, bub he was apparently as
but iiow about the relations between Passed balls, by MePhee 1. Wild pitch, Farrow and Brown. Two-base hits. ison Curtis. Alfred Cobb.
well as usual when he retired the pre
Umpires, Browne and Ausplund. Tibbetts, McKinney, Kontio,
the Pacific Coast states and the rest by Wotton.
Cyrenus Daggett, Ward Davis. Jonas vious night. The deceased was a na
Rhodes,
Gorham.
Three-base
hit,
Aus

Snow.
Scorer,
Winslow.
Davis. William Davis, Kimball Davis,
FREE
of the country? Our concern for
* * * *
plund. Struck out, by Cushing 16, by James Davis, Charles Davis. George H. tive and lifelong resident of Hope,
American citizens in that section ought
where he had long conducted a black
McKinney 1, by Farrow 5.
Knox and Lincoln League
Thi3 is the fa
This
advertisement
entities bearer to one
Day, Jonas Dean, Amariah Dean, S. F. smith shop, and where the high regard
to be at least as great as our desire not
can of Chl-Namel FREE at our store
Here are a few its and ands: If
Densmore, Benjamin Dodge, Albert manifested toward him by his towns
mous finish now
upon purchase ot a 25c Varnish Brush
to wound the tender feelings of the Thomaston should lose one of its two
Drew, George A. Drew.
people showed that his 75 years had
SCORES
RAN
HIGH
to
insure
a
fair
trial
or
will
be
accepted
Vinalhaven
Amos Eldridge, Henry Ellms, Joseph been rightly lived. The funeral ser
Japanese.
When Congressmen are remaining games and
being advertised
as 30c upon purchase of larger cans of
should win its three remaining games
Ellms, John Ellms.
vices were held at the Advent church
confronted with the alternative of leg
i
'hi-Namel
Piodm
t
the Islanders could tie Thomaston tor Eleven Strings 100 Or Higher
Theodore Farnsworth, Oliver Fales, Thursday afternoon, Rev. E. S. Ufford
in The Saturday
islating for the welfare of the United the pennant. If Thomaston should lose
Oliver B. Fales, Willis Fish, Joseph of (’nion officiating. The bearers were
In
Recent
Rockland-Belfast
Evening Post.
Name ................
States or of Japan they ar.e going to both of its remaining games, and Lin
B. Fletcher, Daniel P. Fly, James Free Halver Hart, Sidney Crabtree, Arthur
man.
choose the former. “America first”will coin Academy, Vinalhaven or Rockland
Thorndike and Mr. Pushaw. Mr. How
Bowling Match.
should win all of their remalning_g»mes
Address ............
Charles IV. Germaine. Josiah Getch- ard is survived by his second wife
be applied In immigration matters as in it would be possible for Vinalhaven to
ell, Elisha Gould, Cyrus Gowing, Aaron (Elizabeth Horsley) one son, Leo E.
The skinny sticks were toppling in Gross, John Grover, Nathaniel Guptill.
every other question dealing with in win the .pennant or one of the other
Howard of Rockland; and two daugh
two teams to tie. If Thomaston beats fine style on the Star alleys Tuesday Robert P. Guptill.
ternational affairs.
He H.
ters, ’Mirs. Lester Merrill ,of South
Vinalhaven today the race is over. The Light when Rockland defeated Belfast
Jacob Hahn, lliranr Hall, Ephraim Hope and Mrs. John Davis of Warren.
HARDWARE
by
a
rcore
of
2320
to
2314.
Pinette
of
Hall, Lewis Hal], Elijah Hall. Isaac T.
Gov. Baxter again finds himself the standing:
the visiting team was the grand mogul, Hall, Joseph Ham. Heman Harden, Jo
45C MAIN STREET,......................ROCKLAND MAINE
Won
Lost
P
c.
storm center of public dissension, this Thomaston High .
5
1
.833 making a five-string total of 504. with siah Harden, Eben Harden, Gilbert'
time because he ordered the Stale Vinalhaven High..
.600 a string of 144. Fortunately for Rock Haskell, Wm. Haskell, Samuel Haskell,
.5IH, land in that siring every man was Wm. S. Hatch, Hiram F. Hatch, Os
House flag placed at half staff as a Lincoln Academy.
bowling in high, and Rockland’s total car F. Healy, Lincoln L. Henderson,
Rockland High...
.400
tribute to his dead dog. The flag re
0
Camden High....
.400 was 516, as compared wiit'n Belfast's James Hopkins, Anthony Hosmer. Ed
607. Staples’ 122 in the last string win S. Hovey, Theodore Howard,
mained in this position nearly all day
* * ♦ *
threw a scare into Rockland’s camp. Thomas W. Hix, Hezeklah Hix, Joel
and was placed at the head of the staff
Thomaston 11, Camden 1
The score:
>
Herrick.
only when the protest of Augusta eiti
When Camden High touched up FeeRockland
Josiah Ingraham, George H. Ingra
cens had been presented by George E. han for a double and a triple in Thurs Phillips .... 9
89 112 89 100—485 ham, Josiah A. Ingraham.
day
’
s
game
at
Camden
the
supporters
Just cut of the Paint Shop
Gay, department commander of the
Perry........
89- 465
91 77 111
97
John W. Jameson.
ot the luckless home team thought
Four New Tires
88—462
93 75
96 110
Charles Kaler, Alexander Kalloeh,
Grand Army. The Governor’s devotion chat the worm had turned. Their joy Kennislon
For terms, inquire after 5 P. M. of
Sullivan
..
101
91
83
79
—
450
Wait
Keene,
Daniel
Kennedy,
David
to his canine friend’s memory is in was of brief duration, however, for
Gardner ..
86 92 106 89
90—458 Kent, Richard Kent, Richard Keating,
every way creditable to his well known Feehan proceeded to strike out 20 men
Charles Knowlton.
a
record
which
will
probably
not
be
humane instincts, but his taste in thus
Totals
461 434 516 468 446 2320
Martin D. La he, Henry Lawrence,
146 Camden Street, Rockland
erased by any pitcher in the school
John Lindsey, William Lord, Andrew
using the flag which has honored the league this season.
Belfast
C4&66
G. Luce, John G. Luce, Samuel Libby,
memory of some of Maine’s most dis
It was a close contest, however, up to RanquiRt . . 76 81 83 100 90—436
Jacob
Lunt.
.
84
99
Hatch ...
81 84
90—438
tinguished citizens will appeal to the the 6th inning, when the visitors ac
Jonathan Manchester, E. A. Mans
cumulated six runs through a trio of Pint Me ... . 84 81 144 102 93—504
average person as exceedingly poor,
87 122—495 field, Ezra Martin, Eliphalet Martin,
costly errors, a double by Lindsay and Staple • ■ . 80 93 113
The Franklin Six with the New Motor
96 91—441 Joseph Marshall, Israel T. Mather,
singles by Feehan and Webb. Thom French ... . 91 80 83
John
Mathews,
John
McAlister,
Henry
20% more power ability
Sir A. Coyan Doyle says he has had aston then knew that the pennant was
415 422 507 484 486 2314 McIntosh. Theodore P. McIntosh. Win
Totals ..
a message from Lord Northcliffe’s as good as hers. The score:
STOREHOUSE at rear of Masonic
throp C. McIntosh, John AFerrill, John
I0', more speed
Thomaston High
spirit declaring that only a wave of
A. Meserve, F. C. Messenger, John
Block, Rockland. Two floors 100 ft.
ab r bh tb po
spiritual reform can save the work!
Miller, John E. Miller, Jacob Miller,
long, 35 ft. wide. Would prefer to
Lindsay ss .............. 5 1 4
0
New pressure air cooling system—the highest
Asa Morse, William .Monroe.
from plunging headlong into a cat
Condon cf ................ 6 1 1
let the whole building to one party.
0
Andrew Newbert, George C. Nichols.
astrophe which will make the world Newbert lb ............ 5 1 2
development of motor cooling
BOTH NEW AND SECOND HAND
0
T. K. Osgood.
0
TELEPHONE 457
war seefll insignificant. The creator of Libby rf.................... 5 1 2
James Partridge, Simeon Partridge,
New
at
$17.00
and
$20.00
1
James Partridge, Jr., Jacob Peirce,
Sherlock Holmes always did have a Feehan p ................ 5 1 2
Let us demonstrate its fine qualities to you
G4-tf
Risteen c ................ 4 1 1
0
Plenty of Furniture, Glassware,
Ezekiel Perry, Eli Perry, James Perry,
habit of learning things that ordinary Webb 3b .................. 4 2 1
2 1
Earthenware, Crockery, Tinware,
Erastus B. Perry, John Pillsbury, Moses
Prices on all models Lower Than Ever
mortals could not, and perhaps there Hall if...................... 5 1
Agateware and Galvanized Ware at
Prescott, Enoch Philbrook, Wm. L.
may be material ground for this spirit Stone 2b.................... 5
Pitts.
SPECIAL PRICES
Samuel Rackliff, John Reever, W. J.
ual warning. A wave of good healthy
Five Passenger Touring, $2123 Delivered
Men’s New 3-piece Worsted Suits
44 11 11 19
3 2
Rice, James Robinson, James F. Rob
reform is always acceptable, however.
at ................................................... $15.00
Camden High
inson, Joshua Robinson, David Robin
Boys’ Suits at ........... $5.00 and $7.00
Leonard 3b .......... 5 1
son, Wm. W. Robinson, Warren Robin
Men’s Work Pants ...................... $1.75
The State Highway Commission an Stockwell lb ........ 4 0
B
AN INCOME
1 0
son, John IV. Ricker.
Khaki Pants ............. $1.50 and $1.75
nounces the reception of bids on five Dodge c.................. 3 ft
2 5
George Sherwood, Ellison Shuman,
YARD COODS AS FOLLOWS:
4 2
Elijah Sidelinger, Moses L. Simmons,
bridge prospects. Oh, .that the Ken Clark ss.................. 4 0
Thurston p .......... 4 0
Organdy, yard ................................... 17c
(I 1
Harvey Simmons, Freeman Simonton,
nebec Bridge might have been one ot
20 Union St., Camden
Richards 2b.......... 4 0
Voile, 38 in., yard ..............
22c
ft 2
George Slattery, Asa Smalley, Larkin y
FOR LIFE
them.
ft ft
Linen, yard ....................................... 17c
Yates rf.................. 4 0
Snow, Cha's W Snow. Alexander .11. “Can be obtained by investing about'
TELEPHONE 169-11
Guerrisii cf ........... 3 ft
ft 5
Gingham, yard ................................. 17c
Snow, George I,. Snow, Edward Snow.
$3400 in
|
0 0
When Chester Robbins, taxi-cab ar Ames If .................. 4 0
Israel SnOw, Israel L. Snow, John
Toweling, yard ................................. 10c
tist, returned from Stockton Springs
Spear, John A. Spear, Archibald Spear, ■ CITIES SERVICE CO.
Come In and Look Our Goods Over
35 1 6 8 27 14 7
Joseph Spear, George Spear, Wellman ■
the other night he was a head taller,
Six Per Cent Cumulative
C.
T.
BRAGG
*
and his cheat was hove out after the Thomaston ........ 1 0 1 00602 1—11
Spear, Charles Spear, Philip Spear, Al
5 Talbot Avenue
PREFERRED STOCK
manner of a man who is well satisfied Camden .............. 1 0000000 0— 1
den T. Spear, Nelson Spear, Nelson P.
610 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND
TELEPHONE 57C-R
Two-base hits, Lindsay 2, Libby.
■with the world, and the cause of it all
Spear, Andrew M. Sprague, Hiram Ste
Henry L. Doherty & Co.
66Stf
vens, Frank Sturtevant, Beza Sweetser,
v.-as the fact that he had just bought a Leonard. Three-base hits, Newbert,
VERNON E. RAND
Hudson super-six—an enclosed car ot Clark. Bases on balls, off Thurston, 2.
Telephone that item ol news to The Eben Swetland.
82 Devonshire Street,
Boston
Calvin Tarr, Daniel Taylor, Samuel
Ihe regular taxi style, lie will have it Struck out, by Feehan 20, by Thurston Cuurler-Gazette, where thousands of
T64-SC6 •
2. Double play, Clark, Richards and readers will see It,
Thomas, Isaak K. Thomas, A. C. TibIn commission directly.
Before me,

FRANK B. MILLER,

CEDAR CHEST CLUB

delivers
cedar chest lo

YOUR HOME

BURPEE FURNITURE COMPANY

Home”

CRIE & CO.

FOR

SALE

BUICK
TOURING CAR

Announcing

THE FRANKLIN

A. E. SAUNDERS

for

TO

,

Knox

County

LET

REFRIGERATORS

« ■ ■©

I

$25 A MONTH

CAMDEN-ROCKLAND MOTOR CO.

g

ROCKLAND BRANCH

9

I
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Every-Other-Day

Calk of the town

INTERRUPTION OF SERVICE

FULLER - CO R J 5-1 )AV1 S

COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS

June 2—Knox Pomona Grange meets In Mar
tinsville.
June 2—(League baseball). Camden High vs.
Rockland High, Broadway ground; Thomaston
High vs. Vinalhaven High. In Thomaston.
Juno 4—Ladies’ Night at the Elks Home.
June 4—Hummer school opens at Ganhgannon Lodge, Owl's Head.
June 8—Graduation exercises, Rockport High
Reboot.

June 12-1.1—Department Council and Field
Day of Patriarchs Militant In Rockland.
June 12-14—'Catted Baptist Convention meets
In Bangor.
Jun* 13-14—Division Encampment, Sons ot
Veterans, meets In Augusta.
June 15—Commencement exercises of Rock
land High School In Park Theutre.
June 20—Public dinner at Methodist vestry.
June 20—Rockland’s big merchandising event.
June 23—Horse trot In Monroe.
June 28-JuIy 3—Community Chautauqua,
Rockland.

The regular meeting of Rockland
Lodge. F. & A. M„ Tuesday night, will
work the Entered Apprentice degree.
Mrs, Annie Alexander, who has been
making her home at Morris Dennison's,
Stanley Lane, has moved to the upper
flat of the Grant house,^54 South Main
street.

There will be a meeting of Local
Union No. 10645, 'C. & J. of America,
Tuesday at 7.30 p. m. There will be
nomination of officers and refresh
ments will be served.
Earl Barter Jammed his right hand
quite badly while at work at the
Achorn quarry, lie is attended by Dr.
Silsby.
Theodore E. Perry and Carlyle U.
Brown attended the State convention
of the Letter Carriers’ Association in
Bath Memorial Day. Next year the
convention meets in Rockland.
Rockland High School hopes to fat
ten Its average in the Knox and Lin
coln League at Camden's expense to
day, but the Camfen lads may develop
an unexpected kick. Game at 3 o'clock.

SPECIAL
Just received another lot of Tan Brushed Wool Button

Front Sweaters, all sizes

$5.00 each

Fuller - Cobb-Davis
Frank O. Andrews of Willoughby,
The Deep Rea Fisheries. Inc., will
start taking fish at this port next week. Ohio, is making a short visit with Mr.
The concern can handle a i t more and Mrs. Frank W. Fuller.
men. There’s no chance for a cry of
unemployment in Rockland.
Charles Wotton, conductor on the
Maine Central Railroad, has recently
Coast Guard cutter Ossipee, Lieut. bought a new Ray State Sport road
Randolph Ridgely, has been chasing al ster.
leged rum smugglers the last few days.
She has been up and down the coast
The beautiful baptismal service of
calling at many of the well known the Littlefield Memorial church will be
ports evidently in search of some par observed at the Bay Point shore at 3
ticular boat. Knox county ports were o'clock tomorrow afternoon.
not slighted.
Supt. M. S. Hill of the social service
John Stearns is home from Sailors’ division of the Great Northern Paper
Snug Harbor on a short furlough. He Co.'s spruce wood department, was in
came home on a 28 days’ leave but is the city yesterday. The company’s
already homesick for the Staten Island moving picture film. "Jack Spruce."
institution, ar.d plans to return next will be shown soon at Strand Theatre.
Tuesday. He has high praise for the
food qnd treatment at the Harbor.
John L. Donohue writes that he was
detained longer in St. Petersburg. Fla.,
“Noticing your real estate ad. in The than he had expected, but that he will
Courier-Gazette I will solicit your ad
probably be home the last of next
vice with the object in view of negoti
week. The Night Court is ready to re
ating the sale of an island in Penobscot
ceive him.
Bay,” writes W. S. Harvey of San
/
—
Francisco to L. W. Benner, the NorthKing Solomon’s Temple Chapter
end real estate dealer. You never ciin
conferred the Past and Most Excellent
tell.
degrees on William A. Holbrook, Frank
Patrons of the Twilight League O. Stack and William H. Fowlie.
should bear in mind that games are
Howard & Brown are busy making
played every week on Monday, Tues
day, Wednesday and Thursday nights, diplomas for many Maine schools, this
-until later in the season, when post being the height of the season for that
poned games will he played on Friday work. The firm reports larger classes
everywhere.
nights. Games begin about 615 p. m.

The Central Maine Power Company will be forced to
interrupt its power and light service Sunday from 4 a. m.
to about 5 p. m., standard time. This interruption will be
made in order to allow the completion of the job of reinsu
lating the line from Coojler’s Mills to Rockland.
This is being done to protect the district from inter
ruptions due to insulation failures. The job done last fall
about half completed the work. At that time the crews
worked both ways from Union. This time two crews will
be assembled,’one at Cooper's Mills and one at Rockland,
which will work out to the point where reinsulation was
completed last fall.

During the time of Insulator Renewals
SUNDAY, JUNE 3
AU rO SERVICE will be maintained in place of the
Electric Cars

These may be distinguished by the word CAR
being on them

CENTRAL MAINE ROWER CO.

REAL TIRE BARGAINS

the finest pieces of wholesale line work ever known in New
England.

WE WILL SELL THEM WHILE THEY LAST
The" American Legion Auxiliary has
its last supper of the season tonight.

The Ladies' Aid of the Methodist
church will serve a supper Wednesday
night.

A number of Universalist Boy Scouts
are on a hike to Lucia Beach today ac
companied by Rev. Mr. Ratcliff and
Judge Miles.
The Daughters of Veterans will hold
a regular meeting at Grand Army hall
Monday evening at 7.30. A full at
tendance is desired.

DIAMOND CORDS

ST. PETER'S CHURCH
Wbtte Street, near Limerock

30x3/2

First Sunday After Trinity. June 3, Holy

Communion, 7.30 a. m.; Morning Prayer,
10.30 with sermon by Rev. J. B. Pitcher
or Belvidere. N. J., who has been called
to become rector. Church School at
12.15. ,
At Thomaston Sunday, Church School at 6
p. m., fast time; Evening Prayer with
music and sermon at 7.

LIST PRICE

OUR PRICE

$16.95

$11.95

DIAMOND FABRICS

30x3/2

$13.15

$10.50

31x4

$21.55

$17.00

WITH THE CHURCHES

MRS. THURLOW’S ICES

PEERLESS FLOUR
“Standard of the World”

THE HARDESTY MILLING CO.

DIAMOND
CORD TIRES

The Rockland National Rank

NOTICE!

The Central Maine Power Company will assemble every
man in its employ who ever did any line work, some 200 in
all, so that the job can be done with the utmost possible
dispatch. Materials are being distributed along the lines
and all plans laid to handle this job with the same precision
and efficiency as that last fall, which was regarded as one of

The season of ladies’ nights at the
At the Congregational church to
Elks’ Home closes Monday night with morrow morning Mr. Rounds will
a dance and buffet supper.
preach on the subject, "From Within
Are the .Issues of Life." The public Is
The “Story Hours" at the Public Li invited. Church school at noon.
brary have been closed until next Sep
• • • •
tember.
At St. Peter’s church (Episcopal)
there will be Holy Communion at 7.30
The annual baptismal service of the and Morning Prayer with sermon by
Littlefield Memorial church will be held Rev. J. B. Pitcher of Belvidere, N. J.,
There will be spiritualist meetings
on the water-front near Waldo avenue at 10.30. Church school rheets at noon.
in Grand Army hall Sunday afternoon
Sunday afternoon at 3 oclock. There Mr. Pitcher has been called to become
Miss Vera Driscoll, head of .the Com
at 2.30 and Sunday evening at 7.30.
The Army recruiting officer who is
rector of St. Peter's.
One of the finest lecturers in the coun mercial Department of Cony High in charge of the local territory proba aro nearly 20 candidates.
• • • «
try will speak on “Reincarnation," and School. Augusta, whose pupils recently bly knows what it is to be under fire,
The Bird Branch Sunshine Society
First Church of Christ, Scientist.
one of America's best physicics will won the State Shorthand Contest, has but he got the surprise of his life yes
will meet with its president, Mrs. Min Cedar and Brewster streets. Sunday*
demonstrate spirit return. Everybody refused to accept the challenge for a terday standing in front of the Brook
nie Miles. 31 Decan street, Monday af morning service at 11 o’clock. Subject
is invited. There will be a silver col matched meet with Mrs. Lena K. Sar side Lunch when a baby's milk bottle,
gent’s Rockland High School pupils. contents and all, fell from the upper ternoon. to tack comforters.
of lesson sermon. "Ancient and Modern
lection at the door. Good music.
Mrs. Sargent even offered to transport window, just grazing his nose. It made
Necromancy, alias Mesmerism and
Charles
U.
Russ,
a
former
Stoniqgher
entrants
to
the
scene
of
the
con

Hypnotism Denounced." Sunday school
It'3 an ill wind that blows nobody
more noise than a shell bursting, but
ton
resident,
who
had
made
his
home
a 12 o’clock. The reading rpom is lo
good. The yachts Kalmia and Duchess, test.
there were no casualties.
in
this
city
for
a
number
of
years,
died
cated in the new Bicknell blbck and is
which went adrift at Ellsworth during
this morning.
open every w«k day from 2 to 5 p. m.
the big flood, are now on the Camden
A rummage sale will be held at Ma
Employes of the Rockland & Rock
• * « •
railway for general repairs, and it is sonic Temple Tuesday, June 12. Will port Lime Corporation went home smil
Commencing
today
steamer
for
Vi

At the Universalist church Mr. Rat
understood that other craft which were the members of Golden Roil Chapter, ing yesterday after reading President
victims of the elements will also be re O. E. S.. please be gathering up their Wood's official notice of the wage in nalhaven will leave Rockland at 9.30 a. cliff will preach on the subject,
paired there. The Kalmia is owned by articles for the sale and notify either crease which becomes effective today. m. and 3.30 p. m.. and for North Ha 'Spiritual Illness." The music will in
F. K. Vanderbilt and the Ducgess is Millie Thomas, worthy matroon, cr The increase is based oipa general av ven, Stonington and Swan's Island at clude the following anthems by the
1.30 p. m., standard time.
Church of Immanuel quartet. "Behold
owned by Mrs. Warner Leeds.
Katharyn St. Clair,, president of the erage of five cents an hour.
God Is Mighty," Wooler, and “Father
Ladies’ Circle, so hat they may be col
Claremont
Commandery
will
have
In Thy Presence." Wpdell. Church
“Down to The Sea in 'Ships,” which lected.
Manager Dondis of the Strand Thea work on the orders of Red Cross and school at noon. Sunday, June 10. will
will be presented at the Strand The
tre
believes
that
he
has
as
good
a
list
Malta
Monday
night.
be observed as Children’s Sunday and
atre next Monday, Tuesday and Wed
A thorough examination of the
parents are requested to present their
nesday is one of the most remarkable Lindsey House walls, by one of the of coming attractions as has ever been
offered for the same length of time by
Byron Wilson, pastry cook at Mun children of the Christening Service.
motion pictures of the year, and Man state's leading building contractors,'re
any motion picture house in Maine. ro's restaurant the past seven years, is The annual meeting of the parish will
ager Dondts was fortunate to book it sulted in a report that the Camden &
Here are some of the titles: “Broken confined to his home in Thomaston by be held Monday. June 11.
tor prices no higher than 25 and 35 Rockland Wafer Co. could proceed to
Chains." "Mad Love," “Environment,” illness.
• « « •
cents. If his own wishes had settled remodel in accordance wih the original
’’The World a Stage,” “The Sage Hen.”
Sunday morning at the First Baptist
the matter there would not have been plans, after the walls have been
“French Heels," “Hungry Hearts,”
tven this slight increase, but the pict strengthened, as intended. The local
The city’s road machine which has church the pastor. Rev. B. P. Browne
“Lost and Found," “A Blind Bargain,”
will preach at 10.30. The ordinance of
ure Is shown on percentage basis and building inspector has also given his
“Look Your Best," "Vanity Fair," "A been parked alongside the Children’s the Lord's Supper will be observed at
the contract stipulates that the top approval, and the work will begin at
Beggar in Purple,” "Master of Men," Playground for some time, was polished the close of the morning service, fol
price shall be 35 cents. Nobody will once. Good progress has already been
up yesterday and placed in commission.
regret the slight additional charge af made on the foundation for the annex. "Down to the Sea in Ships." “Motion It’s first task was to take the humps lowed by the Sunday school. At the
To Adjourn," “Silas Marn-er," "Married
morning service the choir will sing
ter 'seeing the picture.
People.” "David and Jonathan.” ‘‘In out of Limerock street opposite the The Golden Threshold,” Nevin. At
Court
House.
The ladies of the Methodist church trigue," "Grey Dawn," “Souls For
the evening service it is expected that
One of the most beautiful Memorial
Sale," "The Silent Vow,” “Cameron,"
the delegates to the Northern Baptist
Day services in this section was that will serve a public dinner on Merch
“Love, Hate and Woman,” "Impulse."
Convention will give their report. The
MRS. GEORGE F. THOMAS
held at Achorn Cemetery under the ants’ Day. June 20.
auspices of the Rockland Cemetery As
•
• choir will sing “O Master Let Me
Prayer
Lucy K. (Brown) Thomas, widow of Walk With Thee." Nevin.
sociation.
A beautifully decorated
the late George F. Thomas, died at the mee’ting on Tuesday evening at 7.30
arch surmounted the singers' and
home of her daughter, Mrs. Bisbee, on Y'oung people’s meeting on Friday
speakers’ platform which was banked
Cam-den street. May 16. aged 73 years evening at 7.30.
in evergreen. Rev. Oscar W. Stewart
. . • •
She was married at an early age, and
ol the Littlefield Memorial church de
At the Pratt Memorial M. E. church
five children were born of that mar
livered a masterly address on the reat
Sunday morning will be communion
riage all of whom survive.
heroism of mothers, in whose honor the
Both Mr. and Mrs. Thomas were for and reception of members. The music
service was held. The cemetery was
Who Has
many years members of Pratt Memorial will include anthems “The Lord Reignparticularly beautiful in its spring
M. E. -church. Mrs. Thomas had been eth,” Frey, and “Thou Art With Me."
verdure and compares very favorably
Not Heard
in failing health for a long time, and Scott, and Mrs. Storer will sing “Send
with cemeteries of much larger cities.
in recent months had been a great suf the Light," Wooler. The pastor will
of Their
ferer. but has borne her pain with speak briefly on the value and pur
Capt. David Haskell, formerly of the
Fame ?
patience and Christian fortitude. The pose of memorials. The evening ser
steamship J. T. Morse, left on the Bos
funeral was from the home of her vice begins at 7.15 with a praise ser
ton boat Monday night to take charge
daughter on Camden street, her pastor, vice conducted by the chorister, Mrs.
of one pf the submarine chasers which
So pure and delicious that A. M. G. Soule, Chief of the Division of In
Rev. E. V. Allen officiating. The inter Storer, followed by an anthem, "Father
is being rebuilt into a pleasure yacht.
spection,
paid
them
the
highest
compliment,
based
on
chemical
test.
ment was in the family lot in Aohorn In Thy Presence," Wodell, and Mrs.
Capt. Haskell had planned a vacation
A
ROCKLAND,
ME.,
INSTITUTION
62-63-then-T&S
cemetery. Mrs. Thomas was also a Storer sings "A Strange Omission.”
at home this season, as he had not en
loyal member of the Eastern Star and The Sunday school meets at 12 with
joyed a summer on land for a good
the Woman's Relief Corps, and u.e lat classes for ail. Epworth League at
many years and was looking forward
ter organization assisted at the funeral 6. topic. “Christ’s Teaching About True
to spending this summer with his fam
with the beautiful ritual service of the Happiness.”
ily and a general good time; but it's
....
order.
too good a thing to turn down, said the
Rbv, O. W. Stuart will use as his
In recent years Mr. and Mrs. Thdmas
captain to his friend?. It’s a “real job."
had lived with daughters in Quincy, topic "The Ideal Church—Obligation
a Job that a man who is capable of be
'I he decision to try PEERLESS FLOUR will
Mass., but Mr. Thomas had usually of Its Membership." at Littlefield Me
ing captain can say he is both proud
be a forward step in your culinary career.
spent a part of -the summer in Maine morial Free Baptist churqh Sunday
and pleased to take.
It is only a short step from such a decision to
in order to bo present at the annual morning at 10.30. The choir will sing
reunion of his regiment, the 2nd Maine the anthem, "My Lord and I;" Bible
Last Tuesday evening was a gala
the most delightful bread, cake, and pastry you
Battery. Last year they came to Maine school meets at noon; baptismal ser
night for Pleasant Valley Grange when
ever
baked.
in July, and It was with great satis vice at the shore at 3 p. m.; Christian
it entertained 38 members of Pioneer
Order
faction that Mr. Thomas was able to Endeavor service at 6.15, topic “Les
grange. East Union. There were also
Whenever the recipe calls for flour, use PEER
greet -his comrades at the reunion in sons From the Psalms—The Shepherd
visitors from White Oak Grange, Good
LESS. It will fulfill all your expectations of a per
September. He lived but a short time Psalm.” Boys’ group, of which Chaun
Will grange. Highland grange. Seven
fect flour.
after that date, passing over on Oct. cey Stuart is captain, will lead. Even
Tree Grange and Orono grange, Orono,
making 108 all counted. At 6.30 the
10. The children, all of whom survive, ing service at 7.15, topic 'The End of
of
master and chaplain of Pleasant Val
are Mrs. I’arlee and Mrs. Brown, both the Wrong Way." The music will in
ley grange led the march to the ban
of Quincy, Mass. and Mrs. Bisbee anel clude a selection by the church or
quet hall, followed by the visitors. Miss
John L. Thomas and Woodbury chestra, a piano solo. "The Sweet Bye
and Bye" by Miss Olive Bragg, and Mr.
Mary McKinney presiding at the piano.
Thomas, all of Rockland.
Gray's Bible Class of young men will
Reaching the dining hall they soon
learned that Pleasant Valley grange
American printers are making ad sing. Communion service and recep
has as good cooks as any grange in the
vanced showings of printed silks for tion of new members at the close.
county. In addition to the abundance
fall and winter deliveries, this in face
LEAH E. KELLAR
of food the tables looked very inviting
of the time honored belief that printed
with their decorations of flowers. Af
silks were never profitable sellers dur
Funeral services for Leah E. Keilar,
ter a short business session, the lect
ing a fall and winter season, when'thc
urer presented a program that was
DOVER, OHIO
demand for silks is confined chiefly to Who died In a local hospital last Tues
very highly praised. The members of
linings. The vogue of color is partially day. were held yesterday afternoon in
Pioneer furnished six- numbers and the
ROCKLAND WHOLESALE GROCERY CO.
responsible for this movement of fancy Pratt Memorial M. E. church. Rev
original poem by May Robbins was
silks, although the widespread adoption Eugene V. Allen officiating. There was
DISTRIBUTORS
greatly enjoyed. Pioneer grange pre
of decorated fabrics is a contributing a very large attendance, particularly
66S78
sented music and tableaux, and every
factor. Brocades are highly regarded. of school children, and an evidence of
the deep sorrow which the community
number was much appreciated. Pleas
They appear to advantage in the metal
ant Valley's part of the program was of
fancies sent over from Lyons, and arc feels over the young girl's death was
a patriotic nature, consisting of reci
freely chosen in the most expensive shown also in floral -offerings of great
tations and music. Little Miss Vir
velvets. They are used also as a deco beauty. A solo was sung by Miss
G-ladys Jones.
The bearers were
ginia Brown assisted.
Col- E. K.
ration for plush coatings by producers
Gould’s part of the program was in
of novelties. Dressmakers catering to Rolanel Alien and Richard Bartlett of
structive, and entertaining. The young
exclusive trade are ordering garments the 305lh Company, C. A. C. anel four
people of Pleasant Valley grange are
of moire silk. This movement is dupli of the I'niversalist Boy Scouts—
always alive to the occasion and the
cated to some extent by firms making Charles Chapin. Richard Bird, [’aimer
meetings are very interesting. If you
ready-to-wear for retailers who show Pease and Francis Ornc. The burl;,
HOW TO SAVE TIME
are looking for a kindly greeting, a
the latest fashions in dresses and in was at Tenant's Harbor.
The deceased was 12 years of age
warm clasp of the hand and an intel
eostume-s.
—Dry Goods Economist.
If ycni have not been paying by check, it
lectual program Join the Grange. June
and a daughter of Mrs. R. H. Angell
will surprise you to see how much time it
1# Pleasant Valley will have an evening
She attended the 6th grade, taught by
of pictures, and a big field meeting is
Miss O'Brien, and her sunny happy
will save you.
planned for Aug. 18, when ail grangers
disposition made her a universal fav
It also saves money.
nnd their friends from all surrounding
orite among the pupils. Among those
towns will he made welcome, gieas
who came from away to attend the
It is the safe way to pdy.
ant Valley’s Held meeting will be the
funeral were Mr. and Mrs. George
big event of the year and the lecturer
Towle of Searsport, and Mr. and Mrs.
30x3/2 to 33x4
YOUR CHECKING ACCOUNT IS INVITED
has already started on her program.
Charles Harriman of Whitinsville,
10% Off Regular Price
Mass.
4% Interest Paid on Savings Accounts
Commencing June 6 the grocery
WHILE THEY LAST
^Commencing Juno 6 the grocery
< .
T-S
stores of Rockland will close Wednes
rtercfs of Rockland will cloSe Wednesdays at 12 o'clock noon.
66-67
days at 12 o’clock noon.
66-67
.ii. ./.■------------ :_________ 2-__________ _1_______
Pacific Street, Rockland
The Legion Auxiliary serves Its last
Agents for
supper of the season Saturday evening.
Rockland, Maine
r
5 to 7. One of those feasts where you
American Six
’uSAiarrF<iou.TR,ss^rtt!
^illlillimUUUUU!l'.iu member federal -reserve system <!!iil!lH|llll||||llO
can eat a dollar’s worth and pay only
>6 cents.—adv.
240 Uuatlngtou Av. Boston, Mia.

Jonathan S. Gardner left yesterday
for Bucksport where he will have
charge of the construction of two miles
of gravel road between Bucksport and
Bangor. Mr. Gardner was accompa
nied by his family which will spend the
summer in Bucksport with him.
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STEVENS' GARAGE

ITAMMEI

TUBES
$ 2.50

30x3/

$ 1.98

Ford, Overland, Chevrolet Owners—Attention !

KNOX COUNTY MOTOR SALES CO.
ROCKLAND

We Have All Sizes of Diamond Brand Tires at REDUCED PRICES

WANTED

EXPERIENCED STITCHERS
Also

SEWERS

HAND

We can also start a few beginners who can show ability to learn on
work with pay while learning.

Apply

MODERN PANTS CO.
ROCKLAND, MAINE

1855

1923 [ i

•^Monuments

PUBLIC AUTO

I E. A. GILDDEN & CO. Ji

STUDEBAKER SPECIAL

WALDOBORO, ME.

TEl7/87-W

mm

.

BORN
Foster—Thomaston. June 1, to Mr. and Mrs.
Alton Foster, a daughter.

NED COLSON
65-tf

MARRIED
Lamb-Ingraham—“Camden, May 27, by Rev. F.
Ernest Smith, Harold Lamb and Priscilla In
graham, both of Camden.
Frlsbee-Davls—Thomaston. May 24, by W. 1’.
Strong. Notary .Public. George O. Frisbee and
Ethel C. Davis, both of Thomaston.
Pendleton-Wills- Concord, N. H.. by Rev. H.
\V. Niles, Pereley E. Pendleton, formerly of Vi
nalhaven and Miss Mary E. Wills of Concord.

PUBLIC CAR

I have a new Dodge Sedan for
Public Service. Will meet all boats
and trains and go anywhere by ap
pointment. Funerals a specialty.

DIED
Brewer—'Waterbury, Conn., May 31, William
H. Brewer, aged 70 years.
Russ—Rockland, June 2, Charles U. Russ,
formerly of Stonington.
Howard—South Hope, May 29, Reuben E.
Howard, aged 74 years, 6 months, 21 days.

BERT WARDWELL
Telephone 152-12
or Weymouth's Candy Store, 156-M.
63-tf

CARD OF THANKS

We wish to thank all who have been so kind
to us during the recent Illness and death of
Reuben Howard.
Mrs. It. E. Howard and family.

FEATHER

CARD OF THANKS

MATTRESSES

We wish to thank the kind neighbors and
friends who were so kind to us during our great
bereavement; also for the beautiful floral of
ferings.
Mrs. G. W. Wiggin and other members of the
family.
___
*
CARD OF THANKS

We wish to thank all who sent flowers for
our darling lltty* boy, especially the Highland
neighbors and M. E. church ; also Miss Gladys
Jones and Rev. E. V. Allen for their services
on Memorial Day.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank K. Gardner, Carol L.
Gardner.
♦ »

Now is tho time to havo your
feather beds mado over into
feather mattresses;also Feather Beds
and Pillows Renovated. Hair Mat
tresses done over. If interested,
Telephone 25-5, THOMASTON

A. F. Ireland
66-71

PREPARE NOW FOR CAMPING SEASON
We Carry the Largest Line of Army and Navy
Goods in the State at Wholesale and Retail
Prices That Speak For Themselves

New Mosquito Tents ................... $1.25
New Army Pup Tents with poles $2.00
Goodyear Raincoats ...................... $3.25

New Army Russet Dress
Shoes. Munson last $3.85
U. S. Navy Hammocks,
new with clews ..... $1.85

Army Balbriggan Underwear, each .............................................. 45c
U. S. Navy Underwear, each ............................................................ 50c
Double Knco Khaki and Moleskin Breeches .............................. $2.75
Leather Puttees, per pair ................................................................ $2.75
Khaki Pants, per pair
.......................................................... $1.65
Camping Steve Outfits, each.......................................................... $4.50
Army Campaign Hats, each............................................................. 90c
Athletic Union Suits ......................................................................—75c
We also carry a largo line of Army Cups, Canteens, Mess Kits,
Folding Cots, Folding Iron Camp Stools and numerous other articles
at our Same Low Prices.
All Goods Guaranteed New and of the Best Quality.

SHAPIRO
59 Tillson Avenue, Rockland.

BROS.
Opposite John Bird Co.
Th-56-tf

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, June 2, 1923.
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WORLD'S GATEWAY

British To Expend Fifty Mil-1

lions In Making Singapore
An Impregnable Fortress.

CRIGW
31OS/

“Singapore, which by a vote in the
British House of Commons is to have
150.000,000 expended on it to make it
an impregnable naval base, already is
heavily fortified, and in strategic positon is the Gibraltar and Aden of the
Far East,” says a bulletin from the
Washington, D. C„ headquarters of the
National Geographic Society.
"The great trading center and fortress of today is a shining example of

Disabled ex-rerv'ce men and other
veterai s cf tihe World W ir will receive
the support of the American Legion in
a sweeping program adopted at the reoent meeting of the national executive
committee of the veterans organization
held in Indianapolis. The legion will
conduct a campaign to obtain changes
in the Sweet BiS, which, according to
I a report submitted to the committee,
1 provides relief for only 1.000 disabled
how Great Britain had 'muddled'—as men instead of caring for 15,000 veter
British themselves put it—into posses ans as the legion had expeated. Desion of some of the world's most im- fin ng the organizations stand against
p rtant strategic gateways. Singapore intolerance and religious prejudices,
is an island 27 miles long by 14 wide the following resolution was adopted:
and just misses being the southern- I "The American Legion, in national
most point of the continent of Asia by executive session, wishes the citizens of
e half mile water channel. It is at the our bfiovid country to know that she
fu-nel point of the Strait of Malacca must consider as unfriendly to our na
which extends between the Malay pen tion any individual group or organi
insula and the island of Sumatra, the zation which condemns a comrade be
great water highroad between India cause of creed or belief.”
ar.d China.
That all instruction in public schools
shall be given in the English language
Deserted Jungle Century Ago
"battle more than a hundred years except ithe actual study of foreign ton
ago the island, owned by the Stftan of gues was the sentiment of the meeting,
.1 bore on the nearby mainland, was a I w hita voted to ask Congress to enact
deserted jungle save for a little fishing Ilegislation providing federal control
village. Ships in the China trade over the education system in the states
passed it by as they passed many an to that end. Other legislative measures
other jungle shorp; the only parts of I which the legion’s governing body au
call In that region of the world were thorized the organization to support
those on the Dutch islands of Sumatra are: .
Adjusted compensation fcr all veter
and Java. But these ports took a big
toll of fees, and Sir Stamford Raffles, ans. declared to be certain of adoption
an official of the East India Company, by a safe margin in the next Congress.
Creation of a standing committee in
began to dream of a free British port
that would facilitate trade. In 1819 he the house of representative to handle
obtained the seemingly worthless is only veteran legislation.
Retirement privileges for disabled
land of Singapore for his company for
a small fee. Developments quickly- emergency army officers.
Enactment of a universal draft law
proved him a prophet, for within two
years the little trading center he es by which the President, in the event of
tablished had a population of 10,000. war. would be empowered to draft
It was only in 1822 that the British capital, labor. Industry and transporta
Government consented to take an in tion, as well as man power.
Authorization of an archives building
terest in the place.
"In the little more than a hundred i i which to preserve records of the war.
Investigation of the disposition of
years since it was founded the jungle
of Singapore has given place to a huge funds approximating $9.000,00<), re
city of close to 400.000 population, car maining in the treasuri^ of various
rying on trade valued at a billion dol war relief organizations with a view of
lars annually—one of the metropolises obtaining the unexpended funds or an
of the British Empire. Its quays and association of administering agencies
anchorages serve thousands of craft of with the legion in order that the money
all sorts and sizes, from the pictur lean be used for relief work among exesque, graceful Malay sampans and the I service men.
Congressional and state surveys of
stodgy Chinese junks to the familiar
freightersof the West, and what Kipling federal and state prisons to ascertain
asserts are the 'lady-like’ liners. They conditions among ex-service prisoners
build up Singapore’s shipping to the found mentally abnormal as a result of
tremendous total of 17,000.000 tons war service.
Preparation of a history itextbook.
yearly.
designed to remove all possibilities of
Our Tires and Tin Cans
propaganda and prejudice effecting
"Though Singapore is free from du I school children, was delegated to the
ties, and to this fact owes its very ex legion's national Americanism commisistence, still the people who make up | sion. One volume, written by a num
the city take their toll from the stream ber of historians of national promi
ot world trade that flows about them. nence. is ready for consideration by a
They live, in fact by and for and in an legion committee which will be apatmosphere of commerce. Tens of I ixjir.ted by Alvin Owsley, national com
•thousands make their living by car mander.
ing for shippjfig. conditioning and sup
The National Civil Service Reform
plying vessels, and taking part in load- I League was scored by committee mem
ing and unloading goods. The port is bers for its opposition to the interests
primarily a trans-shipping point fori of ex-service men. It was stated that
both imports and exports. It gives I out of 63,000 appointments in govern
what the economists would call "place I ment work, only 18.000 were veterans.
value' to hundreds of commodities I A special committee will investigate the
which trickle to Singapore's reservoirs situation and will file protest to the
* of goods from scores of districts in the government.
East and are there obtainable in the I When members of the committee as
large quantiities that world trade de- I serted that the present allowance of
mands. In the city’s ‘godowns’—as the $100 for the burial of poverty stricken
East calls its warehouses—are bandied I veterans is inadequate, it was voted
a very large part of the world’s finest to ask the government to increase the
rubber before it begins the long jour- I sum to $250.
r.ey that will take most of it eventually I
....
to American highways. So, too, much 1
"A Flag on Every Flagpole, Every
of the world's tin is melted in and
shipped from Singapore. It might be Day, from Sunrise to Sunset" is the
dubbed the world’s pepper pot,' for I slogan of a campaign conducted in
more pepper is assembled there than is I Kansas City, under the auspices of the
American Legion Flag Pole Committee.
ever held in any other port.
"If ever a city could claim to be
• • • •
cosmopolitan, Singapore can. At one
Hanford
McNidvr
of Mason City. Ia.,
of the principal world crossroads, and
with a population 100 per cent immi and Milton J. Foreman, of Chicago, past
grant, it could not escape cosmopoli national commanders of the Amercan
tanism. It has drawn its population Legion were given a most cordial re
from practically all parts of Asia, from ception on their arrival in England to
Oceania, the Malay archipelago, Africa, attend fhe annual convention of the
Europe and America. The Chinese British Legion, according to word re
predominate, making up about one- ceived at national headquarters of the
half the population. There have been ex-service men's organization.
many thousands of immirants from In....
ida. Europeans, Americans and Aus
Solemn
ceremony
for final conse
tralians number less than 10,000, and ]
there are probably as many Japanese. cration of the 32,100 graves of Ameri
cans in foreign soil was conducted
in Europe by the American Legion and
Your Choice, 'Rikisha or Auto
"The appearance of Singapore shows the Overseas Memorial Day Associa
its mixture of
many Influences. tion on May 30. These services have
The visitor may
ride in ’rik- been arranged to pay tribute to the
-his or electric cars, automobiles or resting places of the American dead
ancient horse-drawn carriages. In the m France, Belgium and Great Britain.
chief business district he sees modern The principal services were held in
streets and buildings, and in the Asiat Paris, where memorial tablets to each
ic quarters he encounters facilities and I American division, to the American
sights and odors that smack of the Ori Ambulance Sections, to the LaFayette
ent. Singapore's houses of worship I Flying Corps, and a statue of Columbia
furnish an excellent index of its varied I were unveiled.
• • • .
life. There are Christian cathedrals
and churches. Moslem mosques, and
The sale of poppies made in Germany
the temples of half a dozen or more In I by American commercial concerns to
dian and Chinese and Japanese faiths. I posts of the American Legion was
“Without making use of reiteration I characterized as “disgraceful” and as
one can hardly describe the physical Ian “insult to the heroic dead of the
aspects of Singapore Island adequately. I World War," by Lemuel Bolles, naIt is an island of red. red soil and I tional adjutant of the American Legion,
•eii green verdure. The soil is-poor, I in a statement issued at legion national
but since Singapore is almost at the I headquarters. The statement came as
equator and moist, vegetation might I result of word from Iowa that several
be said to grow furiously. There is an I posts of the state had been victimized
unending fight between it and the I by firms who sold the "made in Gertoolies who strive to prevent its vivid
I many” poppies. The poppies had been
green waves from engulfing the con I supplied by a firm in an Indiana City.
spicuous red roads and cleared spaces.
“American Legion national head"Sir Stamford Raffles, who planted I quarters obtained a supply of 2.500,000
the seed of their great city, is rever I poppies made by French disabled men
enced by all thoughtful people of Sin
and other needy persons in that coungapore. Streets and quays and squares I try," Mr. Bolles said. “From this supand public buildings' are named, for
I ply national headquarters provided
him. A fine statue of the founder I official legion poppies to be worn on
stands before the Victoria Memorial
Memorial Day in honor of those who
Hall looking off to the sea. whence
died in the World War. The flowers
comes the endless stream of ships that I were sold by several thousand legion
pay tribute to the city. The statue and I posts in all parts of the country to prothe bustling metropolis behind it re
Ivide funds for the decoration of Overcall his prophetic statement that the I seas graves and for the relief of sick
place would be ‘a great commercial land needy veterans. The tactics of iremporium and a fulcrum whence we
I responsible business concerns in immay extend our influence politically,
I porting poppies made by citizens of a
as circumstances may hereafter re
I nation responsible for the death of
quire.’ ”
I those whose memory we reverence on
I Memorial Day are disgraceful, and are

SHEET MUSIC
All the latest song hits

20 Cents
Specials

15 Cents
V. F. Studley

• tonsilitis or hoarseness,
gargle with warm salt
water. Rub Vicks over
throat and cover with a
hot flannel cloth. Swal
low slowly small pieces.

MUSIC DEPARTMENT
Ui8-tf

Over 17 Million Jan Uted Yearly
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PERFECTION OIL COOK STOVES

PERFECTION OIL COOK STOVES

Sold in Rockland By ;

Sold in Rockland By

STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.

BURPEE FURNITURE CO.

L. MARCUS

313 Main Street

/

Rockland

NEW PERFECTION

A
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HE amazing cooking speed of this latest
New Perfection is produced by the
double-walled, double-draft Superfex
Burner — a revolutionizing invention.
New a year ago, it is now used in thou
sands of homes in nearly every state in the Union.

It is a real cooking range, exceptionally strong and
attractive with its pure white porcelain enamel
warming cabinet. It has a longer and higher cook
ing top and has all the convenience and economy
features that have made the New Perfection famous
everywhere.
Instant heat that cooks as fast as gas. No more
coal, wood, litter, ashes and stove dirt in the
kitchen—with this range. Absolutely clean and
economical, too.

Any New Perfection dealer will gladly demonstrate
it for you.
STANDARD OIL CO. OF NEW YORK
26 Eroadway

or best results use

ENE

SDCONY KER
PERFECTION OIL COOK STOVES

PERFECTION OIL COOK STOVES

Sold in Rockland By

Sold in Rockland By

STONINGTON FURNITURE CO
313 Main Street

Rockland

L. MARCUS

an insult to the heroic dead. The
SOUTH HOPE
legion will oppose their methods wher
Mrs. In’ille Mank and children are
ever it finds that posts are being vic
stopping at II E. Mank’s.
timized by the unscrupulous firms.”
Hester Chandler is 'home from Attle
....
The American Legion will enter the
film industry as a producer. The new
venture is to be a topical review to be
issued twice a month and distributed
throughout the entire country. Com
plete plans for the enterprise were ap
proved at the recent meeting of the
national executive committee. It is
planned to make the production of gen
eral interest, carrying material of a
general magazine nature, and giving
special attention to activities of the
legion which are of interest to the gen
eral public. The releases will be under
supervision of the American Legion
Film Service, which has for some time
been engaged in the distribution of war
and historical films throughout the
country under sponsorship of the
legion’s eleven thousand local posts.

I ployed at the Payson Manuf icturing
i plant.
Mr?. (»• orge Mank has returned from
* Medfcrd, Mays., where she has been
[visiting relatives.
boro, Mass., where he has had em
Sprint; ebaning rnd extensive repairs
ployment the past winter.
are being made at “Alford Dike Camp”
Oscar Payson of Camden is em- under the supervision of caretak’.-r J.
G. Ga.th.
Bdi-th Hart is stripping with her
j Kr<N dmother. Mrs. Annie llart at the
j head-of-the-lake.
Johnnie l’ushaw is driving u new
Ford touring dbr.
Elizabeth Howard is horn • from
UY the Van Safety Razor
[Warren, where she has been visiting
Sharpener for sharpening Gill
in r daughter. .Mrs. John Davis.
ette and Durham blades and all
other blades. Save
the
best
tempered blades and sharpen
them with a Van Sharpener, it
CENTURY CERTIFIED EDITION
will make shaving a pleaswe.
The Famous Sheet Mjsio you see adver

B

Price, 50c postpaid

’

L. A. CARPENTER
136 Main St., Cambridge C, Mass.

/

BURPEE FURNITURE CO.

EAGLE “MIKADO”

Pencil No. 174

Made in fire grade.

For Sale at your Dealer

ASK FOR TKS YELLOW PENCIL WITH THE RED BAND
EAGLE MIKADO

EAGLE PENCIL COMPANY. NEW YORK

WANTED

SHEET MUSIC 15c

to .xchang. new furniture for your old. We must keep our ..eon.
hand department filled, and are willing to exchange new moderr
furniture for your old; alto ranges and musical instruments.

tised in all the ieadiug magazines. Over
2200 selections—send for catalogue.

V. F. STUDLEY

MAINE MUSIC CO, Rockland. Ma.

279-285 MAIN STREET

k

M-tf
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AMONG THE SCHOOLS

TENANT’S HARBOR

News of the Busy Educational
World In and Outside of
Knox County.

Through the interest and efforts of
Mrs. Walter Proctor flags were donat
ed by Edwin Libby Post, G. A. It., and
thi Ladies’ Auxiliary of the Sons of
Veterans, Rockland, for the soldiers
graves in this community. Those that
could be located were: Dr. Charles
teams, Ephraim Hart, Avery Hart,
Baxter Barter, Joseph Fountain. John
Meservey Sr., James Rawhy. Ira Hart,
John Martin, Charles Glidden, -----Haines, in Seaside cemetery, also -----Cook and ------ Morrison In the ceme
tery on Clark's Hill. The school child
ren decorated the graves with wreaths
and bouquets a t the Tuesday exercises.
The Hickeys have arrived at their
summer cottage at Wallaton. Exten
sive repairs and improvements have
been made during the winter.
Mrs. George Smith of Long Cove is
at Silsby Hospital for treatment.
Henry Allen is home from Waterville
on account of illness.
The Mlseses Price and Dolan are
boarders at Mrs. Abbie Clark’s.
Puritan Rebekah Lodge attended the
district meeting in Camden Thursday
and worked the degrees. The I. O. O.
F. district meeting is to be held in this
place Saturday (today).
Mrs. Jennie Sweetland has arrived
home after spending the winter in
Massachusetts.
H. F. Kalloch is making a double
garage of the lower part of his building
at the Creek.

Warren High
The Sophomore class had a debate
on Friday, during the English period.
The proposition was. Resolved, that
movies are more harmful to a person
than dances. The affirmative was rep
resented by Parker Spear, Edna Wiley
and Ellenora Erkkila: those on the
negative were Mildred Moody, Donald
Young an<J Richard Overlock. The
points on both sides were brought out
clearly and forcefully but the judges
finally decided in favor of the affirma
tive side. The judges were Edna Rob
inson, Madeline McElfnon and Irville
Spear.
The Athletic Association will give a
public dinner soon, the proceeds to be
used for the purpose of defraying ex
penses of the baseball team. There are
four more league games to be played
this season.
Oo May 31 the Junior class presented
a three-act comedy, ‘ Aaron Boggs,
Freshman." The cast of characters:
Aaron Boggs, Leslie Borneman; a
Freshman from Spllnterville: Happy
Jimmy Jamieson, Millard Hart: a
Junior; Bean Carter, a Senior, Langdon\ Wyllie; Pepper Jervis, studying
repose, Irville Spear; Epenetus P.
Boggs, Richard Overlook; Mr. Chubb,
born tired, Arnold Teague; Casey
Jones, college politician, Leland Pea
body; Second Hand Abey, Parker
Spegr; Miss Elyzabethe, Maudelia Feeneyt a waitress, but a Perfect Lady,
Madeline
McElmon;
Mrs.
Chubb,
boarding house keeper, Evelyn Saw
yer: Mrs. Pickens, Likewise, Jennie
Starrett; Evelyn Newcomb, college
belle. Mildred Robinson; Lois Hunter,
a girls’ friend, Ruth Moody; Cherry
Carruthers, with changeable heart,
Mary Connell; Ixiretta Rea, a romantic
junior, Edna Robinson; Miss Dollie de
Cllffe, a vaudeville queen—daughter of
Mrs. Chubb, Edna Robinson. The play
was very successful, all the young
folks carrying their parts like veterans.
It was filled to the brim with snappy
humor and college pep and was a dis
tinct credit to the-school. A dance
followed the play.
On June 2, the track team will go to
Lewiston in order to attend and take
part, in the meet which is to be held
there.
• • • •
Tenant's Harbor Schools
The following program was given by
the Tenant's Harbor Grammar and
Primary schools Tuesday afternoon at
the
school
building.
Appropriate
scenery, extending nearly across tbe
front of the room was used. It con
sisted of a village scrne where there
we/e numerous soldiers’ camps and
three flag poles, that were used to raise
small flags during the program: Open
ing song. "May-time," by school; rec
itation, "Little May Blossom," Eliza
beth Wood; song “My Native Land,"
schools; recitation, "Our Boys Are
Coming Home," Elizabeth Barter: ex
ercise. "Little Patriots,” Arvid Pikkrainen and Ralph Wilson: song, "Col
umbia the Gem of the Ocean," schools;
recitation. “My Hero," Calvin Smith;
recitation, "We Talk of the Flag,” Mar
guerite Wincapaw; song, "The Stars
and
Stripes,"
schools;
recitation
"1-jtrewing Flowers,” Emily Morris;
exemise, "To tire Defenders of the
Flag.” eight boys; recitation, "The
Rat-a-Tat of the Drum.” Annie Dunn;
song. "To the Flag," schools; solo, "Lit
tle Boy Blue,’”'Marie Morris; exercise,
"A Hallowed Song." three girls; reci
tation, "A Memorial Day Play," Agnes
Siverwright; recitation, "After the
War," Gertrude Kulju; song, “Star
Spangled Banner,” schools; recitation,
"The New Memorial Day," Velma
Cook; song. "Cover Them Over With
Flowers.” schools. After the exercises
the children with flags, bouquets and
wreaths, marched to the cemetery with
Lawrence Watts as flag bearer and
Russell Monagha* playing the drum.

♦ • * •

North Haven High
North Haven High celebrated Me
morial day by defeating her friendly
old enemy Stonington High in a friend
ly contested battle on Crabtree’s field.
At the end of four innings It was even
Steven with four runs for each side
but in the next four Stonington chalked
up five more runs and the home* team
none. In .that last half of the eighth
however. North Haven boys broke
loose and when the smoke of battle
cleared away it was 10 to 9 in North
Haven’s
favor.
Cooper,
Wooster,
Stone and Milan starred for the Fox Is
lanet team. The batteries were North
Haven, Cooper and Crockett; Stoning
ton, Huchlns and Wood. Score—North
Haven High School 10.
Stonington
High School 9.

LOWER SUNSET
Thomas Cole and family spent Sun
day with Mr. and Mrs. Stephen Small.
Mrs. Lewis J. Small and Mrs. Charles
Bryant were the guests of Mrs. Ed
ward S. Small Friday.
Mrs. Elsie Cole and Mrs. Fannie Cole
called on Mrs. Evelyn Snowden Tues
day.
Mrs. Samuel Young is employed by
Mrs. Sarah Small for the summer.
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Stinson were
Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs. William
Powers.
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Watts are vis
iting Mrs. Watts’ mother, Mrs. Walter
Smalf.
Mrs. Maggie Small called on rela
tives in this place Tuesday.
Roscoe Powers was in Stonington
Monday.
Several from this place attended the
L. D. S. conference in Stonington Sun
day.
Mr. and Mrs. Moses Annis were
guests of Mr. Annis’ mother, Mrs.
Charles Annis Tuesday.
Mrs. Louise Bryant of South Deer
Isle spent Friday afternoon with Mrs.
Lizzie Small.

FULL LINE OF

COLUMBIA RECORDS
STONINGTON
FURNITURE CO.
L. MARCUS. 313-315 Main 8traat
ROCKLAND, MAINE

CANNED GOODS
Certainly do run uniform. Once SUPERBA always
SUPERB.
(3823)

Milliken-Tomlinson Co., Proprietors, Portland, Maine

HAMBONE’S MEDITATIONS
AGENT MAN TALKIN'

BoUT

HE KIN TELL AH 'LONGS
DE CKU'CH
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talks; SHUCKS, MAN.'
ah's jes' nachu'lly bawn

AH

EN BRED UP IN A CHu'CH-

house!'

CooynjM. 192.1 by McClure Newtpeper SvmJIcMs

VINALHAVEN
Union Church Circle held its usual
supper at the vestry Thursday evening.
The Ciousekeopers were: Mrs. Frank
Rossitter, Mrs. Charles E. Young, Mrs.
Frtd Greenlaw, Mrs. William Chetwynde.
Rev. E. W. Stebbins wifi preach the
baccalaureate sermon Sunday morning
at Union church.
Dr. F. F. Brown returned from Rocklaud Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs. A. S. Porter of Philade’phia have arrived at Bridgeside,
where they ijill spend the summer.
Bruce Grindle arrived this week from
New York to gjxnd his vacation with
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Grindle.
Mrs. Leander Smith entertained the
Washington Club Saturday evening.
Supper was served. The out of town
guests were Mr. and Mrs. Staples of
Rockland.
Mrs. Abert Butler, who has been the
guest of her sister. Mrs. Herraan Arey,
returned Thursday to her home in
Rockland.
Mrs. Hester Ames, Mrs. Lettie
Moore and Mrs. Addie Bucklin attend
ed the District meeting of the Re
bekahs held at Camden Thursday.
Mrs. Everett Williams is spending a
few weeks in Boston, the guest of her
daughter, Mrs. Frank Donovan.
Miss Una Greenlaw of Belfast is the
guest of Mrs. Frank Jones.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Gerrish and
daughter, Mrs. Samuel Rich, left
Tuesday for Stonington.
Richard Odion arrived Tuesday from
Worcester. Mass.
Mrs. Josephine Crockett arrived
from Boston Saturday and is the guest
of her daughter, Mrs. Bradford Bray.
Regular meeting of O. E. S. June 4.
Frank Caswell of North Bdgecomb
has arrived at Crockett's River for the
summer.
Tyler M. Coombs and daughter Anna
of Rockland spent Memorial day in
town.
.
The subject of the iesson Sermon at
the Christian Science service SundayJune 3rd will be: "Ancient and Modern
Necromancy, Mesmerism and Hypno
tism Denounced."
Vinalhaven people will be interested
in the marriage of Lieut. Perley E.
Pendleton to Miss Mary E. Wills of
Concord, N. H., which took pace in that
city May 2fi. Mr. Pendleton is the son
of the late Fred and Nellie (Allen
wood) Pendleton of this town and spent
much of his boyhood here where he
made many friends. He will live in the
Philippines.
• • • •
Memorial day dawned bright and
char and at 1.30 the memorial exer
cises began. The column formed in
front of Memorial hair in the following
order; C. S. Libby, marshal; Smith’s
Vinalhaven Band, J. W. Kittredge lead
er; Coast Artillery Company, L. B.
Dyer, captain, Lafayette Caver Post,
No. 45, W. 8. Vino.1, contmandcr; Rev.
E. W. Stebbins. American Legion,
Ralph Brown, commander; Gettys
burg Camp, S. of V., C. S. Libby, com
mander; Boy Scouts, Girl Reserves
and their leaders: school children in
charge of teachers. The line of march
was to John Carver cemetery, order of
the. day, read by E. M. Hall, secretary;
singing by the school children; prayer
by Rev. E. W. Stebbins; laps were
sounded and graves decorated; volley
by tiring squad; music by band; thence
to water front, where under the dlieot.on of E. C. McIntosh, S. of V., the
following boya scattered flowers on the
water, in memory of the naval com
rades: Edward White, Walter Lyford,
Edwin and Donald Woodcock, Robert
Littlefield. Kenneth Dailey, Clinton
Smith, Fletcher Brown. Appropriate
verses were recited by Edward White;
thence to the soldiers monument, which
was decorated by L. B. Dyer, who also
read the roTTof honor. At 7.30, Rev. E.
W. Stebbins delivered the memorial
address in a most impressive and able
manner. This was preceded by read
ing of general orders by L. B. Dyer
and Lincoln’s Gettysburg address by
Alton Nelson, and interspersed by sing
ing under the direction of Mrs. M. P.
Smith and music by Vinalhaven Band.

UNION
GILCHREST
MONUMENTAL

WORKS
Successor to A. F Burton

GRANITE AND MARBLE.
CEMETERY WORK
Main Strsat

THOMA8TON, MAINE
t»-tf
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The Good Will Circle will hold its
annual meeting .June 5 at the home of
Mrs. Izizahcth Hilt. All those inter
ested are invited to attend.
Mrs. Rise Stewart who has been
visiting Mrs. H. A. Thompson in Low
ell. Mass., baa returned home.
Miss Louise Grinnell has been ill with
the measles.
Arthur Stewart who has been work
ing in Taunton. Mass., has returned
home.
,
Alexander Fuller lost a nice horse re
cently.
Mrs. Mabel Grinnell has returned
home from Lynn, Mass.

\'

ROCKLAND HIGHLANDS
Pleasant Valley Grange will doubt
less remember May 29 as one of the
happiest days of the year. Pioneer
Grange of East Union came by invita
tion to eat, drink and be merry and
also assist in carrying out an excellent
program. Patrons from other granges
were present and all did everything
possible to add to the general enjoy
ment. The weather was perfect, the
roads were smooth the program pro
ceeded without a hitch or a stumble
and everyobdy went home happy at a
late hour. Such meetings as this do
much to promote social welfare and
add to the prosperity of any order.
Our young people are coming right
to the front and a great deal of talent
is manifested, much of which would
have doubtless remained unrecognized
had thegrange and its energetic lecturer
not brought it out and given it due ap
preciation.
Friends of Mr. and Mrs. D. O. Smiley
have receive'.! cards from Trenton. N.
J., stating that thus far the weather
has been delightful. Their trip will
continue southward and will probably
occupy a month or more.
Mrs. Lucy Quinn of North Haven is
visitirg her son George on upper Ran
kin street.
Flowers were very scarce on Memo
rial Day. Even green stuff is backward
and instead of the usual fluffy lacy ma
terial to mix with blossoms, bouquet
makers were obliged to resort to sedge
grass, buttercup leaves, and in some
instances ‘‘colts' tail” and chokecherry
sprays were used, as no proper green
ery could be found.
On May 20 the correspondent picked
up two golden russet apples which had
lain under the tree all winter and
spring. They were as fresh and fair as
when first they fell from the tree and
so far there is no sign of decay.
Many farmers have not yet finished
their planting and others are just be
ginning. Ail unite in pronouncing it a
very cold, backward spring.
*
Thomas Anderson is shingling his
house.

NORTH WALDOBORO
Mr. and Mrs. Rcverde Carroll of
Union and Alden Winchenbach and
daughter Alice spent Sunday with Mr.
and Mrs. W. F. Teague.
Perley Whitehouse and family have
returned home after spending the win
ter in Camden.
Mrs. Klmus Shuman has gone to
Waldoboro to eare for Mrs. Keddingt ui
Shuman, who is very ill.
Mr. and Mrs. Gardner Mank of East
Waldoboro attended Memorial services
here Sunday and called on friends.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Oliver of the vil
lage were callers here Wednesday.
Mrs. A. J. Walter spent the holiday
with friends at the village.
Mr. and Mrs. Warren Mank, Mr and
Mrs. George Oliver and daughter Olive
of Union were at L. H. Oliver’s Sunday.
Mrs. Frank Thurber and daughter,
Mrs. Pearl Hunt of Malik’s Corner were
calling here Thursday.
Mrs. Della Sprague is spending a few
days with her mother, Mrs. E. H. Stain
at Feyler’s Corner.

GREEN’S ISLAND
Mrs. Josephine Crockett arrived re
cently from Alton Bay. N. H. She will
visit her daughter. Mrs. Bradford Bray
before going to her home at the north end of Vinalhaven.
Mrs. Ada Brennan of Port Clyde and
Mrs. Aurelia Bray of Rockland arrived
by Saturday's boat and are visiting the
latter's daughter. Mrs. Dewey Brown
at Vinalhaven. They will visit Mr. and
Mrs. Bradford Bray before returning
to their homes.
Mrs. Fred Bobbins attended the con
cert at Union church last Sunday even
ing and termed it a musical treat. Mrs.
Robbins was the guest of Mrs. Mary
Noyes while at Vinalhaven.
Green's Inland friends and relatives
of Mr. and Mi's. Reuben Carver of
Rockland extend congratulations and
best wishes for a long and happy mar
ried life.
Mrs. Crockett and Mr. and Mrs
Bradford Bray spent last Monday at
the Crockett home.

Wi xmi/th ^fa^nr

Estate of Elbert Rappleyo

TO RELIEVE PAIN
ANDJAGKACHE
Women May Depend upon
Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vege
table Compound
Minneapolis. Minn.—“ I had heard so
much about Lydia E Pinkham’s Vege
table Compound that
when I realized I
needed to take some
thing to relieve my
pains and backache,
and to help build me
up I began to take
that. 1 had- been
sick off and on for
years and barely
weighed a hundred
pounds, but now I
have had such good
______
results that I am
recommending the Vegetable Compound
to every one ” -Mrs. J. J Biebek, 3939
18th Ave. South, Minneapolis, Minn.

Finds a True Friend

Ralph Conant of Rockland visited his
sister. Mrs. J. D. Pease, last week.
James Pease who with his sister
Olive has been attending school In
Camden is home ill with measles. Rog
er Fish is also ill with them.
Mrs. Willard Wentworth and little
son who have been the recent guests of
her uaretRs, Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Hal.
returned to her home in Portland Mon
day.
George Hall is driving a fine new
Buick car.
Frost in the low kinds Wednesday
night.
Mrs. A. I. Perry was in Camden
Tuesday shopping and calling on
friends.
Mrs. W. E. Hall is substituting part
of the time on the mail wagon while
Mr. Hall gets some planting and other
farm work done. Nothing like having
a handy wife, or a wife handy; eithci
way is right.

MT. PLEASANT VALLEY

cJUk'fccuutji a/nd

STATE OF MAINE

Knox, ss.
At a Probate Court held at Rockland in and
for said County of Knox on the twenty-second
day of May, in the year of our Lord one thou
sand nine hundred and twenty-three, by ad
journment of the regular term held on May
15th, A. D. 1923.
A petition for the appointment of Averill E.
Morton. Trustee under the will of Walter S.
By MILDRED MARSHALL
Morton, late of Rockland, having been pre
sented.
Ordered, that notice thereof he given to all
oersons Interested, by causing a copy of this
Facb aloul your name; lit history;
'irder thereon to he published three weeks su«meaning: whence II was dericed;
fssiiciy in Tliu Courier-Gazette, a n wspapofr
'"b’hlipd at Rockland, in said County, that
elgnlficance ■ your lucky day
they
may appear at a Probate Court to be held
and lucky Jewel
at Rockland, in and for said County, on the
•’I
V nineteenth (lay of June, A. I). 1923, at nine
o'clock in the forenoon, and show cause, if any
they have, why the prayer of the petitioner
should not be granted.
EVANGELINE
ADELBKRT L. MILES.
Judge of Probate.
A
true
copy,
—
Attest
:
cpHE very essence of poetry Is capJune 2-9-10 HENRY H. PAYSON. Register

‘What’s in a Name?”

Hired and held Imprisoned In the
name Kvangelln?. The legend of that
beautiful and unhappy maiden whose
fateful wanderings were Immortalized
hy Longfellow surrounds the name
with romance and charm beyond all
other feminine names.
Evangeline Is derived from the
Greek and signifies angel like. It also
has the translation “happy messen
ger," since it comes from Ihe Greek
word meaning well, happy, combined
with nnother word meaning moving;
the whole forming Evangelus, bearer
of good tidings. The term applied
originally to a shepherd who brought
to Ephesus the tidings of a quarry of
beautiful marble for the building of
the temple that was the glory of Ihe
city and of Asia. Adorned with heroic
honors as he was. the title must have
seemed to the Ephesian Christians to
fit those spiritual shepherds who
brought the best of tidings and Evan
gelista became the term for preachers.
Evangelista was an old Italian name
and I.ongfellow seemed to have bor
rowed It and Invented Ids Evangeline
purely for use In his poem. It is from
his adoption that ail the American
Evnngellnes are derived, so it may
perhaps he called Ihe purest American
feminine name which we have. Cer
tainly Longfellow has described an
Ideal American girl:

"Fair was she to behold, that maiden of
seventeen summers.
Black were her eyes as the berry that
grows on the thortt by the wayside,

Black, yet how softly they gleamed be
neath the brown shade of her tresses.
Sweet was her breath as the breath of the
klne that feed In the meadows,
When In the harvest heat she bore to
the reapers at noon-tide.
Flagons of home-brewed ale. Ah, fair in
sooth was the maiden.
When she had passed it seemed like the
ceaeing of exquisite music.”

Evangeline's tnllsmanle gem Is the
ruhv, that warm pulsing stone which Is
8Hld to be an elixir of great potency
for the wearer. Its medicinal quali
ties were held In great esteem by the
ancients and from it the potion known
ns “ruby elixir” Is said to have nrlspn.
To drenm of a ruby signifies unex
pected guests. The Illy, denoting pur
ity, is Evangeline's flower. Tuesday
Is her lucky day and three her tallsmnnlc number.
Reasonable.
Mistress—I nra very well satisfied
with you, Annie, and am going to let
you off every Sunday afternoon in
stead of every other.
Maid—But, ma’am, then I’ll have to
ask you for more money to have a
better time on.
---------O----------

A LINE 0’ CHEER

AontfafyucuMul
jjnfrrmation.
fainuL Itadtn. amuma

i

By John Kendrick Bangs.

I

p
4
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J
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A GLORIOUS THOUGHT
____
T HAVB'a thought that taken
A me through
A deal of bleak and stormy
weather;
There Is no scene so black with

rue
t

s

J

That will not find the skies all
blue.
No task too great for me to do,
When God and I meet It—to-

/
P

gether!

‘

by McClure Newspaper Syndicate.)

W. H. GLOVER CO.

Rockland, Me.
12CStf

Waterville A $7.00 a tn.. f7.30a.ni. 11 lOp.ni.
Woolwich. §7.00 a. in.. 17.30 a.m., tl.lOp. in..
15.30 p. in.
*
1 Daily, except Sunday.
{ Sunday only.
A Passengers provide own ferriage between Wool
wich and Bath.
D. C. DOUGLASS,
M 1.. HARRIS.
9-24-22 V.P.&Gen'l Mgr. Geu'l Passenger Agu

Eastern Steamship Lines, Inc.

Estate of Charles E. Hall

Knox, ss.

STATE OF MAINE

At a Probate Court held at Rockland, in and
for said County of Knox in vacation on the
eighteenth day of May, in the year of our Lord
one thousand nine hundred and twenty-throe.
A Certain Instrument, purporting to he the
last Will and Testament of Charles E. Hall,
late of Rockland, in said County, having been
presented for probate, and application having
been made that no bond be required of the ex
ecutor named in the will.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given to all
persons interested, by causing a copy of tills
Order to he published three weeks successively
in The Courier-Gazette, a newspaper published
at Rocyund. in said County, that they may ap
pear at a Probate Court to he held at Rockland,
in and for said County, on the nineteenth day
of June, A. I). 1923, at nine o’clock in the fore
noon. and show cause, if any they have, why
the prayer of the petitioner should not be
granted.
A DELBERT L. MILES.
Judge of Probate.
A truu copy, Aitust :
<53-8-69
HENRY II. PAYSON. Register.
Estate of Ralph B. Lewis
STATE OF MAINE

BANGOR LINE

Leave Rockland daily, except Sundays, at 8
M.. standard time, for Boston.
Return—Leave Boston daily except Sunday
t 6 I’. M.. daylight saving time. Leave Rock
land daily, except Mondays, at 5 A M., stand
ard time, Camden 5.45 A. M., Belfast 7.15 A.
M.. Bucksport 9.60 A. M., Winterport 9.30 A. M.,
due Bangor 10 00 A. M.
Leave Bangor dally, except Sundays, nt 2 ”.
M.. standard time, for way-landings, Rockland
and Boston.
Connection at Boston with Metropolitan lino
express freight and passenger steamer for New
York.

ENGRAVED CA«0b-CaH at thia office ano
examine styles. If *r>u already have a plat<
bring It in and lei ua print you cards In lates
| Bile
THJfi COLBlhK-UAZ£TTK.

Estale of Ephraim Perry
NOTICE

The subscriber liereby gives notice that on
May 15, 1923, she was duly appointed adminlsiartrix c. t a. of the estate of Ephraim Perry,
fate of Rockland, in the Coiintv of Kn«'\. de
ceased, without bond as the will directs, and on

this date waS 'iiuilili. (I to till said trust.

BAR HARBOR LINE

Leave Rockland dally, except Mondays, nt
A. M.. standard time, for North Haven. Ston
ington. South West Harbor. North East Harbor,
Seal llllrhor and Bar Harbor Returning from
tar Harbor at 1 P. M.. standard time, dally
except Sundays, for way-landings and Rock
land.
BLUEHILL LINE

Leave Itm-kland daily, except Mondays, nt 5
A M.. standard lime, tor Dark Harbor. South
Brooksville. SarKentvIlle, Deer Isle, llrooklln,
Si.uOi Bluclilll end Bloehlll. Kelurnlnz from
Hluehlll at 12.311 I’. M.. standard lime, dally
except Sundays, for way landings and Hockland.
F S SHERMAN, Supt. Rockland Me.
R. S. SHERMAN. Agent. Rockland. Me.
last Will and Testament of Ralph B. Lewis,
late of Union, in said County, having been
presented for probate, and application having
been made that no bond be required of the ex
STEAMER “CASTINE”
ecutor named in tlie will.
Ordered, That notice thereof he given to all
persons interested, hy causing a copy of this will resume the line from Camden
Order to he published three weeks successively West Islesboro and Belfast, on
in Tiie Courier-Gazette, a newspaper published
MONDAY, JUNE 4
at Rockland, in said County, that they may ap
pear at a Probate Court to be held at Rockland, leaving Camden at 9:00 A. M., Daylight
in and for said County, on tlie 19th day of Saving Time.
June, A. I). 1923, at nine o’clock in the fore
noon, and show cause. If any they have, why
COOMBS BROS., Mgrs.
the prayer of the petitioner should not be

STATE OF MAINE
Knox, ss.
At a Probate Court held at Rockland, In anil
for said County of Knox, on tlie fifteenth day of
May. in tlie year of our Lord one thousand
nine hundred and twenty-three.
A Certain Instrument, purporting to he the
last Will and Testament of Albert Slingsli.v, late
of St. George, In said County, having been tire
sented for probate, and application having been
made that no bond be required of the executrix
named in tlie will.
Ordered, That notice thereof he given to ail
persons interAted, by causing a copy of this
Order to he published three weeks successively
in

SMALLEY’S
ROCKLAND, CAMDEN
BELFAST & BANGOR
CAR
is now making Two Trips Daily
Leaving Hotel Rockland and calling
at Hotel Thorndike at 7 A. M. and
12:30 P. M.
Leaving Windsor Hotel, Belfast, for
Rockland, 10:30 A. M. and 4:30 P. M.

TELEPHONE 149-M.

Thu Courier Gazette, a newspaper published

at Rockland. In said County, that they may ap
pear at a Probate Court to he held at Rock
land, in and for said County, on the nineteenth
day (if June, A. D. 1923. at nine o'clock in tin
forenoon, and show cause, if any they have,
why tiie prayer of the petitioner should not be
granted.
ADELBKRT L MILES.
Judge of Probate.
A true copy,—Attest :
63 S 69
HENR5 H PAYSON, Register
Estate of Jane Mugridge
STATE OF MAINE

Estate of Julia L. Hills

NOTICE
The subscriber hereby gives notice that on
May 15th, 1923, h • was duly appointed executor
of the last will and testament of Julia L. Hills,
iate of Rockland, in the County of -Knox, de
ceased, without bond as the will directs, and on
ibis date was qualified to fill said trust.
All persons having demands against the estate
arc desired to present the same for settlement,
and all indebted thereto are required to make
payment immediately to
FRANK W. COLLINS.
Rockland, Maine.
May 15, 1923.
June 2-9-16

foci

15 30 p ir..

Estate of Albert Slingsby

Estate of Walter S. Morton

Eastern St andard Tin.e
Trains Leave Rockland

Augusta. A§7.00a. in. 17.30a.m., tl lOp. m.
Bangor A §7,00 a.m. 17.30 a. in., tl.lCp. m.
Bath A$7.00u. in., 17.30 a in.. 11.10 p mt5 30 p. in.
Boston. A{7.00a.m., t7.30n.ru,, tl.10p.m.
Brunswick A§7.00a. in.. t7.30 a. ni.. tl.lQ
p. in . to 30 p. m..
Lewiston. A§7.00 a. tn.. t7.30a.m., tl 10 p in.
New York, tl.10 p. m.
Portland. A$7.00 a. m.( t7.-J0a.in., 11.10 p. m,

Mrs. Hazel Ross of Rockland re
turned home after spending a few
weeks with her sister, M»’s. Lucia
Brewster.
Fred Simmons has rented one of Mrs.
Frazier's pastures for the summer. Al
ton Russel has the other.
Two red-winged blackbirds, which
are seldom seen near houses, visited the granted.
ADELBERT L. MfLES,
correspondent’s orchard this week, also
Judge of Probate.
two bobolinks and a summer tanger,
A true copy,—Attest :
which are both strangers here.
63 S 69
HENRY H. PAYSON. Register.

(<£ by the Wheeler Syndicate, Inc.)
-----------O------------

A/il datuM/ay

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD

V

STATE OF MAINE
Knox, ss.
At a Probate Court held at Rockland, In and
for said County of Knox, on the fifteenth day
of May, In the year of our Lord one thousand
nine hundred and twenty-three.
A Certain Instrument, purporting to he the
last Will and Testament of Elbert Rappleye, late
of Ihv.'s Head, in said County, Inning burii
presented for probate, ami application having
been made that no bond be required of the ex
ecutor named in the will.
Ordered. That notice thereof be given to all
persons interested, by causing a copy of this
Order to he puh'ished three weeks successively
in The Courier-Gazette, a newspaper published
at Rockland, in said County, that they may ap
pear at a Probate Court to be he’d at Rockland,
in said County, on the seventeenth day of June,
A. I). 1923. at nine o’clock in the forenoon, and
show cause, if any they have, why the prayer of
the petitioner should not he granted.
ADELBKRT L MILES.
Judge of Probate.
A true copy. Attest :
63-S-69
HENRY II. PAYSON. Register.

"Every woman who values her health
should be proud to have a true friend
like the Vegetable Compound,” says
Mrs W. E. Shaw, 3227 Walnut Street,
Chicago, Illinois. “I had female weak
ness so badly that I could not stand on
my feet. Half of my time was spent in
bed and I had nains in my back which
were unbearable I tried everything I
could think of to help myself.and when a Knox, ss.
friend advised Lydia E. Pinkham’s Veg
At a Probate Court held at Rockland in and
etable Compound I began taking it at for said County of Knox in vacation.on the 18th
day
May, In tlie year of our Lord one thou
once. I recommend it without hesi sand ofnine
hundred ami twenty-three.
tation.”
A Certain Instrument, purporting to be the

NORTH HOPE

ouui Uiuon
w

Page Five

46-tf

Professional & Business Cards
H. V. TWEEDIE, M. D.
Diseases of the Eye;
Refractions, Etc.

407 MAIN STREET
Knox, ss.
Huurs. 9 to 12 A. M.; I to 5 P. M.
At a Probate Court held at Rockland, in and
Residoncn.
21 Fulton Street. Tel. 391-1
for said County of Knox, on the fifteenth da>
Office Telephone 493-W
of May, in tiie year of our Lord one thousand
nine hundred ami twenty-three.
A Certain Instrument, purporting to he the
F. B. ADAMS, M. D.
last Will and Testament of Jane Mugridge,
late of Rockland, in said County, having been
Office hours: 6 to 9 A. M.
presented for probate,
I to 4 and 7 to 8 P. M and
Ordered, That notice thereof he given to all
persons interested, hy causing a copy of this
by appointment
Order to be published three weeks succeaslvcb
400 Main St. ROCKLAND. MAINE
in The Courier Gazette, a newspaper published
Telephone 160-W
45tf
at Rockland, in said County, that they may
appear at a Probate Court to lie held at Rock
land, in and for said County, on tlie nineteenth
day of June. A. I). 1923, at nine o’clock in tlie
Dr. Mary Elizabeth Reuter
forenoon, and show cause, if any they have,
why tlie prayer 'of tlie petitioner should not
OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN
be granted.
Telephone 323.
ADELBERT L. MILES.
Judge of Probate.
38 Summer Street.
Rockland
A true copy,— Attest :
i.3 g 69
HENRY II PAY80N. Rcglder.
58-|f

All persons having demands against the es
tate are desired to present the Same for settle
ment, and all indebted thereto are required to
make payment immediately to
—7-------------------------- 7----- ZZ—•—I----------Estate of Frederick A. Packard
DEBORAH L BARRON.
Not Medicine, Not Osteopathy
•
Rockland. Maine.
STATE OF MAINE
May 15, 1923.
May 26-June 2-9
Knox, ss.
C.
M. WHEELER, D.C. Ph. C.
At a Probate Court held at Rockland In and
Estate of Fforetta T. Crie
foi said County of Knox, on the fifteenth day
Chiropractor
NOTICE
of
May. 1923.
Tlie subscriber hereby gives notice that on
400 MAIN STREET - - ROCKLAND
Albert
E
Walden
and
J.
Fred
McWilliams
May 15, 1923, he was duly appointed admin
Graduate Palmer School of Chiropractic
of tlie last will and testament of
istrator of the estate of Floretta T. Crie, late executors
Office Hours:
Frederick A. Packard, having presented their
of Rockland, in the County of Knox, deceased, petition
Mondays, Wednesdays, Fridays. 10-12, 2-5, Z*6
that
the
actual
market
value
of
so
much
without bond as the law directs, and on this of the estate of Frederick A. Packard, late of
Tuesdays. Thursdays, 10-12, 2-5
date was qualified to fill said trust.
Saturdays 10-12
Tel. 886
in said County of Knox, as is subject
All persons having demands against the estate Rockland,
the payment of the State Inheritance Tax
are desired to present the same for settlement, to
the
persons
interested
in
tlie
succession
thereto,
md nil indebted thereto are required to make and tiie amount of the tax thereon may be deter Drs. T. L. & Ruth McBeath
payment immediately to
mined by the Judge of Probate ;
Osteopathic Physicians
EDWIN II. < RIE.
Ordered, That notice thereof he given to the
Rockland, Maine.
30 UNION STREET, ROCKLAND. MAINE
State Assessors and all persons interested in
May 15, 1923.
June 2-9-16
tlie succession to said property, hy causing
HOURS: 8:00 A. M. TO 4:00 P. M.
Estato of Walter 8. Morton
copy of tills Order to be published once a week EVENINGS A SUNDAYS BY APPOINTMENT
NOTICE
three weeks successively in Tlie Courier-Gazette
Telephone 136
Tlie subscriber hereby gives notice that on a newspaper published at Rockland, in said
May 15, 1923, he was duly appointed adminis County, that they may appear at a Probate
trator c. t. a. of tlie estate of Walter S. Mor Court to he held at Rockland, in and for said
ton, late of Rockland, in the County of Knox, County, on tlie nineteenth day of June, A. D. E. W. HODGKINS, M. D.
deceased, without bond as the will directs, and 1923. at nine o’clock in tlie forenoon and be
Office: VINAL BLOCK, THOMASTON
on this date was qualified to fill said trust,
heard in reference to the determination of said
Ail persons having demands against the es tax or any question that may arise in reference
Office Hours: I to 3 and 7 to 9 P. M
tate are desired to present tlie same for settle thereto.
Residence until 9 A. M. -and by Appointment
ADELBKRT L. MILKS,
ment, and ail indebted thereto are rc<|ulred to
make payment immediately to
Judge of Probate.
Telephones: Residence. 41*4: Office 149
AVERILL E. MORTON,
A true copy,—Attest:
112 Franklin St.. Portland, Me.
63 S 69 «. HENRY II. PAYSON. Register.
W. A. JOHNSTON. KEG. PHC.
May 15. 1923.
May 26-June 2-9
Estate of Betsey Jane Upham

NOTICE

Tlie subscriber hereby gives notice that on
May 15, 1923, she was duly appointed execu
trix of the last will and testament of Irene A.
Gregory, late of Rockland, in the County of
Knox, deceased, without bond as tlie will di
reefs, and on this date was qualified to fill said
trust.

All persons having demands
tate are desired to present the
ment, and all Indebted thereto
make pa>ment immediately to
NELLIE E

May 15. 1923.

against the es
same for settle
are required to

GREGORY.
Rockland, Me.
May 26-June 2-9

KNOX COUNTY. In Court of Probate held at
Rockland on tlie 15th day of May, A. D. 1923.
Olive M. Sylvester, administratrix c. t. a. on
the estate of Betsey Jane Upham, late f»f Rock
port, in said County, deceased, having presented
her first and final account of administration of
said estate for allowance:
Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in The Courier-Gazette,
published in Rockland, in said County, that all
persons interested may attend at a Probate
Court to he held at Rockland, on the 19th day
of June next, and show cause, if any they have,
wliv the said account should not be allowed.
ADELBERT L. MILES, Judge.
A true copy,- Attest:
63;8-69
HENRY H. PAYSON, Register.
Estate of Joseph S. Coad

PRINTED BUTTER
PAPER PRICES
WUULATION PIZR WITH NA.WB
AND ADDRESS ( V MAKER AN1)
NET WEIGHT, IN AGCORDaNUB
WITH FEDERAL LAW.

$4-50 per 1000 Sheets
For Pound »lze
Postage 45 oeoti addltlnui

Postage 10 ocnls additional
For each additional loot) sheets ord
ered at same time, add to the price
of first 1(1(10, WOO and 1R cents posU
age for each I0U0.

$4.00 per 1000 Sheet*
•

$2.50 per 500 Sheets
Postage 10 oenls addiMonal

For each additional 1000 sheets ord
ered at same time, add to the pries
of first 1000,13.50 and 10 cents post
age for each 1000.

Rockland Maine

370 Main St., Rockland, Me.
THE SILSBY HOSPITAL
E. B. SILSBY, Surgaon
—and—
X-RAY OPERATOR
8UMMER STREET, ROCKLAND
Telephone 123

Estate of Estella E. Starrett

$2.75 per 500 Sheets

THE
COURIERGAZETTE.

AND
SUNDRY
C0MPLEE
DRUG
LINE.
SPECIAL ATTENTION TO
PRESCRIPTIONS.
KODAKS.
DE
VEL0PING.
PRINTING AND
ENLARGING.

KNOX COUNTY. In Court of Probate held at
GEORGE W. FOSTER
Rockland on tlie 15th day of May, A. D. 1923.
M. A. Johnson, Administrator on tlie estate
Dealer in Pianos
of Joseph S. Coad, late of Rockland, In said
County, deceased, having presented his first and
Fine Tuning
final account of administration of said estate
for allowance :
Ordered, That notice thereof he given, three 75 Cedar Street. Tel. 572-M.
weeks successively, in The Courier-Gazette,
published in Rockland, in said County, that all
persons interested may attend at a Probate
ARTHUR L. ORNE
Court to he held at Rockland, on the 19th day
of June next, and show cause, if any they have,
Insurance
why the said account should not he allowed.
ADELBERT L. MILKH. Judge.
8uccenor to A. J. Erskine 4 Co,
A true copy,- Attest :
63-8-69
HEN BY H PAYSON. Register.
417 MAIN ST. • . ROCKLAND. ME.
knon

For Half Pound site
Postage 10 oenls sddltloN*.
.....I III —I

JOHNSTON’SDRUGSTORE

C0UNT1

L R. CAMPBELL

in Court of ProMo fcoM at

Rockland'on the 15th daj of May, A. D. 1923.
Chester K. A. Starrett, Executor on the estate
Attorney at Law
of Estella E. Starrett. late of Warren, in said
County, deceased, having presented his first and
final account of administration of said estate Special Attention to Probate Matters
for allowance:
375 MAIN ST, ROCKLAND. ME.
Ordered. That nnti<*e thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in The Courier-Gazette,
published in Rockland, in said County, that all
persons interested may attend at a Probate
EDWARD K. GOULD
Court to he held at 'Rockland, on tlie 19th day
of June next, and show cause, if any they have,
why tiie said account should not be allowed.
Attorney at Law
ADELBERT L. MILFW. Judge.
A true copy,- Attest:
COR.
TILLSON
AVE. end MAIN AT.
63-8-69
HENRY H PAYSON. Register.
Estate of Evie M. Kelley

NOTICE
FRANK H. INGRAHAM
The subscribers liereby give notice that on
May 15, 1923, they were duly appointed exec
Attorney at Lav
utors of tlie last will and testament of Evie M.
Kelley, late of Rockland, in the County of SPECIALTY: PROBATE PRACTICE
Knox, deceased, without bond as the will di
431 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
rects, and on this date were qualified to fill said
trust.
House 603-W
All persons having demands against the es Telephonee—Office 468.
tate are desired to present the same for settle
ment, and all Indebted thereto are required to
make payment immediately to us or to Eugene
H. Stanton legally appointed Agent in Maine
Know the tremendous pull
for Mr. Trafton,
WILLIAM W. TRAFTON. Malden, Mass.,
ing power of Courier-Gazette
or

EUGENE fl STANTON, Rockland, Maine.
May 17, 1923.
June 2 9-16

ads.

v.

THOMASTON

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, June 2, 1923.

Pafce Six

MICKIE SAYS

WARREN

A musical program composed of
George Starrett has returned from a C NEAU' SOME FOtkS VOW) MMf
negro spirituals will be given June 3
visit with his daughter, Therese Mont
OOt kJOUUM' CM tUO’Z. tJWROS 20
at the evening service ot the Baptist
gomery, of 130 Columbus avenue, Bos
church.
TUOR. WKV5 TUtWU.
SkAAW TO i
ton.
Mr. and Mrs. Carleton Williamson ot
SS5E W TUCd CAASf
"ftUO TO '
Master Clayton Dinsmore has re
Rockland were guests ot Mr. and Mrs.
turned home after visiting his aunt.
-7UUEE -TMPCxaWAVWteAL TOROWSj
F. E. Moore on Memorial'day.
Mrs. Alec Dugan of Rockland. Bernard
1)4 -OA‘ PAPTO, SM’RM TAVAE tt
William Lynch und W. F. Overlook
Dugan spent several days in Jtockland
COVABs COT, -tW POOR. SAPUEAW
were rewarded with a string of IS
and accompanied Clayton home.
trout taken in a day's fishing ot Fuller
C ©OSS SANS UK kJOTXCEOMrs. Charles A. Creighton returned
brook. The prize-winner. 11% inches,
/
POCKS
A.SAOSMT
TO
A.WMhome this week from Steelton, Pa.,
weight 11 ounces was caught by Mr.
TV\V» A.OE MVOS TOO ©Y2.TS
where she has been spending the past
Lynch.
TO
OO
AW
m
"©).\&
vc
-T\
vae
“
six weeks.
Miss Alice Dean motored from Gardi
William. Atwood of Portland is in
OOMS
ner Wednesday and was a guest for
town this week.
.he day at The Echo House.
Miss Elizabeth McCoy of Chicago ar
Miss Charlotte Starrett returned
rived Friday noon to spend a month
Thursday to Gorham Normal School
with her mother. Mrs. Nellie McCoy.
after a short visit with her parents,
Miss Bertha Prince is the guest of
Mr. and Mrs. I E. Starrett.
friends at Damariscotta Mills and York
fhe heme of Mr and Mrs. Alvah
Beach.
Simmons has rec. ived a new coat of
Miss Margaret Ruggles leaves Mon
paint.
day to attend Bradford commencement.
Mrs. IR ward Glover arrived r ently
Following is the program of the week:
from lit'a on, coiled by tlie se.ere ill
Monday, concert by Tenora Society;
ness of her lather, Lorin Packard.
Tuesday, reunion and luncheon, class
Sevi.il Warren fans attended the
fibvlfear
day exercises; in the evening there will
ball g m e at Oakland Wednesday.
be singing on the stairs by the differ
M i.Mit.rd Packard returned Monday
ent classes in distinctive regalia;
(rent Florida, wliere he spent the win
WIG
Wednesday, commencement exercises
ter.
/A?
and luncheon. Miss Ruggles also ex
Mis Sarah Eugle.v is once more at
pw’P.
pects to attend a luncheon on Thurs
work in the woolen mill.
day at the home of a former class
Mis. Nelson Moore is improving
mate in honor of a former principal
rapidly in health.
and the present principal.
Mrs. Ernest Jones of Thomaston was
Alfred Strout is at home from Bowa guest of her parents, Mr. and .Mrs.
doin Collgee for the weekend.
Charles Libby Thursday.
Mrs. A. A. Brooks of Boston, who
has been the guest of Miss Alice
THE FINAL SALE
George for a few days, returned home
Thursday.
At Starrett’s Dry Goods, Warren, Com
Albeit Thompson of
Worcester.
mences Next Monday
ROCKPORT
Mass., (formerly of Thomaston) has
been in town this week.
-----I Mr.Starrett.« ho has been tjiesoleownMrs. Alice Valentine of Portland is
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Smith and er and manager of the only dry goods
visiting Mr. and Mrs. John Feehan.
family who are moving from Bath to business in Warren, is preparing to leave
The T. 11. S. Alumni ball takes place Rockland have been guests of Mrs. | tew-n shortly, and will sell several
Wednesday evening. June 6, at Watts Smith’s parents Capt. and Mrs. Charles j thousand dollars’ worth of his goods at
hall; music by Marston's Orchestra. Cole for a few days.
a sacrifice that will astonish all. Many
The graduation exercises of the Senior
Mrs. Hattie Scott of Thomaston j goods will be sold below the whotesalGlass, will be held Tuesday, June 5, at spent Memorial day with her sister, i ers' prices of today. All clean, new
S o'clock. The Alumni banquet will be Mrs. Dclora Morrill.
’ goods ffurehased during last winter
held at the Knox Hotel, June 7.
Mrs. Mary Whitman and daughter and early spring. Just like getting
George Gardiner motored to Belfast Barbara of Brookline. Mass., are guests goods at auction. Anyone wishing lo
Friday morning to meet Mrs. Gardiner of Mr. and Mrs. R. W. Carleton for a enter a good clean easy paying busi
and his sister. Miss Nellie Gardiner.
few days. They will occupy tlie Car ness would do well to have a talk with
■Mr. and Mrs. Carleton Hammond of leton homestead, Camden road for the 11. G. Starrett and get hik figures
Augusta are guests of Dr. and Mrs. B. summer.
which at the close of this sale will be
H. Keller.
Miss Annie Packard of Warren was very low. Sale runs June 4 to 9.—adv.
Nicholas Anzalone has purchased a a guest at W. A. Libby’s Wednesday.
new model 45 Buick Six.
Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Holmes of Bos
William Washburn and Yeaton Rojb- ton are/guests of Mr. and Mrs. Edgar
inson leave Saturday night for Wash S. Bohndell.
THE RIGHT THING
ington. D. C., to attend the Shriner's
Mrs. Dorothy Andrews went to
at the
Convention.
Brunswick Wednesday to attend the
William Washburn has purchased a Ivy Hop at Bowdoin College.
RIGHT
TIME
Buick sedan.
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Talenbloom
Mrs. Irene Kennedy expects to move of Boston have been guests of Mr. and
By MARY MARSHALL DUFFEE
to Bath in the near future.
Mrs. Elmer Cody this week.
Alvah Spear was in Bath Wednes
Mrs. Augusta Shibles has returned
day.
from New Rochelle. N. Y'.. where she
TELEGRAM ETIQVET
Mrs. Edwin Eldredge and two chil spent the winter with her daughter.
dren spent Thursday with relatives in Mrs. A. Belle Skinner. ' who accom
Waldoboro.
panied her h-ome and will remain for
Let no act be done at haphazard.—
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Rider and two the summer.
Marcus Aurelius.
children, who spent Memorial Day with
Mrs. Winifred Simonds has returned
A TELEGRAPHED message is al
Mrs. Ella Rider, motored to Providence, from a two weeks' trip to Washing ax
ways more formal and *"
more
R. I., this morning.
ton. D. C.
courteous than a telephoned one. For
Mrs. Alpheus Jones was in Waldo
Irving Cain is confined to his home
Instance, on the occasion of any joyous
boro this week.
by illness.
Don’t forget the ball game Saturday
The regular meeting of Harbor Light occasion—a birth in a friend’s family,
between Vinalhaven High and Thom Chapter, O E. S„ will be held Tuesday the announcement of an engagement, a
aston High.
evening. June 5. Degrees will be con wedding, or a birthday anniversary—it
Sunday services at the Baptist ferred and the chapter will have as is always courteous to telegraph your
church at 10.30 a. m. and 7 p. in. The guests Golden Rod Chapter of Rock- congratulations, whereas you would
morning sermon subject will he “What land. Supper will be served at 6.30.
. telephone your message only where
Think Ye of Christ?" Following this
Miss Fannie H. Fu. ei who was
yOn were extremely well acquainted.
service the ordinance of the Lord's town to spend Memorial day -with her
Supper will be observed.
Church mother. Mrs. Emma Fuller, returned by The telegram is regarded as a perfect
ly proper means of conveying con
school at 11.50 a. m. The evening ser Thursday night’s boat to Boston.
vice will he a union baccalaureate ser
Mr. and Mrs. Robert R. Magune and dolence following the death in tne
vice; sermon subject "Ventures Into daughter Dorothy of Rockland, were family of a friend or acquaintance.
the Unknown.” Service of prater and guests of his parents, Capt. and Mrs. And. of course, such a message of sym
praise Thursday evening at 7.30. Sun
A. Magune Wednesday.
pathy should never be conveyed by a
day evening special musical numbers
The usual Memorial day exercises telephone message.
When sending
will be given: Solo, Mrs. Roy Hilton were held Wednesday afternoon at
Short; duet. “The Lord Is My Light," Ymsbury Hilt cemetery. There were | such telegrams it is best to indicate
by Dudley Buck. Miss Mabelle S. 23 in the line of march, headed by Mt. that you wish to have them delivered
Brown, soprano. Dr. C. H. Jameson, Pleasant Band, followed by veterans, by messenger rather than by tele
tenor.
the Fred A. Norwood Relief Corps, the phone.
Veteran Firemen's Association and
So usual is it for jjs in sending busi
drum corps, and a large number of ness telegrams to bear in mind that
CAMDEN
children. Exercises were held on the
we have a ten-word limit for the min
Memorial Day was observed with fit bridge in honor of the sailors and the imum fee that we are prone to attempt
ting exercises. The big parade under program at the cemetery included the to force social tefegraras into this tenmarshalship of Major John Bird pro Gettysburg address and prayer by Rev.
ceeded first to Conway Bowlder, where Gordon King Kelley. George Ifewes word limit, or else we pad them out
exercises were held and thence to the as Post Commander read orders. Me so that we will make use of all the
Monument, where a tree planting ex morial service was read by Mrs. Ca- words to which we are entitled. Often
ercise was directed by Rev. T. M. Grif cildia Cain. William Snowdeal gave ad your message is best expressed in onlyfiths. The column proceeded to the G. dress for the unknown dead and reci two or three words. Sometimes the
A. R. lot in the Mountain street ceme tations were given by Misses Theresa [ single word “Congratulations" is nil
tery where further exercises were held, Ingersoll. Caroline Graffam, Ruth that is required. Then it would he de
including a fine Memorial Day address Miller. Feme Whitney and Doris I’ayn. Several selections were sung by cidedly in bad judgment to use more.
by Rev. T. M. Griffiths. The school
Needless to say, we dispense with
children held a beautiful service of the children who were trained under
song and recitation at Sexton Park in the direction of Patriotic Instructor of formal Introductions and conclusions
the Department of Maine. Mrs. Minnie
the afternoo^.
even in the social telegram. Thus we
Most Camjien Odd Fellows plan to Wellman to whom much credit is due. do not begin with “My dear,” or
Rev. Gordon King Kelley will preach
take in the district meeting at Ten
the baccalaureate sermon .before the "Dear,” nor do we use such expres
ant's Harbor today.
George Boynton is getting the glad graduating class R. H. S. next Sunday sions as “sincerely" or “truly yours,”
hand on every side upon his appear morning a.t 10.30 at tlie Methodist even when sending a formal message.
Always remember that there is nothing
ance downtown after several weeks’ church. This will be a union service.
There will be a meeting of the Vil private about a telegram and that no
illness.
The C. Y. B. & R. Co. and P. G. Wil lage Improvement Society. Monday message should be sent over the wire
evening. June 4, at the High School
ley have cargoes of coal due.
that you are not willing to have re
The steamer Castine expects lo open building. II. L. Withee will give a talk ceived by others than the one for
on
'
Ferns."
There
will
he
a
reading
the excursion season tomorrow when
by Mrs. Eliza Jones and vF'cal solos by whom it is intended. Usually a tele
she will bring an excursion from Bel
Mis. Bertha Thurston and Miss Doro gram is urgpnt In its nature and mem
fast to Oakland.
The power is to be shut off tomorrow thy Robinson. A full attendance is de bers of a family would open one when
addresspd to an absent member. Sim
All day while the insulator change be sired.
There will be a special service at the ilarly a telegram sent to a person’s
gun last fall is completed. It is ex
Baptist
church
Sunday
evening.
Sun

pected that the power will be turned on
business address and received (luring
by mid-afternoon and will result in day School night will be observed. his absence would be opened by the
Every
teacher
and
scholar
is
urged
to
greatly improved service during the
be present and to extend an invitation one who received it.
summer months.
Winnifred Young is at Silsby Hos to parents and friends to enjoy this (®. 1923, by McClure Newspaper Syndicate.)
service. A special musical program is
pital for an appendicitis operation.
-oCamden High School meets Rockland being arranged which will include |
solos, duets and chorus singing. Y'ou
High at baseball in Rockland today.
are invited.
Rockport High is to graduate a j
QUARRELED WITH MOTHER
A LINE O’ CHEER
class of 14 this year. The exercises j
Mrs. Amelia Cramer Of Camden At will be held in tlie Baptist church Fri
By John Kendrick Bangs.
tempts Suicide in East Boston—Will day evening. June 8, at 8 o’clock with)
this program: Graduation march, or
Recover.
chestra; prayer. Rev. Andrew Young;
RESTRAINT
* Mrs. Amelia Cram1 r of Camden, who chorus; salutatory. Hazel Churchill; »
<
first essay. Marion Huntley: class his t,
attempted suicide Wednesday evenin
-----i
by taking poison while on Butler ave tory. Albert Rhodes; chorus: second * ID ESTRAINTS are irksome unto '
Youth
nue, East Boston, was in a comfortable essay, Aivce Butler; class prophecy, » XX.
Impatient in Its quest for truth,
essay.
Athletics, <
but restless condition at the Boston City Elmer Crockett;
* But does not know till days of Age
Hospiai Thursday night. She was re Henry Bryant; piano duet, Grace ’ Their practice makes for Anchor- .
n«e
i
moved from the East Boston Relief Parker and Vivian Bartlett: class will, {
t© by McClure Newspaper Syndicate.) i
Hospital that afternoon. Latest re Kenneth Brown; address to under
graduates, Charles Rhodes; presenta
ports indicate that she will recover.
She is said to have taken the poison tion of gifts. Wiley Philbrook; vale
after a quarrel with her mother, Mrs dictory. Henry Kontio; class poem,
Martha Tewksbury of East Boston Raymond Simonton; class ode. Made
She said she had lived with her mother line Small: conferring of diplomas
recently and they could not get along Supt. H. C. Hull; benediction. The
together. Mrs. Cramer says she is the class motto is “Non ipsibus sed omni-I
mother of a 16-months-old baby.—Bos bus." “Not for self, but for all." class
colors, blue and gold and class officers,)
on Globe.
Kenneth Brown, president; Albert!
WATCHMAKER and JEWELER
Rhodes. \ ice president; .Marion HuntWALL PAPER
Bar the Lightning Bolt.
secretary and treasurer.
Lightning is quite likely to follow a ley,
The Rockport Village Improvement j
ELECTRIC LAMPS AND
draught or current of air, so during a Society will hold its June meeting next
SUPPLIES
storm it is wise to keep the windows Monday evening, June 4, at the High
THOMASTON,
MAINE
and doors closed. If you are out in School room, at 8 o’clock. In addition
Tu*S-tf
the open, don't run; running creates a to the business of the meeting and gen
draught that may be just enough to eral discussion, there will be a pro-1
provide the path of least resistance gram, consisting of music, readings, a
that the lightning Is looking for. If in talk on “Ferns.” and another on
These meetings
an open space In which you are the "Growing Roses."
have been very interesting and in
tallest object, make yourself as small structive. there have already been some )
• s possible; In other words, lie down! valuable results and all citizens are in- I
If you must shelter under a tree, se vited to attend.
lect a beech, and avoid oak trees like
Try Our
poison: the chances of nu oak being
OatrieH ValuabU BlrB.
Struck are 57 times greater than those
The average life of the ostrich la
»f a beech. Better still, keep away thirty years and the annual yield of a
from trees, especially isolated ones.
bird four or five pounds of plumes.

FOR SALE
This beautiful cottage, situated
at the entrance of Penobscot Bay
All modern conveniences; 29 acres
of land; 2000 feet of shore front.
One of the most picturesque spots
on the Maine Coast. For particu
lars, address

PHIL T. WARE

In Everybody’s Column
Lost and Found
LOST—Between Rockland and Warren, black
leather gauntlet driving glove., Return to PAXA
A. SMITH. Warren.
65»6t
LOST Saturday, gold wire pin spelling name
Roxie.” MRS. HERMAN HALL. 47 Thomas
ton St. Tel. 5CS2-4.
«4»6«
FOUND Ricked up. a large raft, recentlv.
Owners can have it b.v proving property and
paying charges. Apply to WALTER TEEI . I’.u't
Clyde.
64«6ii

SPRUCE HEAD, MAINE
43T-S-tf

Wanted

FOR SALE

WANTEO Pastry Cook, at BROOKSIDE
66-OS
LUNCH, at the Brook. Main St.
WANTEO An all around cook. MUNRO'S
KESTAl RANT. Park street, Rockland. 66-68
W A N T T 0—I' \ per ienccd chambermaid at HO
66-68
TEL ROCKLAND

at OWL’S HEAD, ME.
CASTLE COMFORT COTTAGE
AND GARAGE
The finest piece of Summer Pro
perty
on
the
Maine
Coast
Throughly overhauled aud painted
last season—not a rotten pleco of
lumber In it.
Included with the buildings Is
the strip of land extending to the
shores, insuring an unobstructed
view of ocean and islands.

Summer Cottages and Board
NOW a the time when people are laying

summer vacation plans The Courier-Gazette
suggests that ownoni of cottage properly, to
•et or for sale, or accommodation! for hoarder!,
announce the fa't under thia heading, where 11
will he read all over New England
TO RENT—Camp 30x40, In country; accom
modation* for six or dfeht ; fireplace, large oil
range, piazza, piano, room for two small autos.
Inquire at SOUTH CUSHING P. O
63-tf
FOR SALE—-Westorjl Head Island. Conceded
to be the moat. beau tint 1 spot in Penobscot Bay
Is separated from Isle au Haul by 200 feet of
water, connected by dry bar at low tide. Contains
about 5<F acres and Is heavily wooded.' A snug
little harbor, with a natural stone wharf with
ample water for any vessel Is found on one
shore. Island is of granite formation suitable
for paving or building stone. This Island Is
in the middle of the best Ashing grounds on the
Atlantic coast and has valuable fish privileges
on every aide. It is within three miles of a
large trout stocked fresh water pond and there
Is good hunting. Exclusive summer residences
on every hand. Write to L. W. BENNER. Real
Estate, No. 2 Nortlu.Main St.. Rockland. 66 68
TO LET Boulder cottage, furnished, at
Crescent Beach, after June 1st. Five sleeping
rooms. Wafer piped ln from private well. Ap
ply fo MRS. M. A JOHNSON, 373 Main street,
Rockland. Tel. 736.
?
63-tf
TO LET Furnished s room brick house with
garage at the head of Chickawaukie Lake. One
of the most beautiful lakes in Maine; good
fishing. House has city water, three burner
erfectlon oil stove, good kitchen range and a
fireplace; telephone; four beds; cool ceHar;
refrigerator, and an lee house near by; bdat ;
place for garden : postofBee 1ft minutes walk,
two mails a day with Boston morning papers
on noon mall. Apply to MRS. MABEL RAWLEY. 13ft Main Street, Rockland. Tel. 522-1 or
332-3.
51-tf
TO LET OR FOR SALE—Two furnished snmmer cottages. 8 and 9 rooms at Owl's Head,
Maine, prices low. B. F. HUSSEY, 30 Church
St.. Everett. Mass.
44*69

WANTEO—Wonan order cook at .MUNRO’S
RfcKTAt RANT. Park St._________ 66-68
WANTED A middle aged woman to help In
a t.rullv of iwo adults. DAMARISCOTTA. ME.
R. F D 1. Box 77.
66*lt
WANTED—Tlie Fuller Bru.h Compgn> wants
two high grade men as repre^iitapves in nearby
territor' married men with cars preferred.
Write or see H. P. McALMAN. Rockland. .Me.
63-67
WANTED—Washing and ironing. Can fur
nish references if desired. MRS. L. M. MOON,
J. W. HATCH
12 Lisle St.
65*67
197 BROADWAY, ROCKLAND. MAINE
WANTED—Two Hundred Dollars for three or
sl\ months at fifteen per cent interest.
Ad
dress MONEY, care of Courier-Gazette. 63*67
WANTED Woman or girl for general house
work by lady living alone. MRS. I). N. MORTLAXD. 34 Masonic St.
64-66
WANTED—Woman or girl to do general
For Sale
housework in family of two. Apply In person
or write to MRS illA VINAL, 11 Wadsworth
FOR SALE—Ford Touring car. Enquire after
St.. Thomaston. Me._________________ 64 tf
4 o’clock at 148 UAMDKN^ ST.______ 66-68
WANTED Girl In Restaurant to wash dishes
FOR SALE Four fox hound pups, four weeks
at DUTTON FA( TORY RESTAURANT. Waldo old. "bloooded stock.” Price ten doljars. F.
boro.
64*66
G CREIGHTON, Union. Me.
66 71
WANTED Men for following towns anil :»'ir
FOR SALE-16 second-hand windows, suit
rounding territory: Rockland. Camden. Y«nal able for hen house. If tak^n In one lot will
haven. Port Clyde. This la a paying proposition be sold cheap. CHESTER A. VOSE. Thomas
NEAR ’POSSUM ROAST the woods. I had hardly reached the to
the right man. Horse of auto required for
66-68
foot of a big tree when behind me delivery. Small bond and best of references ton. Tel. 189-13.
FOR SALE—The late George Cox place at
required.
Apply
to
GRAND
UNION
TEA
CO..
came
men
anil
dogs
and
the
dogs
were
NE cold night Grandpa Possum sat
Rockland Highlands. Seven mom house with
241 .Congress St.. Portland. Me.
»
electri • lights, large ham and 2 acres of laud.
beside the stove warming his feet, harking so they sent shivers along my
WANTED Excellent
nities now av.ii' L. W. BENNER, Real Estate Dealer, No. 2, No.
spine, hut I managed to get up in the able for indilstrious men, 23 to 30 years to Main St.
when little Possy, his grandson, opened
66*68
make large profits selling Rawleigh’s Products
the oven door. “Put your feet in, tree and lav fiat on a big branch.
FOR SALE— Full blooded Collie, 11 months
direct to Consumers. Largest and best selling
grandpa; they will get a toasty feeling
“I was all nicely fixed when, what line. Strongest Company. Gives most co-oper old Write ’ B.” 139 Main St.. Thomaston. Me.
66*68
did one of those men do, but reach up atlon. Lowest wholesale prices. No experi
in a jiffy,” he said.
ence needed. We teach and continue to assist
FOR
SALE
—
Dodge
Bros.
Touring
Car.
1918,
Grandpa Possum jumped up. “Close with a long pole and knock me off, and vou. Give age, occupation, references. W. T. in fine running condition, at a bargain. Apply
that door!., he cried, in such a cross somehow I fell into a bag which one RAWLEIGH CO.. Dept. 1619, Freeport. III.
COLONIAL CHAMBERS,
63*67
64*06
voice that his grandson looked in won man held instead of landing on tlie
FOR SALE—Beeiitiful fern for sale on ac
WANTED Position as chauffeur < r truck count of lack of space. MRS. CHAS. WINderment, for Grandpa was never cross ground among the dogs, as I thought driver.
References given. Tel. 383-.I. 63-tf
CHENBACH, Beechwood St., Thomaston. Me
to him. "An open oven always re I should.
63*66
WANTED—Two or three good men in our
minds me of something that happened
“They carried me off with men Portland plant. Apply ROCKLAND TALLOW
FOR SALE—( ollie Pups. Inquire at SOITH
63-tf
63-tf
CUSHING P O.
to me when I was a young fellow, und shouting and the dogs harking in the CO.. Rockland. .Me.
WANTED -Chauffeur desires position
in
FOR SALE—Power boat 24 ft. long. 3 h. p.
I never think about it without shud most nerve-racking manner and the
Rockland or vicinity. Trucks or pleasure car. Hubbard engine, extra fast. All in running
dering," Grandpa explained when next thing I knew I was in a kitchen References. 27 PACIFIC STREET.
63*66
order, boat newly painted. LELAND MANN,
63-67.
Possy closed the door.
for there was a small hole in the bag
waitresses. Two Bush Lt.. Spruce Head. Me.
WANTED—Two
experienced
FOR SALE- A rebuilt L. C. Smith typewriter
61-tf
“Oh, tell me about it grandpa! Was through which I could see a little c. HOTEL ROCKLAND.
The ball-hearing typewriter with the light
1: an adventure?” asked Possy.
WANTED Knitters and crocheters. steady touch. Apply CAMDEN HERALD.
what was going on around me.
63-67
home work on booties, mwques, stockings and
“Yes, I guess you would call It that,
FOR SALE—Loam. Price reasonable. F. W.
“Pretty soon I heard one of the men sweaters Good pay. Send us ..ample or some
but I call it a very narrow escape,” say: ‘Put him in the oven; lie will be of tlie stitches you can make. IRVING WER- FLETCHER 26 VaUey View St. Tel. 591-3
64-69
TIIKIM & CO.. 1M Fifth Ave.. New York City.
61-66
safe there, and. anyway, he may as
FOR SALE—4 wagons, mowing machine, har
well get used to it because he will
WANTED—Ifbokkeepcr and typist
Write row. cultivator, and a new harness. PARKS
64*66
have to stay there quite a long time atlng experience and other qualifications. BPKER. 223 Camden St.. Rockland.
. COURIER-GAZETTE.
60-tf
FOR SALE—Restaurant and Lunch Room op
tomorrow? And then they all laughed
posite
Hotel
Rockland.
Best
location
in
city.
WANTED—Table girl. Inquire al THORNiii a way that made me feel very un DIKE HOTEL.
ITIce reasonable. W. S. THOMPSON, on the
60-tf
premises.
61-tf
happy.
WANTED—Machinist at LIVrNGSTON MTU
FOR SALE—Branching Asters....».30c doz.
4Rtf
“Then they opened the hag. I was CO . Rockland.
......... 3ftc doz.
—Housekeeper in family of three; African Marigolds
....... 3ftc doz.
................................
playing dead of course, all the time oneWANTED
who can go home nights preferred. Call Carnations
......... 3ftc doz.
Chrysanthemums
...................
.
461-M
between
9
and
4,
or
876W.
44-tf
after they had me in the hag. so they
Tomato Pants ............................... ......... 15c doz.
WANTED—35 shaggy cats and kittens, roait Lettuce Plants ............................. ......... 15c doz.
took me by the fall and very roughly
female. Highest prices oaid JOHN 8 L. E. CLARK. 1 Lake Ave. City. Tel. 321-1.
tossed me into the oven and banged and
64*66
RANLETT. Rockville. Me Tel. 352-14. 15tf
the door.
FOR SALE 15 tons of nice hay at $13 ton;
also two tons not so good. $8 per ton. A. II.
“After a while all was still and 1
Al
do Let
SIMONTON. West Rockport. Me.
began to move about, and the first
FOR SALE CHEAP—Farm of lftft acres, good
TO
LET
House
of
5
rooms
with
barn;
large
thing I knew out I rolled on the floor garden. No small children. MRS. V. A. MAR house, stable, hen house, wood ami lumber for
home use. good orchard, never failing water,
of the kitchen. I had managed to TIN. 1ft? North Main Street.
66*lt
excellent pasture, fine soil for crops. Must be
push open the oven door.
TO LET Two furnished front rooms at 186 sold to settle an estate. For further partic
CAMDEN ST. Tel. 289 W.
66-lf
ulars write MRS. FLORA E. ROKES, 1390 Star
“Luckily for me the window was
38-66
TO LET—Two separate furnished rooms wi’li Route. Belfast. Maine.
open and out I went and ran for home, hath.
Central location. 14 MYRTLE ST. Tel.
FOR SALE—Two second-hand upright pianos;
2.
64-66
but I did not sleep a wink that night
two Columbia Phonographs, one Victor; three
for thinking of how near I came to
TO LET Two furnished rooms suitable for cylinder Edlsons at $5 each; 100 Columbia 12Ir.ch records at 75c each. STUDLEY’S MUSIC
light housekeeping 11 BROAD ST
64-tf
“Oh, Tell Me About It, Grandpa.”
being roasted.
STORE. Rockland.___________________ 53-tf
TO LET Modern five-room apartment. Ap
“And that is the reason I can never
FOR SALE—Several good farms at reasona
corner Main and Elm Street.
paid Grandpa Possum. “I don’t like see an oven door open without a ply to H. DAVIS,
ble prices , also desirable elty property. Pleased
________________________ 49-tf
to show list. ROBERT U. (’OLLINS. 3<5 Main
to talk about it, but I will tell you. my shudder, and would rather warm my
to"let Desirable upstairs rent, with elec- Street.
____________________ 58-tf__
son. if you will promise never to open
518-M.
feet some other way than by putting trie lights. No children. TEL. 142 4 or 63-tf
FOR SALE—Cypress counters, shelves and
an oven door again when I am around.” them in the oven?’
flitures In the Vinal store. Thomaston. Apply
TO LET—Tw<» furnished rooms for light to HFJIBERT H. STOVER or ERNEST C. DA
Little Possy promised to be very
housekeeping.
All
modern
conveniences.
Call
VIS. Rockland.
36-tf
Little Possy was wide-eyed when
careful about oven doors and Grandpa
411 -W.
60-tf
his Grandpa finished the story. “I’ll
FOR SALE—Horses>harnesses. carriages, and
began bis story.
TO LET- Eight room fiat on Main Street. farm wagons; live poultry, n. B. GARDNER,
never open an oven door again?’ he Modern
improvements, bath, electrli- lights, etc. New County Road. Tel. 314-11.
62*67
“It was a bright, moonlight night,” said.
And Grandpa nodded and Inquire at RUBENSTEIN BROS.. 404 Main St.
FOR SALE—Roll top Desk, two beds with
he said, “and I had run up to the farm
62-tf
smiled as he lighted his pipe for a
springs, one parlor stove. Prices reasonable.
to find something for my supper, when
TO LET—Large office with steam heat; cen 36 SCHOOL STREET.
61*66
smoke to make him forget the terrible
trally located. YFkiPER A. LEACH.
59-tf
all at once I neard noises that made adventure of his younger days.
FOR SALE—Burpee's Furniture Polish. Used
io
Rockland
for
sixty
years.
Large
bottle
60c;
TO
LET
Property
in
Rockville,
known
last
me forget I was hungry, and I ran for
(© by McClure Newspaper Syndicate.)
summer as the Priscilla Tea Room. Would small buttle 30c. BURPEE FURNITURE COM
PANY.
56-tf
make delightful summer home. Tel. 217-M.
58-tf
FOR SALE -5 passenger touring car. firstTO LET—In Vinal Block. Thomaston, store class condition, cheap; pool table, first-class
AS
BEAUTIFUL
'-'O'
BERT
space first floor; 2 front offices, second floor, all condition; also large electric fan.
55-tf
»s we can make It we want the last of third floor, suitable for factory or lodge MULLEN, at Legion Canteen.
rooms. Third floor formerly occupied by K. of
FOR SALE—Two burse dump cart;
resting place of those dear to us.
rt-'
r. *
/
P. and is all fitted. Apply t» H. H. STOVER or
One trailer, hard rubber tires;
ERNEST C. DAVIS. Roek’and.
36-tf
One rip saw table.
MONUMENTS AND HEADSTONEk
56-tf HERBERT BARTER. 239 Main f?t.
TO LET—STORAGE—For furniture, atovea
in artistic designs, intricately carved, and musical instruments or anything tb.it re
’ >'c-i , 4
FOR SALE 3 small hen pens suitable for
quires
a
dry,
clean
room.
Terms
reasonable
we offer, as well as models of classic J R. Five 221 M.iln 8» . Rockland
small flocks of hens, cheap. OVTRNESS SAR4Stf
KESIAN. Middle St. Hill. Tel. 568-W. 59-tf

O

WIRELESS SUPPLIES

W. P. STRONG

When You Are In Want
Of Anything

WANT AD. COLUMNS

simplicity.

Let us sliow you some sketches ot
Estate of Charles Gross
Miscellaneous
STATE OF MAINE
monuments that would look well od
To
the
Honorable,
the Judge of the Probate
MEDIUM—PROF. LIBBY No. 2 Summer St.,
Court, in and for the County of Knox; '
your lot.
cor. Main. Tel. 663-11. tells yoti what VOU

FRED S. MARCH
The New Monumental Wareroome

Park St., Cor. Uric*.

Rockland, Me

Eenie, Meenie, Mioie, Mo
When the children itart a game, they “count out" to see who
shall be “iL" It's merely a process ot elimination foi making a
choice.

When you buy goods through a mail order catalog you do
much the same thing. There are often several items of the same
class grouped on a page. 'You don't want this one because of
such and such a feature. You reject that one because it lacks
so-and-so. And when you have inspected all the pictures and
read all the descriptions and eliminated those with objectionable
features you finally take what's left

If you could have seen the articles themselves, you might have
found that one of the others would have suited your needs
better. Thats's why it pays to trade where you can see before
you buy.

TRADE AT HOME
Support- the To^nrhatSupportsYou

want to know daily. I to 10 p. m
66*68
C AROEN^ANrT LANDSCAPT WORK-of all
kinds
30 years experience. W R KIRK
131 Rankin •It.. Rockland.
64-66
'WIDOW MUST SELL FARM (.rowing crops,
etc.; good schools, churfcties, man) advantages;
equipment. Only mile depot, stores, creamery,
18ft acres productive machine-worked fields,
brook-watered pasture, estimated 50ft cords
wood. 200,000 ft. timber. 200 sugar maples, 1U0
anple trees; good 8-room house, running spring
wafer. 5ft.ft. barn. 100-bird poultry house. On
ly $2250 and if taken now, bone, cow. heifer,
poultry, implements, tools, hay, wood, potatoes, ap
ples, vegetables Included, part cash. Details page
33 Illus. Catalog Bargains—many state«. Copy
free. STROUT FARM AGENCY. 284IM. Water
81.. Augusta. Me
66-It
PICTURE FRAMING—Furniture repaired,
saws sharpened, all kinds of shop carpenter
work promptly anti carefully done. EDWIN II.
MAXCY. over Payson’s store, at the Brook.
PAPER HANGING—And Inside Painting. For
such work call 349-M. C. C. JOHNSTON. 16
ll St.. City.
62*73
STRAWBERRY PLANTS—Senator Dunlap
(early>, King Edward Sample, first quality
(later). Price $1 for 100, $1 for 500. $7 for
1.000, postpaid. CALL & PREBLE. Gardiner,
Me. R. 12. Phone 44-21 Richmond. 61*66
GAS PLUMBING. Steam Fitting and Machine
Work of all kinds. JOHN B. MOULAISON.
Tel. 749-R.
61*66
MACHINE HEMSTITCHING. Plcot Edge. Cov
eted Buttons. Buttonholes. Plaiting. PHYLLIS
TOLMAN MORSE, 339 Main St. Tel. 868 M.
53-tf
LAOIES--Reliable stock of hair goods at
the Rockland Hair Store, 336 Main St. Mall
orders solicited HELEN C RHODES 18lf
AUTO TRUCKING—And Furniture Moving.
Prices reasonable. S. I*. WADSWORTH. 56
Grace St. Tel. 258-4.
65-tf
E3tato sf Nancy Cordelia Murray
STATE OF MAINE
Knox. ss. «
At a Probate Court held at Rockland. In and
for said County of Knox. In vacation, on the
first day of June, In the year of our Lord one
thousand, nine hundred and twenty-three.
A petition asking for the appointment of
Clifford W. Wolfe, as administrator on the es
tate of Nancy Cordelia Murray, otherwise
known as Cordelia Murray, late of Rockland, in
said County, having been presented and appli
cation having been made that no bond be re(pilred of said administrator.
Ordered. That notice thereof be given to all
persons interested, by causing a copy of this
Order to he published three weeks successively
In The Courier-Gazette, a newspaper published
at Rockland, in said Count}, that they may ap; pear at a Probate Court to lx* held at Rockland,
in and for said County, on the nineteenth day
of June. A. D. 1923. at nine o’clock In the fore
noon. and show cause, if any they have, why
the prayer of the petitioner should not ho
granted.
ADELBERT L. MILES,
Judge of Probate.
A true copy,—Attest:
66-S-72
HENRY’ H. PAYSON, Register.

Respectfully represents Frank H. Ingraham,
Public Administrator of the estate of Charles
Gross, late of Ro-kland. in said County, de
ceased. testate, that said Charles Gross at the
time of his decease was'the owner of certain
Real Estate situated In said Rockland, bounded
and described as follows, viz.: Commencing at a
stake on the East side of Luce Street at the
Northwest corner of land of Clara G. Hodgkin.;,
being the southwest corner of this lot; thence
Easterly by land of said Hodgkins eighty feet
f-» the land of >V H. Glover Company; thence
Northerly by said (Hover Company's land thir
ty-five feet to a stake; thence Westerly eighty
feet fo a stake on the East side of said Duco
Street: thence Southerly by said Luce Street
thirty-five fept to place of beginning.
Being a lot of land tJiirtj-flve by eighty feet
off the Southern end of the lot deeded to Albert
H. Newbert to Oscar E. Roblnton. which deed l»
recorded In Knox Registry of Deeds, Book 164.
Page 345.
Reference may be had to deed from Oscar E.
Robinson, aforesaid, to said Charles Gross, dat
ed July third. 1920, nnd recorded in hook 199.
page 217. in the Knox County Registry of Deeds.
That the debts of the deceased as
nearly as can he ascertained, amount
to. (Including funeral expenses and
$216.29
expenses of last sickness).................
And the expenses of sale and admin
$ 46.73
istration to .................................. .....
$263.04
Amounting in all to............................
That the value of the Personal Es
$009.00
tate Is...................................................
That the Personal Estate Is therefore
Insufficient to pay the debts of the
deceased, and expenses of sale and
of administration, and It Is necessary
for that purpose to sell some part of
the Real Estate to raise the sum of..
S2G3.O4
That the residue would be greatly
depredated by a sale of any portion
thereof;
Wherefore your petitioner prays that he may he
licensed to sell and convey the whole, of said
Real Batata at pwMIc «>r private sale for (be
payment of said debts, legacies and expenses of
sale and of administration.
Dated this first day of June, A. D. 1923.
FRANK H INGRAHAM.
Public Administrator as aforesaid.

KNOX COUNTY.— In Probate Court, held at
Rockland. In .vacation, on the first day of
June. 1923.
On the petition aforesaid. Ordered, That notice
he given, by publishing a copy of said petition,
with this order thereon, once a week for three
weeks successively, prior to the third Tuesday
of June. next, in The Courier-Gazette, a news
paper published in Rockland, that all persons
Interested may attend at a Court of Probate
then to he held In Rockland, and show cause,
if any, why the prayer of said petition should
not be granted. x
ADELBERT L. MILES, Judge.
A true cop?. Attest:
66 S 72
HENRY H. PAYSON, Register.

Know the tremendous pull
ing power of Courier-Gazette
ads.
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teraajznra- STONINGTON FURNITURE CO. irarazraranra

G^STRANDTheatre

COUCH HAMMOCKS

The arrival ana departure or guests atiring
the‘vacation season is of interest both to them
and their friends. We are glad to print such
Items of social news and will thank our friends
to supply us with information in this c.onnectldn.

TELEPHONE ............................................... 770

W. O. Fuller is prolonging his vaca
tion visit in Boston in order to .attend
the,New England Senior Golfers’ Tour
nament at the Woodla'nd I.inks next
Tuesday and Wednesday.
Francis
ouimet has accepted an Invitation to
be the guest of honor at the dinner
Tuesday evening.
Conrad Howard has been home from
tfowdoin College on a short vacation.

Nathan A. Farwell arrives from Min
neapolis tpday for a vacation of several
weeks.

>

MV. and Mrs. E. V. Talbot of the
Rockland Breakwater light station
have returned from Vinalhaven where
they visited Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Cobb
and Mr. and Mrs. John C. Beggs.

>y

\ Herbert Hali and Alvin Atkins leave
today for Portland, where they Join
the Shriners on the trip to Washing
ton. .

Our Couth I lair.mocks are in—the finest made.
We have them in all styles—Grey, Khaki and Cre
tonne Covered Mattresses of the very finest quality,
all National Springs, Chain Suspension, with and
without Awnings. Come in and try them.

Mrs. Herbert Hall is spending the
week with her mother, Mrs. <?. A. Marson; in East Pittston.

Big stock of REFRIGERATORS, $11.50 up

'>lr. and Mrs. H. W. Merry and
daughter Helen motored to Farmington [
Memorial Hay. where they were guests
of their daughter. Merle, who attends
Noimul School there.

Stonington Furniture Co.
WALDOBORO
Sherman Keene is spending a short

vacation at home from Boston.

Mrs. J. H. .Stover of South Main
street entertained at <Jir»ner Friday
evening in honor of Mrs. Leroy E. Cole
of Charleston, S. C.

Mrs. Sarah Thomas left yesterday
for Boston and Pittsburg. In the lat
ter city she will attend commencement
at Carnegie Institute of Technology,
of which her son, William A. ("Mutt")
• Anderson, is a graduate. While there
she will be the guest of Mrs. .1. E. Geyton. matron Of Carnegie Chapter of
Acacia, of which Mr. Andcrsoon is a
member. .Mr. Anderson has a position
With the Columbia Steel and Shafting
Co., Pittsburg.

tffits apammountpictiire it's the best show in Town

" You can'r stop me now!"
Thio io the 12-rcel picture which mado blase Broadway set up
and rub its tyes in amazement. Hore is what the leading New York
papers said about it: Herald—“As sternly realistic as life itself;”
American—"Vivid, tremendous, remarkable;” World—"No screen
thrill to compare with the actual wrecking of the whaleboat by a
90-foot monster;*’ Journal—“Finest film of the sea this writer has
seen;” Post—“It is easy to believe that the cameramen shot the
pictures ot the risk cf their’own lives.”

PRICES—Afternoons—Children 10c; Adults 25c
Evenings—Children 17c,; Adults, 35c.

TODAY

Irving Tuttle is home from Kirks
ville, Mo., for the summer vacation.

RICHARD TALMADGE in “WATCH HIM STEP”

Frank A. Beverage is having a fort
night’s vacation from his duties as
cashier at the express office. Accom
panied by Mrs. Beverage he will at pot a plain pleated skirt of light con
tend the Mystic Shrlners convention in struction catch the fancy since they
cling ilia pose or gracefully swing in a
Washington, D. C.
seaside breeze, revealing the trim an
. Dr. and Mrs. R. W. Bickford left kles and attractive footwear that we
Thursday in their motor car for Wash have all heard of and most of us nave
ington. D. C., where Dr. Bickford will seep? We think plain weaves in skirts
attend the Shriners' convention.
will "go over" successfully next fall at
least.—Dry Goods Kconi mist.
Miss Ruby Thorndike left this morn
ing for Seal Cove, Mt. Desert, where
Capt. F. L. Green is home from Sag
she will make a short visit with Mrs. Harbor, N. Y.. on a fortnight's visit.
Clitjfon H. Gray.
Mrs. A. F. Pillsbury arrives tomor
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Stern of New row from Minneapolis to visit her
York have opened their cottage at Bay mother, Mrs. W. A. Field.
Point.
Miss Alice Snow has gone to Camp
Supt. H. -H. Randall and family of Kineowatha. Wiltoa, wliere she will
Aubnrn were guests the first of the i spend the summer.
Miss Snow re
week of C. M. Harrington, Summer cently graduated from the- Boston
street. MV. Harrington returned to School of Physical Education and in
Auburn with them, and may continue the fail takes up her new duties as
ids trip to Massachusetts and Con physical instructor in the Y. W. ('. A.
of Rochester. N. Y.
necticut.

E. B. MacAllister and Miss Edna B.
Among tlie thousand or more spe
MacAllister are occupying their sum ctators who saw the field day exercises
ot Lasscll Seminary this week were
mer cottage at Bay Point.
Mrs. W. O. Fuller, Mrs. Howard G. Phil
Mrs. L. N. Littlehale has returned brook and Frank W. Fuller. F. W.
from Boston, where she visited her Fuller’s daughter. Miss Lucy Fuller,
daughter, Miss Joyce Littlehale.
was one of the participants in the
mixed canoe t a c, which featured the
Miss Frances Garcelon of Lewiston field day, having second oar on the first
lias opened her cottage at Ingraham Senior team, which won both races.
The events took place on tpc Charles
Hill for the summer months.

Gardner L. Robinson, and sons John
H, and Arthur H. Robinson, with their
families who have been spending sev
eral days at their former home In this
city, returned to Woodfocds yesterday.
' You cgn tell them that I am always
pleased to see the good old Courier-Ga
zette,’' said Capt. Robinson.
Capt. Ralph
Tuesday night
Day on his first
He rejoined his

A. Oliver was home
and part of Memorial
visit here for five yeais.
ship in Portland.

Mrs. C. li. Leach of West Pownal
has been the guest this week of her
mother, Mrs. J. li. Williamson, Chest
nut street. The doctor Joins Mrs.
Leach today and they will go lor a;
short visit at their Tenants Harbor
home. The doctor is off duty a day
and a half every second week and the
fact lhat he l:as retainert his Tenant's
Harbor homestead leads to the pleas
ing assdmption that he will be a fre-'
quent visitor there.

River, near Norumliega Park, and were
mat Red by tremendous enthusiasm on
tlie part of the Sem. students and
other spectators.

.■•it

Mrs. W. II. Spear who submitted to
operation at Knox li, spital Thurs
day is making good progress toward
recovery.

Charles Shields of Vinalhaven is vis
iting relatives in the city.
Harlan Bird left Wednesday night
for Boston.

Lowell York of Damariscotta Mills is
the guest of his son. Lucius York.
Pleasant street. Mrs. Laura Johnson
t.f Damariscotta Mills is also a guest at
Mr. York’s.
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Clark and
daughter Nettie and Miss Nettie Waltz
of Damariscotta Mills were visitors in
the city Friday.

Mr. and Mrs. Lucius York leave next
week for Washington. D. C., to attend
the- Shriners’ convention.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter II. Robbins ar
rived last night from Pratt, Kansas, for
a visit of a month or so.

Langdon Gibson of Schenectady, X.
Y., was in the city Thursday a.vom-

Do ou Shop For Ynoe Picture Entertainment ?

THE
NEW

EMPIRE

new prices
ALL THE TIME

Matinee 2:00 P. M.

We Do !

Theatre

BaicX".u?t,".ten..ye"s.zz;±:zz'ioc
Floor ............................................................... 17c

Evening at 7:00 and 9:00. Daylight Saving Tirr.e
MONDAY-TUESDAY

Guy Levensalcr were in Augusta Tues
day.
Mr. and AL
James Cassell of Chelr.ea, Mass., have opened their house on
Church street for the slimmer.
Mrs. Lilia AT. Blaney was in Damar
iscotta Tuesday.
Memorial Day was observed in town
with appropriate exercises.
In 'the.
morning graves were decorated and at
ll o’clock tlie G. A. R. veterans, World
War veterans, ;Sons of Veterans, and
b‘ young ladies escorted by the Para
gon Band marched to the Central Cem< tery, where the graves were decorated
with impressive ceremonies. At 12
o’clock dinner was served to the Post
by the la dies, of Charles Keizer Relief
Corps. At 1 o’clock the G. A. R. vet
erans, World War veterans. Woman’s
Relief Corps, Sons of Veterans and
s hool children marched to the bridge
where services w’ere held in honor of
the NJval heroes. Miss Elvu Black
and Miss Laura Whitcomb decorated
the water with flowers in a graeeftil
and impressive manner with an accom
paniment by the hand. The line then
proceeded to the Methodist church
where the services were conducted by
Rev. (>. G. Barnard and Rev. Guy MeQuaidce who gave spirited addresses.
The line then formed again and
marched to G. A. R. hall, where, it dis
banded.

Mrs. Susan hunt Wilson of Machias
is a guest of Mrs. Helena Smith.
John C. Whittemore is visiting rela
tives in town.
Air.-’apd Airs. Harold Perry have
moved into the house on Alain street
recently vacated by Air. and Mrs. W.
Al. Gallagher
Children’s Da J will he observed at
the Baptist church the Ibcond Sunday
in June. A concert will be given in (he
evening for which an attractive pro
gram is being arranged.
Mr. and Mrs. James A. Duane were
in Friendship Saturday.
Warren Creamer’s antique shop on
Depot street is much improved by a
new coat of paint. The color scheme
is charming and restfdl to the eye. The
interior is filled with a valuable collec
tion that Mr. (’reamer, who is an ex
pert on such natters, has gathered
from all parts of the country.
Rev. R. L. Sheaf has purchased the
Geyer house on the west side of the
river, owned by A. E. Boggs.
Otto V. Hassner. and Thomas L.
Richards attended the meeting of the
Grand Lodge of Masons in Portland
last week.
Fred E. Jackson is on duty as special
police in the “Four Corners.” Herbert
Knight is acting as night policeman.
•Mrs. Mary Creamer is spending a
ft w days at home from Gardiner.
Air. and Mrs. Richard de Mu telle
The Reliable and Satisfactory
have arrived here for the summer. They
Psychic and Spiritual
motored from their winter home in
Orlando, Fla.
I. G. Reed was in*Portland Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. Millard Turner of .Mer
iden, Conn., and Fred Turner of Port Can be consulted every Tuesday and
land were calling on friends in town Wednesday from 10 A. M. to 8 P. M.
Thursday.
29 PARK STREET
Mrs. Harold Smith has been spend
ing several days at Cooper’s M'ills.
APPOINTMENTS BY PHONE, 799W
Mr. and Mrs. Hiram Black arfd Airs.
nett

p.nied iiy Mr. Fields, an English artist.
EAST APPLETON
Charles Dana Gibson’s yacht conveyed
—
*
them yesterday to Criehaven, where
Rt V. E. S. Ufford spoke the memoi ia]
Mr. Gibson will he Joined Iiy his wife in sermon at Community church.
about in days. They will occupy Fred
Mrs. Alice Hall returned from a
S Rhodes’ cottage during the summer.
vis.t with her relatives in Portland last
week.
Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Sargent and
Mr. and Mrs. Justin Ames and Mr.
daughter Virginia motored to Bangor and1 Mrs. Clarence Spear of Warren
week, where Anah Temple of Mystic weie ca Hers in town rc-centy.
Shrine was holding a ceremonial.
Several from this plac ” attended tlie
hall game between Union High and
Mis. Milton Plummer is spending a Bristol, Alt mo rial day.
few days in.Portland "ft iii her daugh
Mrs. Merle Ames visited her par
ter. Mrs. ‘Ralph Stono,- w'm has busi
ents, Mr. and Airs. Andrew Bean last
ness there before returning to New week.
York.
Memorial day was observed in Ap
pleton by a free dinner given by the
\frs. E. M. Orbeton of Quincy. Mass., Corps ar.d Aidts. witli an address by
wlio has been spending a fi w days with Rev. Mr. Webber of Union. Markers
her brother, A. H. Bra. kett, has re have been placed on the soldiers
turned home.
graves
recently and one
placed
on the grave of Sergeant ’Frederic
Mi - William Wlilde omb and daugh (tushee. by Alvah Ames and given by
ter Gladys aud Mrs. .lames Seavey vis
the’ Anniiean Legion. It makes our
ited friends in Eelfasi Tuesday.
hearts -happy to see the dead honored,
and l membered.
MRS. ALFRED MURRAY
Kalle Sale has about 550 .vhite legtorn chicks.
Nancy Cordelia (Smith) widow of
Mr. and Mrs. James Griffin were call
the late Alfred Murray, died Tuesday ers in town Thursday.
at her home on Main street—second
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Anns were in
member of the well known Smith Thomaston Sunday.
family to die within six months. Pri
John Butler has purchased a new
vate funeral services were held Thurs Durant car.
day afternoon at the family residence,
Rev. John Al. Ratcliff of the Vniversalist ( hurch officiating. The burial was
in the Smith family lot at Achorn
cemetery.
Mrs. Murray was l>orn in Freedom,
a daughter of George and Mehitahle
(Clifford) Smith. Tlie history of this
family, written by Mrs. Murray’s
brother, Benjamin F. Smith, was Re
cently published in serial form by The
(’ourier-Gazette. Mrs Murray’s girl
hood was spent in her native town.
She became a resident of Rockland
about 73 years ago, and on Feb. 16,
1878, was married to Mr. Murray,
whose death a few years ago severed a
domestic partnership which had been
.particularly happy and congenial. Both
had reached a ripe old age, and both
enjoyed social gatherings fully as
much as the young people with whom
they were brought in' contact. Mrs.
Murray’s activities—remarkable for
one of her years— were forced to a
sudden conclusion last winter when
she fell and broke one of her hips.
She seemed in a fair way of recovery
when suddenly her condition took a
rapid turn for the worse, and medical
skill was powerless to avert the rapid
ly approaching end. Among those who
ministered to her was William S.
Bishop,, who for .some years has lav
ished a son’s devotfon upon her.
Aside from her social popularity Mrs.
Murray had many traits for which she
wili be well remembered, and one of
thes>e was a pronounced charitable in
terest. She gave liberally, hut modest
ly, and drd much to make others happy.
The sole surviving member of the
Smith family is Benjamin F. Smith of
The Apperson Six—Youngest
Warrenton. Other near relatives are a
niece, Mrs. J. M. Baldrige; four grand
nephews, Clifford, Dudley and Grafton
Wolfe, and Clifford Smith; and
grand-niece, Miss Gwendolyn Wolfe.

DONSON
MEDIUM

Has Thirty Years’ Experience Behind It

Member of an Old Automobile Family

HANDLES WITHOUT EFFORT

I.awrence Green and bride, formerly
Miss Hortense Bimberg of New York
City, are visiting Mrs. Simon Rosen
berg, Broadway. Mr. Green is a prom
inent lawyer in New York City.

STRAW HATS

Mr. and Mrs. Ernest W. Clark of
Cambridge, Mass., are guests for a
week of Judge and Mrs. L. R. Camp
bell. Mr. Clark is getting Itis summer
place at Ashmere ready for occupancy.

For Small Boys
Special Sale of Straw Hats for
Boys from 2 to 5 years

Mr. and Mrs. R. E. Eaton were recent
guests at the Congress Square Hotel
in Portland.

$1.00

Among those attending the frater
nity dances at Bowdoin College Wed
nesday night were: M'iss Idamae Wotton, Theta Delta Chi; Miss Dorothy <’. |
Andrews of Kockport, Delta I'psilon;
Miss Alice Snow, Sigma Nu; Miss Dor
ethy Cooper, Phi Delta Psi.

A stroll on the Boardwalk at Atlantic
City, one of the cosmopolitan American
i esorts, reveals a preference for plain
and for semi-plain skirts especially of
materials of a weight that lends itself
to pleats. Managers of shops along the
famous Boardwalk state tliat prefer
ence is bestowed on plain skirts be
cause they make a pleasing contrast
with the fancy blouses. Jackets and
even coats tbai now rule the world of
fashion everywhere. And why should

Tel. 745-J

ROCKLAND, MAINE

'George H. Wood of Quincy, Mass.,
with his mother. Mrs. Celeste B. W >od,
and her guest. Mrs. Merriam of Somer
ville, Mass., were at E. .1. Morey’s Fri
day. On their return to Damariscotta
they were accompanied by Mr. and
Mrs. Morey, who will spend the week
end at Camp Sunshine.

Mrs. Fannie Clark has been spending
the week with relatives in Barre, Vi.

L. MARCUS

313-315 Main Street.

•Last "Ladies’ Night" of the season j
at the Elks Home Monday evening 1
Buffet lunch. Marston’s orchestra.
|

'

while they last

'5

Apperson is the first to free the driver’s compart
ment of both gear-shift and emergency brake levers.
The new Apperson is practically effortless in its
control.
The Apperson pre-selecting mechanical gear-shift is
controlled by a finger touch without taking the hand
from the wheel. On your first drive the ease of steer
ing and handling will cause such wonder as to
almost obscure the car’s many other excellencies.
This Apperson car is the thirty-year consummation
of intensive engineering and precise manufacture.

CROCKETT’S

BABY SHOP

Te buy without inspecting Apperson would
be a needless mistake

393 MAIN STREET
C5-6C

COMEDY FEATURE

HAROLD LLOYD “Two Gun Gussie”

Know the tremendous pull
ing power of Courier-Gazette

ads.

Price delivered in Rockland: Apperson Six, $1685.

All models completely equipped.

A. C. JONES
Talbot Avenue.

Rockland, Me.

.‘‘TOO MUCH WHEAT”

WATERMAN’S BEACH

THE OREGON’S FUTURE

Maine Maid. Missive

What Thad C. Carver, For •amous Battleship Presented
On Silver Anniversary Of
merly of Vinalhaven, Told
Her Dramatic Feat To
Kansas State Bankers.
Namesake State.
Thad C. Carver, of Pratt, president
ot the Kansas Bankers’ Association,
Twenty-five years ago a grateful na
told state and national bankers in
Hutchinson, Kansas, last Thursday, tion was sounding the praises of the
that Kansas produces too much wheat battleship Oregon, which had made its
and gambles too heavily on a one crop famous voyage from the Pacific Coast
year. President Carver’s speech urg rriving in Cuban waters in season to
ing that bankers get behind farm dem help exterminate tile Spanish fleet. On
onstration projects and use their in the occasion of this silver anniversary
fluence toward diversified agricultural it is highly appropriate that arrange
activities was the feature of the open ments should be made whereby the
ing session of the thirty-sixth session federal government will iput the ven
erable craft in suitable condition, and
of the Kansas Bankers* association.
Farmers shouldfllave a pay check ev present her to the State which bears
ery day in tthe year through keener in her name. The Oregon Legislature has
terest in the dairy cow. the sow, the made provision for her perpetual
hen and in growing of various crops. maintenance, and the battleship will
Carver asserted. At present they gam drop anchor in the Willamette River
ble entirely in the wheat growing dis next month to become a museum of
tricts. If the farmers win, there is a memory, a relic of grand* ur and an
prosperous year. If they lose, all bus inspiration.
What did the Oregon do to merit
iness suffers proportionately.
Urging bankers to carry the policy of such sentiment? Oregon did not build
diversified farming to the crop grow her. Her keel was laid by the Union,
ron Works of San Francisco Novem
ers, President Carver said:
We bankers must give more time to ber 19. 1891. She was launched Octothinking of what and how to do things Mr 26. 1893. commissioned July 15,
that will bring prosperity to the differ 1896. She cost $3,180,600 to build, carent communities in which we live. I ied 32 officers and Hl men, and was
should say that 90 per cent of us de first commanded by Captain Albert
pend upon agricultural production and Smith Barker.
Oregon was she named, and Oregon
conditions for our success. The coun
ty in which I live depends entirely up state sentiment was hammered into
on agriculture, and for that reason- I her every plate. She was the best ship
have been thinking more along those in the United States fleet at the out
lines than any other. For the past break of the Spanish-American war.
years we have been a great “one-crop" and the state of Oregon was proud of
producing community. If we have her. On March 7, 1898 the Oregon was
good crops, things are flourishing; if lying in Tacoma harbor, Washington.
we have poor crops, they are depressed. Captain Alexander H. McCormick, her
We ought to plan to so manage our af
ommander, received orders from Sec
fairs that we are not dependent upon retary Long to proceed to San Fran
any one crop—that means diversified cisco to coal and get ammunition. At
farming. The state as a whole depends San Francisco the Oregon was ordered
too mu h upon the wheat crop.
to leave March 19 for Callao. Captain
1 realize that in the central third of harks Edgar Clark, formerly of the
the state wheat is its more regular and Monterey, had relieved Captain Mc
substantial crop, but I feel that as a Cormick. and on the 19th the (iregon
slate it would be far better off if we sailed from Callao. War threatened.
raised less wheat, and more varied The Oregon steamed down the coast of
crops and livestock. To tha/t end we South America.
shuuld use all energies to get results
After coaling at Callao the Oregon
lrom the cow, sow, hen, wheat, corn, fought her way through th^ Straits
kaffir, alfalfa, sudan grass, feterita and of Magellan in a terrific storm, coaled
other feed crops, so that instead of again at Sandy Point, Patagonia, and
having one pay check a year, we would started up the eastern coast of South
have a pay check every day in the year. America.
At Rio Janeiro Captain
Then if one kind of crop fails, we Hark leartmd that war had been de
would have the other resources to fall lated on April 21, and was warned of
back on, to pay for our bread and but the presence of Admiral Cervera’s fleet
ter. In one state I was in during the in the vicinity of the Cape de Verde
year, the statement was made that they stands. On May 26 she reached Key
l ad had only one bank failure in 19 West, after completing a voyage of
years, the reason was cows and diver 14.706 miles around the continent in 68
sified farming Recently I saw a staite- days. The Oregon was ordered to join
ment in a paper, of a country where Admiral Sampson's fleet, and on June
they had had only one bank’failure in
1898, took part in the blockade of
400 years, the reason is they hang Admiral Cer-vera’s fleet in th. harbor of
bankers who make a failure of their Santiago.
business. Either way is conducive to
On Sunday. July 3, 1893, the Massa
successful banking.
chusetts and the Suwanee left for
Guantanamo to coal. Admiral Samp
Keep the Boys Intcrosted
Upon «the invitation of Mr. Morrish, son aboard the New York, went to
state club leader for boys and girls in ward Siboney, for a conference with
neral Shafter. The Indiana. Iowa
Kansas, I attended a convention at
Manhattan, of the boys and girls who Texas. Brooklyn, with Schley aboard
won prizes for their efficiency in vari Oregon and the little Gloucester, swung
ous lines of their club work over the easily on the swells. Decks were being
ntate. There were about 300 of them polished, breakfast eaten, when one of
present, from ten to seventeen years the big guns of the Iowa roareel
of age. I was happily surprised as I warning and her flags fluttered:
did not realize what an interest the
“Enemy's ships coming out!"
boys and girls were taking in the vari
Bright/ with new paint, battle flags
ous agricultural pursuits in their dif flying and guns flashing defiance, the
ferent localities, and what a bright Spanish fleet belched from the narrow
happy, enthusiastic group of boys and channel, and raced westward for th
girls they were. I think every banker open sea.
Showering the Indiana,
should interest himself in his commu Iowa and Texas with explosives, the
nity, in 4his club work. We should Spaniards showed a clean set of heels
have from 20 to 25 thousand members
The Oregon seemeel to “rise out of
in this state. It would be a great help the sea," as a Spanish ofli er aboard
to our communities, keep the boys and the Christolxrl Colon later expressed it.
girls interested and is a good founda Up from behind she came, racing mad
lion for successful future farmers. The ly with the Brooklyn. As she passed
association matte an appropriation last the Spanish ships in rapid succession
year for prizes to be distributed among her first and second batteries roared.
the club members. I asked how’ many The Maria Teresa was driven ashore,
were present as a result of winning the blazing from stem to stern. The Adprizes from the bankers’ association mirante Oquendo, with the Oregon
and | 33 hands were raised. I was abeam, ran for the beach. At 16 knots
pleased to know that our association the Oregon then overhauled the Viz
was so tvell represented. Diversified caya and the ship turned to the shore
farming and bringing up our boys and to save her crew.
girls to have an interest in, and a love
“Oregon, well done!" then flashed
for agricultural affairs means prosper Schley from the Brooklyn. It might
ity and happiness. We must talk char have been considered equivalent to an
acter, energy and thrift.
order to abandon the, chase of the
Christobal Colon, chief of the prizes
He Commends President Harding
Commending progress of (the-Hard the fastest ship in the Spanish fleet
ing administration and a return to which was far ahead. Chief Engineer
business prosperity, President Carver Miiligan, of the Oregon, descended in
said:
,
to the stoke hole and encouraged his
President Harding’s administration fainting men to greater efforts. • Then
should be commended for the wonder covered with grime, he sought Captain
ful results that have been brought Clark on the bridge and implored him
about in the last two years. His sound to start tiring again "to help the men
judgment and practical ways are grad below to keep the old ship going." The
rally getting order out of chaos. Our Oregon opened tire with her "terrible
rational debt is being cut down; our thirteens," and the Colon hauled down
taxes gradually reduced, and running her flag and turned toward the beach
expenses of government getting down
"Congratulations for the grand vie
to near normal figures. In the postal tory; thanks for your splendid assist
department alone there has been cleaned ance,” Hashed Schley from the Brook
up within the past two years a deficit lyn.
of 22 million dollars, and the service
The Oregon had reached the pinnacle
materially improved. The same im
provement is being shown in all de
partments, and under his wise admin
Women Need More
istration today there are no idle men
seeking employment, manufacturing
and Better Blood
industries have more orders than can
be filled; the laboring men are receiv
To be strong, well, equal to demands
ing gt»od wages, there are no strikes
ol home, society, office or shop.
the railroads are gradually recuperat
It is a jact proven by thousands of
ing and just recently the SanA Fe vol
grateful letters that Hood’s Sarsa
untarily increased the wages of its em
parilla is remarkably beneficial to
ployes.
young or older women.
The agricultural interest is the one
The most common ailments of
unfortunaite situation that the country
women drain and weaken the system
Las tocontend with and that is gradually
and sometimes result in anemia, ner
improving, except for growers of whea
vous weakness, general break-down.
Hood’s Sarsaparilla gives the blood
and other cereals who have a real
more vitality and better color, makes
problem. Wheat must be grown as au
stronger nerves, and contributes to
tomobiles are made—by the most effi
the length and enjoyment of life.
cient and intensive methods. About 2
per cent of the men now engaged in
laising wheat should raise other pro
ducts. Business and agriculture art
de|M*ndent upon one another. Prosper
ous agriculture means a prosperous na
A RELIABLE
tion, and when business is prosperous
It helps the farmer.

COMMISSION HOUSE

[summer heat]

DRESSED

CALVES

LIVE AND DRESSED

wears down strength
and resistance

Scott’s Emulsion
refreshes the system

POULTRY

EGGS, APPLES, ETC.

PROMPT RETURNS

RESTORES VITALITY

UNEQUALED
For
I Coughs, Colds, Colic,
Sprains, Scalds, Cuts,
Burns, Sore Throat,
I Chilblains, or Sore Feet.
Prepared by thoNoBWAT

Medicine Co., Norway. Me.

your money refunded,

If it falls to benefit you when used atrlctlv as directed on
liy a buttie, bulu by ad Uealeuk.

•yjr luaide wruppti.

Every-Other-Day
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Frost On Memorial Day—The
Birds As Weather Prophets
—A Proud Mother.

— No. 17 —
Oh dear, Oh dear, what shall I do !
The ice cream dasher broke in two.
To mend it is beyond my power,
And guests will bo iiere in an hour.”
“Don’t fret, my dear, l’|| just drive

AND

down

And buy SdLH ice cream in town,
You would have bought it had you
known
It is as pure as your own.”

H

Edith Lowell,

•

Gorhanu Me.

LOOK FOR

[Simmons ZJfammonct Mfc&l
i PortlandWaterville,Bangor
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THE HOME RADIO
By A. HYATT VERR1LL

How to Make and Use It

Copyright by Harp«r A

BsHtiars

XIII. AMMETERS
Ammeters are Instruments designed
to measure the flow of electricity
through the wires and are often very
essential parts of a radio outfit. They
consist, ns far as exterior appearances
go. of a dial marked witli figures and
a hand or needle. Although they nre
not high priced ami it is not advisable
to try to make them, still there is
nothing mysterious or complicated
about them and the amateur, who likes
to experiment with home-made instru
ments, can readily construct an am
meter which xyill work and is fairly
reliable. This instrument is known
as a "hot-wire ammeter" (Fig. 29),
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There was plenty of frost to be seen
at 4,30 on the morning of Memorial
Day. I whs on deck quite early as I
was planning to take some flowers up
to the graveyard before many stran
gers should be up. 1 did get up there
by 8 o’clock, but found three ears ahead
ot me. Mr. and Mrs. William William
son of* Union. Mr. and Mrs. Dell Wil
liamson and their sister from Thom
aston and Master Williamson, Dell’s
son. I haven’t met William for over
30 years, but he informed me that he
kept in touch with me through the Wa
terman’s Beach letters.
1 counted 12 Hags that marked the
graves of the old vets. One lot had
three flags on it marking theMast rest
ing place of father and his two sons.
The Ida Shea family, all young people,
were down from Rockland in a line
looking car; also Mr. and Mrs. David
Mann from Camden. Mr. and Mvs.
Norman Drinkwater and mother Drinkwater and two or three of her sons were
improving their lots. 1 was pleased to
see so many old friends interested in
our home yard. O. T. Mann is the last
of the old vets we have with us. He is
enjoying the best of health and still
likes young people’s company.
Neighbor Todd flew a large flag at
half staff at his summer home Memo
rial Day. Mr. and Mrs. Todd appear
to enjoy their summer home as well as
the natives enjoy their company.
We miss the late Capt. Charles E.
Hall this spring. We always looked
for him and his good wife when the
good old summer time was with us.
The birds are building nests on the
brackets of our house now. If we are
to have a good pleasant summer they
will hatch out some baby birds. If the
summer is a cold one they will make us
a short visit and then go South. I have
watched for years and that is how I
figure it out.
There are some small strawberries on
cur plants now, and the blueberry
vines will be full of blossoms by next
week. I have peas out of the ground
that I planted 10 days ago.
Llewellyn Elwell has a new flag and
staff, and has boys enough to fire the
sunrise and sunset gun. Old Glory al
ways looked good to me
even at
home.
Mrs. Cowing has a mother hen car
ing for 100 chicks. If there is a proud
er mother in town than she I would he
pleased to see her.
A small crew of joiners is working on
the new village building. The roof raf
ters were put in place Memorial Day.
Neighbors Shea and Elwell labored
ill Memorial Day at an occupation that
we read about in the Bible. They were
mending their nets. Farm labor is in
good demand here now. Some of the
farmers have to wait for the lobster
Fishermen to come in from pulling their
traps to hold tht4 plow.
Another heavy frost this last day of
May.
C. D. S. G.

and consists of a fine platinum wire
A, secured between two fixed supports
B, B, a thread C, fastened to the
center of the wire and passed around
a spool or spindle D, a spring at
tached to the end of the thread E,
and a pointer or hand fastened im
movably to the top of the spindle F.
The electrical connections are made at
B, B, and as soon ns a current passes
through the platinum wire. A, the
wire becomes heated and expands, tints
allowing the thread to slacken. The
slack is instantly taken up by the
spring E, thus revolving the spindle
anil swinging the needle to one side.
The greater the current
the more the pointer
swings and so, by ar
ranging a dial with
marks under the needle
and testing the device
with currents of known
force, a fairly accurate
Instrument
can
be
made. Needless to say,
the parts must be small
and neatly and accurate
ly made and the spring
must be adjusted to
merely hold the thread
tightly without pulling
or bending the wire
appreciably. Also, the
PARK THEATRE
length of the wire Is a
great factor for the
Park patrons are to enjoy another
longer the wire the splendid week-end program today with
greater will be the beautiful Katherine MacDonald in “The
amount it expands, and Beautiful Liar,".a story of a pretty
consequently, the great stenographer who posed as a "Follies"
er the movement of tlie girl and who captured the heart of a
young millionaire. As a typist she is
needle; but, on the
given tile opportunity to impels mate
other hand, it will be an actress and live aiming the “4oo."
more difficult to adjust1 She carries out the part so successfully
a long wire to remain I that the Imposition is not noticed and
tight than a shorter the story ends with wedding bells after
one
and the
only many amusing incidents in which she
way to determine the , pii'Vy herselt "The Beautiful Liar.”
proportion
of
the The companion feature that all Ro *k
land is talking about today is Tiios.
various parts is to ex
Inces’ “Skin Deep,” a photoplay that
periment.
goes to the very heart of humanity

of fam,. Not a man had been lost 1
STRAND THEATRE
aboard her. and her name became J
known all over the world. Today, '
saved from the junk-pile, a plac has j Richard Talmadge. in his latest feat
been found for her old hulk in thei
ure. “Watch Him Step,” showing toheart of a great state.
' day introduces some entirely new
' methods of defying gravity and pro
ducing thrl'ls. If you marveled at D.ck
before you will gasp at th< stunts he
d(>es and the chances he takes in this
photoplay In “Watch Him Step" Dick
cavorts around a ledge at the top of a
ten-story building, walks up the sided
a house and carries his girl back down
with one arm as easrtjy as we carry our
head on our shoulders, dives headfirst
over whatever obstacle happens .to be
in his way: in fact, he literally leaps,
dives, jumps and falls his way through
five ret Is of the fastest moving comedy
drama ever filmed.
From far and near the people will
oome next Monday. Tuesday and Wed
nesday to see the great 12-ree.l feature
film. “Down To the Sea in Ships.” It
required 18 months to make this great
picture. It is utterly unlike any pro
JO
duction ever filmed, because, it is naI ture .it her most thrilling moments,
with intrepid whalemen in mad pursuit
of the biggest game on land or sea. In
cidents of unparalleled daring, enacted
I apparently within a few feet of the
I eyes of the astonished audience, seem
' to challenge belief that the scenes
were actually taken by a camera—and
r^ic
at breathlessly close quarters.
Hvt ry phase of whaling is
shown
with startling fidelity—the first view
cf the big “school,” following the weird
I cry /com
mast-head, “B-’l-o-w
b-l-o-w-s,” the lightning-like lowering
of the be ats, the dash for the prize, the
instant of sus*i>ense as the boat-steerer
sinks his harpoon to the shank. Then
the frantic effort to escape with a thin
curl of smoke arising from the harlH»on line as it sings over the bpw. so
swift is the whale’s dash for the open
water and freedom.
For hours the battle is waged in a
dull-red s a, before the cry of “Fins
out!” tolls us that the monster has
fought his last fight. Then follows .the
“cutting-in" and tlie thousand-and-one
processes that for two hundred years
have made the New England whaling
industry a tradition tend rly fostered
from generation to generation.
Yet back of this vivid picturization
of daring i uns one of the sweetest
| love-stori( s ever unfolded on the
I screen, a romance .breathing all of the
quaint custi ms of the most famous
wha.ling city in the world. A sinister
conspiracy, its aim the control of as
fine a fleet of whalers as ever sailed
tii seven seas; a hair-raising mutiny
and its overthrow’ of as brutal a master
as (vt r triced a sailor in the rigging: a
stoim off-shore, the like of which no
trick of photogiaphy could e^er hope
to equal,
touches of realism that
lift “Down to the S.a in Ships’* f.ir
SOLD BY
out of
efitegury of what we hive
r
I (some to accept as the usual motion
, picture th.iil.—'adv.

hirieo
Ranges
and
Heaters

With all
the latest
improve®
ments, in
cluding
glass oven
doors, are
used every
where.

V. F. STCDLEY
ROCKLAND, MAINE

i. Those small ads In The Courier| Gazette are read by every body. That
is why they are so popular and
effective.

I

and makes for better men and better
•itizenship. A big story fraught with
thrills and put over in a way that is a
•redit to every American Legion mem
ber in America and away. See it and
mjoy the big picture of the week.
Starting Monday and Tuesday, the
Park journeys forward on another
week of super-features that stand out
'ike the hoon-day sun. Goldwyu a m.
terpiece "The1 Sin Flood.” with Janies
Kirkwood, Richard D:x, Helene Chad
wick and a big cast of favorites. The
story of a party who are trapped in
flood on the Mississippi and when fac
ing the perils of death, confess their
secret sins to one another and pledge
Jnemselves to a regeneration. Afte
.he flood has subsided and they are un
harmed after their vow. see whnt hap
pens, for to tell you all would spoil
your entertainment. A comedy feature
straight from Toonerville, slow on
speed but rich in laughter with happy
Dan Mason as “The Skipper.” News
and View’s complete the program.
Coming Wednesday and Thursday
Paramount’s new picture with Thomas

N

NOTE Cut of "WHITE HOUSE" at
Wathinglon on Entry LoM.

DOUBLE PACKAGE DOUBLE-SEALED
Absolutely Safe Protection to Contents
~~~ In 1, 3 and 5 Lb». Only

'

~~

N the market fcr upwards of thirty years — known from
coast to coast as the Highest Grade coffee the World
produces, its honored, distinctive name — “WHITE HOUSE”
— stands for The Very Best in coffees—the Greatest Satisfaction.

O

WHEN YOU BUY COFFEE—BE SURE IT IS

WHITE HOUSE
Meighan in “The Ne’er Do-Well” will
be tht* feature attraction. Rex Beach
never wrote a better story and you are
assured of sterling entertainment.

BERER THAN CALOMEL
Thousands Have Discovered
4)r. Edwards’ Olive Tablets
are a Harmless Substitute
Dr. Edwards’ Olive Tablets— the sub
stitute for calomel—are a mild but sure
laxative, and their effect on the liver is
almost instantaneous. These little olivecolored tablets are the result of Dr.
Edwards’ determination not to treat
liver and bowel complaints with calomel.
The pleasant little tablets do the good
that calomel does, but have no bad after
effects. They don’t injure the teeth like
strong liquids or calomel. They take
hold of the trouble and quickly correct
it. Why cure the liver at the expense of
the ttjeth? Calomel sometimes plays
havoc with the gums. So do strong
liquids. It is best not to take calomel.
Let Dr. Edwards’ Olive Tablets take
its place.
Headaches, “dullness” and that lazy
feeling come from constipation and a
disordered liver. Take Dr. Edwards’
Olive Tablets when you feel “logy ” and
“heavy.” They "clear”clouded brain
and " perk up ” the spirits. 15c and 30c.

EMPIRE THEATRE
])<»(» a man ev. r understand a wo
man? Tlie question has been asked ten
thousand times and it is answered by
Marguerite De LaMotte today in “Just
Like A Woman." Gsorge Fawcett is
t!.<) in the cast and gives a finished
portrayal of tlie stern old father who
is taught a lot of things hy his deter■ mini 1 daughter. There is a laugh in
ieve:y scene and you’ll be more than
j delighted with the P|»!en<Ud entertain’ inent it has to offer. The com|Ktnion
i feature is GLulys Walton in ‘‘Gossip "
! a clever llttl. star In a clever little
story. "Around The World In 18 Days"
j completes the big Saturday bill.
Monday and Tuesday Doctor Watson
. anil Shrrlock Holmes are to he with us.
[This time to unravel the mystery that
surtourds the "Hound of the Basker
villes." Of course Sherlock finds the
[cause and deduces the effect and likeI wise I tings the criminal to justice. The
I companion f ature is Mary Alden, "the
wonderful ne ther of the movies," in
"A Woman'® Woman." The splendid
J home story of a mother who makes alt
'the sacrifices that it is possible for a
moth r to make for her family and who
finally finds joy in doing so. A Harold
Lloyd coraedy "Two Gun Gussie" compl tes the program—adv.

BIRD'S ROOFS

B'sis

That Roof has Paid Dividends

for more than 20 Years
Here is a customer 100% satisfied.
When he needs roofing for another bam, farm
building, or garage, do you think he will "shop”
around?

He will not!
He’ll come to us and get Paroid. Why? Measured
by the yardstick of Years-of-Service—the only true
test—it is cheapest in the long run.
Come in and we will unroll a long stretch of Paroid
for you to see its light-gray siirface and feel its
thickness, pliability, and firmness.
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Paint Now
With This
Paint

SAVINGS

BANK

Office Hours—Daylight Saving

9 to 3
Saturdays 9 to 1 2

Safety Deposit Boxes to Rent

ROCKLAND.
ME.

Z/oui

Brothers

Paints - Varnishes

GLOVER COMPANY
Rockland, Maine

ROCKLAND, - - - MAINE

H. H. CRIE
&CO.
Hardware

Zow

H.

ROCK L. AND

It has an equal of 6
quarts in every gallon.
Costs less than paints
that cost less per
gallon. We can prove,
it. Come in and see
yourself.
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4 SON. inc. (EnUbGdi«t 1795) Eut WnipoJn, Ufa*
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is your

DIGESTION?.

If you suffer nausea, distress after eating,
are constipated and bilious, you may ob
tain prompt relief witli “L. F.” Atwood’s
Medicine. Tliia is a genuine remedy for
disordersof stomach, liver and bowels. For
nearly 70 years, thousands have eujoyed
perfect digest ion through“L.F.”Mediciue.
Large bottle, 50c—1 ct. a dose. All dealers.

<‘L. F.” MEDICINE CO., Portland, Me.

